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Ginny Hulse receives
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News In Brief
State's new tourism campaign
Is reported to be 'Pure Kentucky'
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The state's new tourism campaign
unveiled Thursday is "Pure Kentucky."
Gov. Martha Layne Collins said the new theme is versatile
enough to be used in conjunction with everything from Kentucky
crafts to the Kentucky Derby.
"Pure Kentucky" is the creation of McCann-Erickson
Louisville, which won the competition for the state's $850,000
advertising contract this year. State officials said the company
will keep a standard 15 percent of that figure for its services and
the remainder will be spent buying advertising time and space.
Tourism Secretary Wendell Combs said the advertising campaign will appear on television, radio, newspapers and
magazines, concentrating on population centers to the north and
within the state.
Combs said the state draws most of its vacationers from states
such as Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and Illinois. Other target groups
will be people who pass through Kentucky on their way to another
destination and people taking day-trips.
Though the campaign was unveiled Thursday, the advertising
will not begin in earnest until early 1987, Combs said.
As in past campaigns, such as the "Oh! Kentucky" theme used
during the administration of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr...„ a photo of
Collins will appear in the ads.
"We think it's another attraction, if you will," Combs said.
Collins said tourism in Kentucky has been neglected, even
though it is the state's third largest industry accounting for $3.2
billion annually and 113,000 jobs.
"Kentucky's kind of a secret," Collins said during a news conference."We haven't been able to get our message across as well
as we'd like to."
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U.S., Soviets
hoping for
progress in
relations
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Production set to open
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REYKJAVIK, Iceland (AP)
— Soviet Leader Mikhail Gorbachev, promising to search for
solutions "to the burning problems" of the world, arrived today for a summit with President
Reagan hailed by both sides as a
chance to make progress on
arms control and other issues.
Gorbachev held on to his hat to
keep it from being blown away
by blustery winds as he stepped
off his Aeroflot jet with his wife,
Raisa, Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard Shevardnadze and other
officials.
In brief comments at Keflavik
Airport, Gorbachev said, "We
talta *rayed herstart
meeting imbued with a sense of
responsibility" owed to people
around the world.
"We of course hope that the
same sense of responsibility for
the destiny of the world is the
feeling brought here in the
capital of Iceland by the presi-

Kathy Valentine (right) and Louise Weatherly prepare for tonight's opening of "You Can't Take It With
You" at Playhouse in the Park. Curtain time is 8 p.m. Tickets for the production, which continues next
weekend, are available and may be reserved by phoning the theatre box office at 759-1752.
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Elsewhere...
By lbe Aroelated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — An American captured when
Nicaraguan troops shot down a plane supplying rebels with arms
says he worked with CIA employees in flying from Honduras and
El Salvador to drop weapons and ammunition.
WASHINGTON — A top State Department official says
Nicaraguan authorities coerced a captured American into making a false claim that CIA personnel are illegally involved in
resupplying anti-communist rebels.
WASHINGTON — Harry E. Claiborne was back in prison today, stripped of his judicial robes and his $78,700 salary by a
Senate conviction that left some senators troubled over claims
that he was the victim of a government vendetta.
HOT SPRINGS, Va. — A blue-ribbon panel of business executives forecast today that the U.S. economy will continue to
muddle through the next two years without a recession, but
without much pickup in growth either.
WASHINGTON — The House passes an immigration bill imposing penalties on employers who hire undocumented workers
and giving amnesty to illegal aliens who have established roots in
the United States, but the Senate may insist on its own version.
WASHINGTON — A literacy expert, asking the nation's
newspapers to pay more attention to the millions of Americans
with reading problems, says it is not accurate to blame Witeracy
on the popularity of television.
WASHINGTON — The Army has awarded its first contract for
a new "multi-purpose bayonet" that will double as a field knife,
wire-cutter and saw.
MOSCOW — The No. 3 reactor at Chernobyl will come back on
line next year, and plans to build a fifth and sixth reactor at the
stricken nuclear power station will be fulfilled, Pravda said
today.
WASHINGTON — Federal health officials say they are worried
that young people who start out experimenting with alcohol and
tobacco are more likely to try illegal drugs.

CitST- school board OKs ADA contract
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Education approved a contract with
the Calloway County School
District concerning average daily attendance (ADA) money for
the 1987-88 school year.
The districts agree in the contract to release ADA funds for
an equal number of non-resident
students attending the schools.
In approving the contract, the

board agreed to pay to Calloway
County School District 50 percent of funds recsived for the excess number of students.
Superintendent Robert Glin
Jeffrey said that currently, the
Murray School District has
more Calloway students attending its schools than there are
Murray students attending
Calloway schools. The contract
Is an agreement on how to deal
with the funds generated by

these students.
The board heard a report on
the Public Information Program
In the Murray Schools by Katie
Carpenter, director of the
program.
As director, Carpenter creates
brochures, compiles information packets and coordinates
"On Education" a weekly page
In the Murray Ledger & Times
with the Calloway County
Schools.

By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
Despite test res_ilts that place
the Calloway Ciounty County
School System in 14th place out
of 180 school systems in Kentucky, a few glaring inconsistencies in the results made
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose
express cautious enthusiasm

over the scores at Thursday
night's meeting of the county
school board.
"I'm proud of the test scores
but we need to be cautious about
how we jump up and down over
them," Rose told the board after
school psychometrist Joy
Waldrop made her report on the
scores.

In the spelling portion of the
test, Waldrop said, all the scores
from the entire state were incorrect. In another area, the test
reported that only 79.3 percent
of the Calloway County School
System's 7th-graders had
mastered reading skills, while
91.5 had mastered library
resources and reference skills at

Blue-Gray Affair

Today's Index

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3.30 p m Satueday
ore urged to call 753-1910 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. end
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Offic• Hours — .m1.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday, ill
a.m. 12 p.m Saturday.

Tonight, mostly cloudy and
cool with patchy dense fog.
Low in the lower 50s. Light
east wind. Saturday, mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers developing
late.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of showers both
Sunday and Monday and partly cloudy conditions- on Tuesday. Highs mostly 65 to 75.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.2
Barkley Lake
355.2

(Cont'd on page 18)

Rose: cautious enthusiasm at test scores

Today's highlight in history: On Oct. 3, 1883, President Lincoln
declared the last Thursday in November Thanksgiving Day.(The
holiday would move to the third Thursday of November in 1939
before Congress would move it to its present location: the fourth
Thursday of November.)

One Section — 22 Pages
Classifieds
20, 21
Comics
20
Crosswords
19
Dear Abby
19
Horoscope
18
Murray Today
4 5
Obituaries
8
Perspective
3
Sports
12, 13

Carpenter submitted a list of
goals for the past school year for
review and a list of goals for the
current school year.
She also briefly discussed current publications in the school,/1
system and a proposed budget
I
for 1988-87.
"I really like doing this job,"
Carpenter said. She wq.blitinod
she likes being able to show

Area residents are invited to attend the Blue-Gray Affair at Land Between the Lakes(LBL)on October
18-19 for a rare look at what life was like for Civil War soldiers. During the weekend event, Civil War living history enthusiasts will portray soldiers of the Blue --4,""ary. The "troops" will be encamped at
LB', in an area adjacent to The Trace about three miles north of I.RI.'s South Welcome Station. While
visiting the camps, the public can talk with the troops, watch them drill, and learn more about military
life during the War Between The States. The camps are open to the public from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday, October 18, and from 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Sunday, October 19. A mock battle between Uniqn
and Confederate reenactors will begin Sunday at 1:30 p.m. This special event is cosponsored with the
LBL Association. The program fee is 81 per person, no fee for children under six. Food and beverages
will be available on the grounds. For more information. call (502)
924-5802i

the same grade level. According
to Assistant Superintendent Dr.
Nancy Lovett, it would be difficult for students to be proficient in library skills if they
can't read.
Rose said the test formerly used by the state, the Comprehen(Owed on page 18)

Council now a
step closer to
elimination of
free dumping
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council moved a step closer to elimination of
city residents' free dumping
privileges at the landfill during
a 15-minute long regular
meeting Thursday.
In other business at the session, the council:
Received a report on the city budget for the first quarter of
the fiscal year.
Approved the reappointments of Shelia Shaw to the
board of zoning adjustment and
William Honibuckle to the housing authority board.
Approved the bid of Todd
Uniform service of $5.50 per
week for public works and utility
employees' uniforms. The only
other bid submitted was from
Boone Laundry at $6 per week.
The new dumping rates at the
landfill, which will be in force
after the council approves them
on a second readmg, are:
Level pickup truck load, $2;
automobiles, $1; larger trucks
and commercisrl haulers, $2 per
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Hubbard co-sponsors farm credit legislation
interest rates than Federal Land
Banks and PCS are now required to charge," Hubbard
said.
The congressman also viewed
the legislation as vital in the
struggle to keep the Farm
Credit System viable.
"It is the only way to achieve
the goals of keeping the Farm
Credit System in operation while
_at the same time offering critcally needed assistance to
farmers," Hubbard said.
Agriculture committee
members in both the House and
Senate agreed with Hubbard's
program, which is co-sponsored
view after they became convincstudents under the direction of
Readings from the work of the
by the public library and the
Karin Cordle and Jan Naile,
ed it was the only alternative to
late Jesse Stuart, poet laureate
Murray State University
a massive cash infusion to
director of forensics, in cooperaof Kentucky, will be featured at
Libraries as part of the
rescue the Farm Credit System
tion with Pi Phi Delta.
a reception to commemorate the
statewide observance.
from financial woes resulting
80th anniversary year of his
- A dramatic presentation by
Stuart, whose home was Wprimarily from high interest
Ginny Hulse
birth at the Murray-Calloway
Helen Hodges of Murray, who
Hollow
in
Greenup
County
in
rates
of the late 1970s and early
ThursCounty Public Library on
was a personal friend of Stuart,
Eastern Kentucky, was known
1980s and a severely depressed
day, Oct. 16.
from his book titled "Year of My
around
the
world
for
his
novels,
farm
economy.
proTo begin at 7 p.m., the
Rebirth," which deals with his
short stories and poetry. He died
The legislation, Congressman
gram of readings, which is open
ecovery from a serious heart
in February 1984.
Hubbard explained, would allow
to the public, will include:
attack in Murray in 1954.
Federal Land Banks and PCAs
- "Recollections of a KenHis collection of manuscripts,
Margaret Trevathan,
to refinance bonds issued during
tucky Mountain Childhood,"
papers and memorabilia is houslibrarian, will introduce the
the high-interest era at lower
compiled from Stuart's novels
ed in the Pogue Special Collechelp as needed when she was off
Ginny Hulse, R.N., a charge
readings. Refreshments will be
rates available today.
and short stories and presented
tions Library at Murray State.
nurse in the emergency room,
duty. You should be very proud
served at the conclusion of the
Federal
Land
Banks,
he
by Murray State University
of
her."
has
been
selected
as
Murray.
pointed out, are holding ;38.2
The award is presented
billion in bonds issued mainly Calloway County Hospital's
ninth "Out of the Ordinary
periodically to an employee
during the era, of soaring inEmployee."
such as Mrs. Hulse, who in the
terest rates. Most of these
A member of the nursing staff
eyes of his or her colleagues anbonds, he said, carry an interest
dor patients demonstrates
rate of 9 percent or higher com- since June, 1976, Mrs. Hulse is a
outstanding
graduate
of
Calloway
commitment to
County
pared to current rates of about 6
their responsibilities in helping
High School. She also earned her
percent.
to provide quality health care.
bachelor degree from Murray
The legislation would allow
Along with the honor, Mrs.
son, dean of the College of
legal advocate for Kentucky
Kentucky Attorney General
the estimated ;2.8 billion cost of State University.
Hulse
received a one-month perMrs.
Hulse
is
the
daughter
of
Business and Public Affairs,
citizens, his background inDavid L. Armstrong, a 1966
refinancing the bonds, in
mit for a specially designated
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lock. Her
alumni from the college may
cludes eight years aa Comgraduate of Murray State
prepayment penalties, to be
parking place, a certificate
husband, Mac Hulse, also works
hold dual membership in the
monwealth attorney in KenUniversity, will be the speaker
amortized over 20 years.
denoting the honor and a special
new society and the MSU Alumtucky's 30th Judicial District,
at the fiterannual College of
Banks would be allowed to set at the hospital in the Radiology
Invitation to attend the
Department as a CT Scan
ni Association. He explained
service as an administrative law
Businessand Public Affairs bantheir own interest rates on loans
-assistant. Pollee to farmers without Farm Credit technologist. They have two , hospital's next annual service
quet on-1M
- campus Homecom- that one dues payment *lir be7—judge
daughters - Ashley who is 3 awards banquet.
made for both organizations,
court prosecutor, as well as
tug Eve, Oct. 24.
Administration approval under
"I want to extend a hearty
years old and Hillary who is 7
Armstrong, a candidate for
private law practice.
To begin at 5:30 p.m. in the
a formula which would take into
congratulations
to Ginny for letmonths
old
and
they
make
the Democratic nomination for
Curris Center ballroom, the
consideration the bank's finanHe earned his law degree at
ting the patients that come to
lieutenant governor in the May
dinner-reunion is among many
cial viability as well as interest their home on Route 1, Murray,
the University of Louisville and
our hospital know that we truly
Ky.
1987 primary election, serves on
events planned in celebration of
rates available at competing
has done postgraduate work at
care about them," said MCCH
Several nominations were
Foundation
Board
of
the 54th Homecoming at Murray—the MSU
--financial institutions, Hubbard
the University of Nevada, Har--Administrator Stuart Poston.
received
in
her
behalf
but
the
State on Friday and Saturday, Trustees.
said.
the
Nayard
Law
School
and
"Her
compassion and caring atmost
prominent
one
came
from
Elected
attorney
general
in
Oct. 24-25.
This competitive gap is curtional College of District Attitude certainly makes an ima
patient
who
said,
"She
was
1983, he has become particularly
In addition to Armstrong's
rently from two to four percent.
pression on those who are in her
very professional, kind and
well known throughout his torneys at the University of
speech, a proposed constitution
As a result, Hubbard said, many
Houston.
care and we are grateful to have
understanding to me as a stroke
career as an advocate for vicand by-laws and board of direcfarmers are pulling out of the
Reservations for the College
a fine nurse like Ginny on our
victim. She visited me several
Urns' rights, for protection of
tors of a new College of Business
Farm Credit System, further
staff."
times in my room and offered to
and Public Affairs Alumni children, especially from sexual of Business and Public Affairs
eroding the program's viability.
abuse and exploitation, and for banquet are $9 per person and
Society will be presented to
Hubbard also noted that
may be made by calling (502)
fair treatment of consumers.
alumni at the banquet.
another piece of legislation apBesides his work as the rhief 762-4181.
According to Dr. John Thompproved by both Houses and now
awaiting signature by President
Reagan offers additional aid for
financially-troubled farmers.
The new law, which authorizes
novice players with less than
Tennis enthusiasts among
52 new federal bankruptcy
two years' experience) and
Murray State University alumni
judges to help eliminate a and friends will take to the
singles for men 50 years of age
backlog of bankruptcy cases, courts Friday, Oct. 24, for the
and older. Players may enter up
will also make it easier for small 11th annual Homecoming Tennis
to two events.
farmers to avoid liquidation, he Tournament.
Purcell said the finals will be
said.
scheduled at a time convenient
Competition will begin at 9
The legislation amends the
to the players. The entry fee is
a.m. Friday on the varsity
bankruptcy laws to permit small courts on Chestnut Street near
$20, with proceeds going to the
farmers to reorganize without Regents Hall. Bennie Purcell,
university tennis teams.
the consent of their creditors,-as the tennis coach at Murray
Anyone interested in playing
required under current law.
in the tournament should conState, again is the tournament
"Family farmers will now
tact Purcell, preferably two
director.
have the same rights now enweeks in advance of HomecomCompetition will include
joyed by small businessmen, men's class A singles and
ing, at (502) 762-6124, or the Ofand will save many farmers
fice of Alumni Affairs, Sparks
doubles (for players with tourfrom having to liquidate," Hub- nament experience), men's
Hall, Murray State University,
bard said.
Murray, Ky., 42071, 762-3737.
-class B singles and doubles (for
necessary by early 1987.
In addition, Hubbard pointed
out, the legislation allows
Federal Land Banks and Production Credit Associations to
set their loan rates based on
local conditions instead of a
single rate mandated by the
Farm Credit Administration.
"This provision could enable
farmers to obtain loans at lower_

authored by Rep. Ed Jones (DTenn.), chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Credit and
Rural Development.
The emergency farm credit
bill, rushed through the House in
the push to wind up business of
the 99th Congress, is designed to
This is the view of U.S. Rep. avert the multi-billion dollar inCarroll Hubbard (D-Ky.), who
fusion of federal funds that some
co-sponsored the legislation. experts anticiliated would be

Farm credit legislation approved this week will not only
avoid the necessity of major new
funding for the Farm Credit
System but will provide financial relief for many struggling
farmers.

commemorate birth

Ginny Hulse receives honor
as MCCH's special employee

State Attorney General Armstrong
to speak at MSU campus Oct. 24

Homecoming tennis tourney
slated for MSU alumni, friends

— See Us First For Alt Your

Home Decorating Needs

JOE SMITH
CARPET CENTER
•

The New
0
31-CP• "Staimnaster" Collection
ttilt°Selection of Order-In Carpeting
Entire

Styles:
World
Coronet
Queens
Galaxy

1.00

Philadelphia
Diamond
Columbus Mills
Horizon Mills

Off Retail
Price/Sq. Yd.
(Cut or Roll)

In-Stock No-Wax Vinyl Floors
Reg. $5.99 sq. yd.

$4.99sq.
04.4
AdOlk

Yd

In-Stock Jute-back Shag
or Plush carpeting

$1.00

off sq. yd.

In-Stock Wallpaper
Reg. $4.99 Single Roll

Weekend Sale
Your choice of men's
shirt or slacks.

12.9

Shirt:
A handsome fall favorite: men's
comfortable 100% cotton madras
long-sleeve plaid shirt. Button-down
collar styling with long tails. Assorted
plaids in men's sizes.

Slacks:
These slacks say it all: comfort and
plain good looks Easy-wear polyester/
cotton with Batt-rah non-roll waist.
Belt loop and straight-leg styling
Solid colors in men's sizes.

20
(
70 off

Kirsch Custom-made Blinds

40% off

(Reg. Price)

DeVoe Paint
"The Leading Paint in the Country"
•

10% Off
Staffing As Low As $9.99 Gal.
• Entire Line

753-6860'
Hwy. 641 North

Sale Good Oct. 6th-Oct. 18th

JCPenney.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6181

assignalwaramillsellilleow
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PERSPECTIVE
Commenta t• :

Literacy experts appeal
for readable news stories

13

Today's column is devoted to a subject addressed in an
Associated Press dispatch. As those of you who have read this
column before are aware, the subject is one about which I have
strong feelings.
0
A literacy expert, asking the nation's newspapers to pay more
attention to the millions of Americans with reading problems,
Rays it is not accurate to blame illiteracy on the popularity of
television.
"People are not illiterate because they watch TV. They may
watch TV because they are illiterate," said Jonathan Kozol, who
presented a report on illiteracy to the newspapers industry
Thursday. "Rather than condemn TV, we ought to explore the
ways to use it to bring people back to print," he added.
Kozol said there is a need to examine the "myth" that
television is the culprit behind the nation's reading problems.
He urged editors and publishers to reject the idea that one
vast sector of our population has no need ... to read and
understand the words you write."
Kozel said readability studies indicate that "about 30 percent of
all adults cannot understand the journalistic substance of most
daily papers. As many as 15 percent find it impossible to read at
all."
He suggested "with some hesitation" that working journalists
"scrutinize their prose to see if simple stories are not sometimes
rendered needlessly opaque by overly elaborate verbiage."
Kozol's recommendations came in a 50,000-word report, "Where
Stands the Republic? Illiteracy: A Warning and a Challenge to
the Nation's Press," commissioned by Cox Newspapers.
The study capsulizes many of the alarming statistics cited by
Kozol in his 1985 book, "Illiterate America," and suggests ways
for the American Newspaper Publishers Association and the
American Society of Newspaper Editors to tackle the issue.
"It is self-evident that loss of readers ... diminishes the freedom
of the press to take courageous stances," he said, adding that
nothing "is more important to the reinforcement of an
independent press in the United States than the expansion of the
numbers of those adults who can read (and) understand it."
Kozol cautioned the press not to fall into the "sand trap" of
trying to put a precise figure on the extent of illiteracy in the
United States. "Whether the number is 25 million, 45 million or
over 60 million, it is too many in a free society," he wrote.
He lauded several literacy initiatives already under way,
•
including a three-day-a-week column in the Philadelphia Daily
News written at the sixth-grade level and local literacy drives
mounted by the El Paso Herald-Post and the San Francisco
Chronicle.
The 33-page report is being sent to editors, publishers,
educators and political leaders. Copies may be obtained from:
Lynda Stewart, Director of Communications, Cox Enterprises,
Inc., P.O. Box 105720, Atlanta, Ga. 30348.
— GENE MeCUTCHEON

Wierray Ledger & Times
By Mike Royko

Royko Says

We're all lost in the mourning
I'm filled with dread at the
thought of the trauma millions
of sleepy-eyed Americans will
soon be enduring.
The ABC network has said
that host David Hartman will be
leaving its morning show in
February.
In making the announcement,
a network vice president
solemnly said:
"We will miss him, and so will
millions of Americans who look
to him and 'Good Morning
America' every day for
assurance that all was well with
their world and thatlives."
Shortly after hearing this
news, I was lunching with some
friends, and I mentioned it to
them.
One of them moaned: "I don't
know if I can take it. When I get
up in the morning, who will
assure me that all is well with
my world and my life?"
You'll have to hang tough.
"That's easy to ss.y. But I
remember the morning I was
just having my first cup of coffee when my teen-age daughter
told me she was pregnant. When
I asked my wife what we were
going to do, she threw her bottle
of tranquilizers at me, said she
was moving to California, and
walked out.
"I called my boss to tell him
I'd be late for work, and he told
me not to bother because I was
fired anyway. I dropped my cof_

fee cup and it landed on my
dog's head and he bit my foot.
"I limped into the living room
in a daze and turned on the TV
set and saw David Hartman. I
think he was interviewing the
author of a best-selling book
called 'The Artichoke Diet.'
"And suddenly I was assured
that all was well with my world
and my life. Thanks to David, I
could cope."
The man truly has a gift.
"I feel the same way," said
my other lunch companion.
"Sometimes I'll bring in the
morning paper and read
depressing headlines about terrorists, farm foreclosures,
famine, nuclear buildups, floods
and higher taxes, and I'll start
experiencing anxiety.
"And I'll hear on the radio
that rush hour traffic is backed
up to the Canadian border, and
remember that yesterday the
doctor gave me my annual
checkup and told me I should get
a second opinion from an embalmer, and I'll notice that the
cat confused my hat with his litter box.
"But all I have to do is turn on
David Hartman, and he'll be sitting there so calm, interviewing
the author of the best-selling
book: 'Pomegranates — The
Secret of Sexual Potency.'
"And I'll know all is well with
my world and my life."
Just then the waitress came

by and said: "Did I hear you
mention David Hartman?"
Yes. It has been announced
that he will soon be leaving the
morning show.
She turned pale and said: "I
don't believe it. For years, I
have been getting up in the morning, knowing that I am going to
have to spend the entire day
waiting tables, my feet throbbing, my varicose veins getting
worse, and the Greek who owns
this place pinching me every
time I walk by.
"I get on the bathroom scale
and I'm still 30 pounds
overweight from compulsive
eating because I'm nervous
from worrying about not being
able to pay my therapist for
treating me because I'm ashamed of my body.
"Does anyone care? Not my
drunken bum of a husband,
three years without a paycheck,
stealing my tip money and sitting in a saloon buying drinks for
floozies until all hours of the
night. Or my son. Al he cares
about is going dancing with his
fiancee, a guy named Rudy.
"Then I'll turn on my TV and
see David sitting there, interviewing the author of the bestselling book: 'The Secret Path to
Wealth — Cleaning Swimming
Pools,' and I'll know that all is
well in my world and my life."
After leaving the restaurant,
we were still discussing this na-

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

004
Mitch McConnell

tional calamity when a frail
panhandler approached us. As I
handed him a dime, he said:
"Excuse me, but did I hear you
say David Hartman is leaving
the morning show?"
That's right.
He shook his head and said:
"What will I do. In the morning,
I often ask myself whether the
quest for financial success is
really worth all the stress of life
In the fast track. Then I turn on
my TV and.
You watch David, and you
know that all is well in your
world and your life.
"Yes. How did you know?"
You're not alone, pal, you're
not alone.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Forty-seven friends and
neighbors of John Tucker
responded yesterday to help the
Tucker family harvest about 230
acres of soybeans. Tucker was
injured in an accident last week.
Calloway and Marshall Counties will be receiving funds
totalling $4,825 for second
quarter public defender
programs.
Irma La Follette, Cecilia
Brock, Peggy Billington, Bonnie
Jones, Lois Keller and Betty
Lowry of Murray Woman's Club
attended fall meeting of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs held Sept. 19-22 at Barren
River Lake State Park.

r•

Change of Attitudes Goal of Anti-Drug Debate
Drug abuse has zoomed to the top of the list of public concerns
and in the election year rush, it seems as though a new anti-drug
proposal surfaces almost daily.
While it concerns me that Congress might rush through a bill
that spends millions inefficiently on the anti-drug effort, the attention focused on the crusade is very positive. This is not always so
in the Senate, which has been known to spend days discussing an
issue with little apparent progress or sense of purpose. The Rehnquist
confirmation debate, which occupied nearly a week of Senate floor
time, is an example.
But in the case of drug abuse, a change Of attitudes may do
more to combat the problem than a fistful of new enforcement programs backed with millions of dollars. Without the nurturing of social attitudes strongly opposed to drug abuse, the demand for illegal
drugs will remain. And, even with stepped up enforcement efforts,
the drug profiteers will find crossing the thousands of miles of American coast a worthwhile risk.
This is not to say that stronger drug enforcement provisions are
unimportant. The Senate Republicans bill, for example, calls for severe penalties for transporting illegal drugs, as well as stiff fines and
even mandatory imprisonment for possession of controlled substances. Other provisions untie the hands of federal enforcement officials now bound with government red tape, particularly in their
efforts to crack down on foreign drug trafficking.
Still, common sense argues that we must rally the nation behind combating drug abuse and make it socially unacceptable. While
overall drug abuse has leveled off, there is almost an attitude of
casual acceptance. Further, it is no longer an urban problem, but
one increasingly common in small towns and among those in all socioeconomic levels.
Nancy Reagan's "Just Say No" effort over the past five years
has been simple, yet direct and effective. In selecting grade school
children as the target group for her campaign, her message has been
that individuals decide for themselves to abuse drugs. So, too, the
national attention focused on drug abuse as Congress deliberates on
the issue should be helpful in developing attitudes against drug abuse
among all age groups.
Granted, it is only a start. And provisions in the Senate bill calling for a $100 million program at the state level to establish drug
free "learning environments" may be good if they are clearly defined and properly administered -- and even better if assets recovered
from drug peddling activities can be used to pay for it. But it is the
traditional support groups -- the family, church, and schools -- that
must shape anti-drug attitudes among individuals. A government
program can aid that involvement. It cannot be a substitute for it.
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Twenty years ago
More than 2,400 teachers and
administrators are expected on
Murray State University campus on Oct. 14 for 82nd annual
session of First District Education Association. Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, state superintendent of
Instruction, will one of the
featured speakers.
Murray Lions Club will have
its annual radio auction on Nov.
21 and 22, according to Vernon
Anderson, club president.
1

"BEAUTIFUL!

DOESN'T INTtRDICT OR DESTROY OR DEFOLIATt OR

REDUCE,

IT JUST KILLS!"

Thirty years ago
William Boswell Howard, 89,
died of injuries sustained when
struck by a car while crossing
Lynn Grove Highway this
morning.
A total of 46 pounds were
established in August and
September and certified for cost
share with ASC, according to
Yandal Wrather of Soil Conservation Service here.
Kentucky Department of
Highways has awarded a contract for reconstruction and
traffic bound limestone for 3.882
miles of Penny Road, north of
Highway 121.

Business Mirror
By Skip Wollenberg
NEW YORK (AP) — When
was the last time you sat down
and watched a network television show from start to finish
without changing channels?
Admakers say it's happening
less often and they blame declining program quality, the proliferation of cable and independent stations and technological
Innovations such as video
cassette recorders and remote
control.
Their real concern is you
won't be there for their
commercial.
Technology alone has spawned a lexicon that sends shivers
through creative departments
up and down Madison Avenue._
Words like zapping. Zipping.
And, thanks to a new study by
the advertising agency J. Walter
Thompson USA, flipping.
They describe the latest
defenses viewers have against
commercials and programs that
bother or bore them.
Zapping is what happens when
you change the channel to avoid
a commercial. Zipping requires
the assistance of a VCR, and
describes what occurs when you
use the '1'fast-forward" control
to slip past a recorded
commercial.
But the Thompson study, based on 1,881 telephone interviews
with adults 18 and older, said only 9 percent of television viewers
admitted to zapping commercials. It said zipping occurs in
about 18 percent of all
households with VCRs.

More prevalent than either of
these, the study said, is flipping:
switching channels at any time.
It said 34 percent of those
surveyed change channels during a show for various reasons,
ranging from those who switch
simply because they get bored to
others who switch almost constantly "sampling bits and
pieces of different programs."
The study said it found flipping occured in roughly the same
proportion in all types of programming — feature films,
dramas, sitcoms, adventures,
mysteries and sports — and in
both daytime and prime evening
viewing periods.
And it predicted flipping likely
would increase as more viewers
got cable television and more
sets were equipped with remote
control.
It recommended several ways
advertisers can try to catch the
attention of fidgety viewers.
Sponsors can use more
15-second commercials, or half
the standard 30-second length, to
increase the frequency of their
commercial messages and the
likelihood that they will catch
the attention of the video
nomads
They also can boost frequency
by advertising on syndicated
programs on independent stationS and on cable programs
And they can buy time on
several networks and other
channels at once to trap the
channel flippers

SEIKO
ORIGINALLY UP TO $250

THAT'S RIGHT.S119
AUTHORIZED SEIKO FACTORY WARRANTY
NOW THROUGH NOVEMBER 16TH
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST.
With gift times coming up they won't lost Iongl

Selected styles only.

JCPenney Fine Jewelry
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
759-1400
SEIKO
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Church plans event

Homecoming Sunday

Victory Independent Baptist Church will have
Its first anniversary celebration on Sunday, Oct.
12. The church meets at Woodmen of World
Youth Camp Building on U.S. Highway 641
North. The Rev. Mike Thurmond, pastor of New
Life Baptist Church, Brooklyn, Ind., will speak
at 2 p.m. The Rev. Steve Todd, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and a
basket dinner will be served at about 12:30 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday, Oct. 1.2. The Rev. Norman Culpepper, pastor of Memorial from
1968-69, will speak at 11 a.m. worship. A spcial
singing will begin at 1:30 p.m. featuring the cornerstone Ensemble, Qavary Quartet, Cindy
Vance and Oneida White. Sunday School will be
at 6 p.m.; a basket dinner will be served at noon;
Church Training will be at 6 p.m.; worship service with the pastor, the Rev. Jim Simmons,
speaking at 7 p.m.

Support group will meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 14, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in private dining
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An
educational program on "Dealing with
Agressive Behavior" will be presented by Kathy
Culvert, R.N., nursing instructor at Murray
State University. All persons interested in this
disease are invited to attend.

Need Line board to meet
Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will meet
Monday,Oct. 13, at noon at Pagliai's. Sid Easley,
president, urges all members to attend.
ART WINNERS — Lee
Holcomb, right in top
picture, won third place
for her art work in contest of First District of
Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at
Paducah. An art student
at Murray High School,
Holcomb represented
the Murray Woman's
Club. Art contests were
conducted at Murray
and Calloway County
High Schools by the
Creative Arts Department of MWC. Murray
High winners, students
of Ann Peirin, were, top
picture, from left, Jim
Hornbuckle, third, Greg
Moffitt, second, and
Holcomb, II rill.
Calloway County High
winners, students of
Glenn Leckie, were,
side picture, from left,
Wendy Parker,,---first,
and Kathy Musser,
third, with Deana
Johnson, second, not
pictured.
Staff photos by David Tuck

More screening and better care urged by surgery director
NEW YORK (AP) —
More screening for hidden cancer and better
care for those with early
symptoms might help
poor people lower their
high rates of dying from
the disease, says an

American Cancer Society report issued.
The report concludes
thatlower
socioeconomic status,
rather than race, largely explains why blacks
get cancers and die

from them at higher
rates than whites, said
Dr. Harold P. Freeman,
chairman of the cornmmittee that produced
the report.

I think, to aim your guns
correctly in trying to
solve such a major problem," said Freeman,
director of the surgery
department at Harlem
Hospital Center in New
"It's very important, York.
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The meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution on Saturday, Oct. 11, at 2 p.m. has
been changed to the Holiday Inn, Murray.
Marilyn Forrest, hostess, urges all members to
attend and to note the change in meeting place.
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Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
Monday, Oct. 13, at 7 p.m. at Paducah Area
Vocational Center, 2400 Adams St., Paducah.
Ken Cook who 18 with Water Watch, a program
sonsored by Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet and Kentucky
Division of Water, will be the speaker. Visitors
are welcome, a spokesman-said.
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Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club
will meet Monday, Oct. 13, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Margie Cannon will present a program on
"Women's Health and Breast Examinations."
Hostesses will be Susan Cunningham, Kelly
Doran, Susan Doran, Karen Duncan and Cindy
Dunn.

John L. Mervin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Mervin of El Paso, Texas, has enlisted in the Air
Force, according to S-Sgt. William R. Viniard,
Air Force Receuiter at Paducah. Upon successfully graduating from Air Force's six-week
basic training course at Lexkland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas, Mervin is scheduled to
receive technical training in the mechanical aptitude career field. Mervin, a 1981 graduate of
Heath High School, will be earning credits
toward an Associate Degree in Applied Sciences
through the Community College of the Air Force
while attending basic and technical training
schools.

Tom
Cruise

MMIIMP

z

Sigmas to hear Cannon

John L. Mervin enlists

He's survived the most hostile and
primitive land known to man.
Now all he's got to do is
make it through a week in New York.

A ladies' day luncheon at Oaks Country Club
will be served Wednesday, Oct. 15, at noon at the
club. Reservations should be made by Monday
with Shirley Martin or Joyce Nunnally, cochairmen of the hostesse. Other hostesses will be
Ruth Caldwell, Barbara Blalock, Jeanne
Falwell, Shirley Wall, Cheryl Dailey, Emma
Dillon, Diana McNutt, Sue Smith, Judy Kratzer,
Beverly Galloway, Mayrelle Clark, Donna Whitfield, Martha Ryan, Wanda Dick, Ann Doran,
Renee Miller, Deborah Villaflor, Mary Lawson,
Virginia Galloway and Gaynell Gibson. •

Air Force Staff Sgt. Kevin L. Veigi and his
wife, Air Force Sgt. Cynthia A. Veigi, have arrived for duty with the 432nd Aircraft Generation
Squadron, Japan. S-Sgt. Veigi, son of retired
Master Sgt. Robert J. and Shirley J. Veigi of Rt.
18, Cullnuin, Ala., and Sgt. Veigi, daughter of
Floyd H. and Aleen G. Ashley of Rt. 2, Benton,
are communications and navigational-aids
systems specialists with the Air Force.
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'Cased crystal *Lead crystal
'Savvy Jewelry by Swarovski 'Music Boxes
*Inlaid wooct„tea carts *Brass 'Dolls
'Handmade porcelain flowers
(arrangements & long stem roses)
*Collectable plateseBells•Figurines
Hours: Tuesday—Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
1016 North Market St.—Parls, TN
Phone 642-5050
Darlene LIndbom: Owner
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Pageant on Oct. 19
A Miss Cape Girardeau '86 Beauty Pageant wll
be Sunday, Oct. 19, at 1 p.m. in the Center Court
Dome of Holiday Inn, Rt. K and 1-55 in Cape
Girardeau, Mo. All girls, birth through 17, are invited to participte. There is no residence requirements for contestants. Eight age categories
will be featured with winners in each category to
receive a crown, a banner and special prize. Side
awards will be given in best smile, best model,
best dressed and categories. For more information or entry forms, contact Linda Newell, 2113
Nottingham, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701 or call
1-314-334-2451 or 1-314-334-5153. Deadline for preregistration is Oct. 18. Registration will be permitted on Sunday, Oct. 19, but a late fee will be
charged.

Whitney Jo Bogard born
Mr. and Mrs. Rusty Bogard of Rt. 7, Box 657,
Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Whitney
Jo, weighing eight pounds three ounces, measuring 21 inches born on Friday, Sept. 5, at 10:30
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They
have two other daughters, Misty, 4, and Jessy,
2%. The mother Is the former Renata Collins.
The father is self-employed. Grandparents are
Larry Bogard, Nancy Bogard and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Collins, all of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mrs. Betty Morris and Mrs. Mary Bogard
and the late Oveta Bogard of Murray.

Jimmy Geurin Jr. born
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Geurin, Rt. 6, Murray,
are the parents of a son, Jimmy Dale Jr.,
weighing seven pounds 15 ounces, born on Sunday, Sept. 21, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have two other sons, Robert, 10,
and Troy, 8. The mother is the former Vicky
Morris. The father is self-employed as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris
Jr., of Puryear, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Troy Geurin.

James Lynn Crabb born
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Crabb, 430 Lankford Rd.,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a son, James
Lynn, weighing seven pounds 1% ounces, born on
Monday, Sept. 29, at Methodist Hospital, McKenzie, Tenn. The mother is the former Zetra
Grooms. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Grooms of Whitlock, Tenn., and
paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Younglove of Murray. A maternal greatgrandmother is Mrs. Edith Burnette of Whitlock.
Paternal great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Charles of Paris.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following:
Kathleen Dunn of Murray from Western Baptist;
Eva Fuqua of Murray, Harold Brannon of
Puryear, Tenn., Lisbet Reiland and Estelle
Lawrence of Kirksey from Lourdes.

Kentucky Garden
Club will sponsor
course at Barkley
For the first time in
Western Kentucky, the
Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc. will sponsor
a Garden Study Course
at the Lodge at Lake
Barkley State Resort
Park.
Th-Pli, will be in
cooperation with the
Department of Horticulture and Landscape
Architecture, College of
Agriculture, University
of Kentucky.
Course I Series III will
be given Monday and
Tuesday, Oct. 13 and 14,
with an optional qualifying examination on
Wednesday, Oct. 15.
"We have an interesting program and
highly qualified instructors," said Mrs. Kenneth Ohimann, state
Garden Studies chairman, "and we are looking forward to an enthusiastic participation
of interested gardeners.
Enrollment is not
limited to only Garden
Club members.
The subjects to be
covered should be of
particular appeal to all
local gardeners, both
amateur and professional, and will include
the following:
"Soils in the Landscape" by Dr. Lloyd W.
Murdock, Extension

Specialist in Agronomy;
"Insect and Disease
Pests and Physiological
Disorders of Ornamental Plants" by Dr.
Douglas W. Johnson, extension specialist in Entomolgy, and Dr.
Donald E. Hershman,
extension specialist in
Plant Pathology;
"Fruit Production in
the Landscape" by Dr.
Gerald R. Brown,extension specialist in
Pomology, and Dr.
Douglas W. Johnson;
"Plant Structure and
Function" by Dr.
Robert C. Anderson, extension specialist in
Floriculture.
A greenhouse tour will
be conducted by Dr.
Winston Dunwell, extension specialist in
Horticulture.
Continental breakfast
and a soup and salad
lunch will be served
Registrations may be
made by writing Mrs.
Kit Haynes, Logan Mill
Road, Oak Grove, Ky.
42262. A fee of $30 wlll be
charged and checks
should be made payable
to Garden Study
Courses, The Garden
Club of Kentucky, Inc.
For addition information call or write Mrs.
Jacob Way, local
chairman.
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Local couple married for 50 years

Gilreath-Broach vows solemnized

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Warren of Rt. 1, Murray, will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary in Nashville,
Tenn., with their son
and granddaughters.
The couple was married on Oct. 10, 1936, in
Hazel with Edward
Curd officiating.
Their attendants were
Covel Myers and
Kathleen Caldwell
Outland.
Mrs. Warren, the
former Nancy Charlene
Mayfield, is the
daughter of the late
Edgar Mayfield and
Laura Pullen Mayfield.
Mr. Warren is the son
of the late Henry Warren and Odor Olive
Warren.
They have one son,
Rodney Warren of
Clarksville, Tenn., and
two- granddaughters,
Wendy Warren of
Nashville, Tenn., and
Christi Warren of
Clarksville.

Miss Louise Eleanor
Gilreath and Darrell
Thomas Broach Jr.
were married on Monday, Sept. 29, at 2:30
p.m.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Jackie
Colson of Hazel and
Robert Gilreath of Irvan, Texas.
She is the granddaughter of Jack Pace
and the late Mrs. Hazel
Pace of Houston, Texas.
The groom is the son
of Mrs. Lynda Pace of
Murray and Darrell
Thomas Broach Sr. of
Hazel.
His grandparents are
Mrs. Faye Colson of
Murray, Roy Colson of
Hazel, Thomas Broach
of Stone Mountain, Ga.,
and Mrs. Atlean Broach
of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Broach Jr. are residing
at Rt. 6, Murray.

I.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Thomas Broach Jr.

Coming community events are announced
Friday,Oct.la
Hazel Lodge NO. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Ronnie's Place.
————
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
————
Trigg County
Quilter's Guild will have
its annual quilt show
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
old Senior Citizens'
building, Jefferson
Street, Cadiz.
————
Murray High Tigers
will play Ballard
Memorial in football
game at Holland
Stadium at 7:30 p.m. A
school dance will follow
at Murray High School.
Lady Racers will play
a game of volleyball
with Arkansas State at 6
p.m. at Racer Arena,
Murray State University. Admission is free.
— --Wooden frame construction workshop will
begin at 7 p.m. in
Leisure Connection,
Room 101, Curris
Center, Murray State
University.

-0;t1C L301u,
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Saturday,Oct. 11
Friday,Oct. 10
Calloway County High from 8 p.m. to midnight
School Lakers will play at Murray Moose
a football game with Lodge. This is for
Hopkinsville Tigers at members only.
————
Hopkinsville at 7:30
Early prenatal class
p.m. Pep bus for adults
and children, accom- will be at 9 a.m. in third
panied by an adult, will floor classroom of
leave the high school at Murray-Calloway Coun5:30 p.m. Tickets are $2 ty Hospital:
————
per person and for
Murray State Univerreservations call
sity equestrian team
753-5479 or 753-8141.will compete against
————
"You Can't Take It riders in a four-state
With You" will be area at 10th annual Fall
presented by Murray- Intercollegiate Horse
Calloway Community Show at 9 a.m. at
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Livestock and Exposition Center.
Playhouse in Park.
————
————
Murray High School
Saturday,Oct. 11
Soccer Team will play
Temple Hill United
Apollo at noon.
Methodist Church will
————
have a chili, hot dog,
Murray High School
dessert and drink supBand will play in a conper at 6 p.m. with white
test at Henderson
elephant sale to follow.
County.
————
————
Car wash at Arby's by
for parents
Reception
Murray-Calloway County Area Vocational Auto of Murray State UniverMechanics VICA will be sity students will be
from 10:30 a.m. to 4 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. on
main level of Curris
p.m.
Center. Other activities
_—__
Paris-Henry County will be Murray-Eastern
Arts Council will pre- football game at 1:30
sent a concert by Russ _11.111.atStewartStadium
conBurgher and his band at and Ray Stevens
p.m. at Lovett
7 p.m. at Elks Lodge cert at 8
Dining Room, Paris, Auditorium.
————
Tenn.
West Kentucky
————
"You Can't Take It Regional Scholastic
will
With You" will be Chess Tournament
3 p.m.
presented by Communi- be from 10 a.m. to
Murty Theatre at 8 p.m. at in Curris Center,
ray' State University.
Playhouse in Park.
For information call
————
Wayne Bell, 762-6982.
Dance with music by
————
Center Stage will be
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Writers' Potpourri
will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public

Saturday, Oct. 11
Library.
————
Country ham
breakfast will be served
at Murray Masonic
Lodge.
————
Reception for Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Mark
Fthgers Jr. will be at 6
p.m. at University
Branch of Bank of
Murray.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Girls Farm
Workshop from 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850;
Sorghum Molasses
Making from 9:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Introduction to
Bowhunting at 10 a.m.
and 1 p.m. and Attracting Winter Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
and Our Mr. Sun at 3
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center.
————
(Cont'd on page 6)

One newborn and dismissals listed
One newborn admission and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Oct. 9, have been
released as follows:

Dr., Murray; Mrs. 161, Murray, Mrs
Morelia Henry, Rt. 4, Laura Jennings, 1706
Calloway Ave.,Murray;
Murray.

Earl Lee, Rt. 4, B9x

Mrs. Laveda Bran-

don, Box 147, Hazel;
Mrs. Sandra Boutwell,
Rt. 1, Box 234, Puryear,
Tenn.

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

Newborn admission
Bell baby girl,
parents, Sandra and
Dale, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Tracey McLeod
and baby boy, Rt. 8, Box
515, Benton; Mrs. Sandra Scott and baby girl,
1500 Oak Hill Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Rebecca Cornwell and baby boy, Rt.
1, Box 442, Benton;
James Van Cleave, Rt.
4, Box 450, Martin,
Tenn.;
Roger Boyd, Rt. 1,
Water Valley; Mrs.
Martha Williams, 1512
Story Ave., Murray;
Miss Patricia Cowan,
1106 Travis St., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Mary
Wyatt, Rt. 1, Box 200A,
Almo;
Christopher
Fuhrmann, 1606 West
Main St., Murray;
Leslie Humphreys, 606
North 16th St., Murray;
Lee Bolen, 608 Ellis

We are pleased to
announce that Beth
Ann Habegger, brideelect of Chad Lee
Stewart has selected
her crystal and flatware from our complete bridal registry.
Beth Ann and Chad
Lee will be married
December 27.

ikobAckA3

Children's
Fashions
753-0005
1Hwy. 6411 Murray, Ky.
Menus for the various
lunchrooms in county
and city schools for the
week of Oct. 14 to 17
have been released by
Joanna Adams, food
service director of
Calloway County
Schools, and Judy Hina,
food service coordinator
of Murray City Schools.
National School
Lunch Week will be
observed in both the
county and city schools,
Oct. 13-17.
Schools will not be in
session on Monday. Oct.
14, because of a district
in-service program at
Paducah.
The menus are subject to occasional
change because of the
availability of food and
other special occasions.
Menus are as follows:
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
————
Calloway High
Tuesday — crispy
fish, Philly roast beef
sandwich; Wednesday
— meat ball hero,
spaghetti/meat sauce;
Thursday — sweet and
sour pork over rice,
chicken pattie sandwich; Friday — taco
salad, chili dog. Salad

408 South 12th Street
Sizes Infant thru 14

bar, pizza, hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, choice
of fruits and vegetables,
milk and drinks are
available daily.
Calloway Middle
Tuesday — crispy
fish, hamburger;
Wednesday — meat ball
submarine, pizza/tossed salad; Thursday —
sweet and sour pork
over rice, chicken pattie
sandwich; Friday —
tacos w/salad, hot dog.
French fries, salad bar,
assrted salads, fresh
fruit, vegetables and
milk are available
daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Tuesday — crispy fish
and slaw, hamburger;
Wednesday — pizza,
tossed salad, curley
fries, fresh fruit or meat
ball submarine; Thursday — sweet and sour
pork over rice,
vegetable medley, mixed fruit, fortune cookie
or chicken pattie sandwich; Friday — tacos
with meat and salad,
mexicalli vegetable,
fresh orange, calypso
cookie or hot dog. Milk,
french fries, fresh fruit,
assorted salads and

vegetables are
available daily.
————
MURRAY CITY
————
The menus for Murray High, Murray Middle, Carter Center and
Robertson Center will
all have the same National School Lunch
Menu. Murray High and
Murray Middle will also
have different choices of
meat, fruits and
vegetables during the
week. Milk is served
daily at all the schools.
Menus for Murray City Schools will be as
follows:
Tuesday
British Menu — fish
and chips, Picadilly
slaw, scones (muffins)
and honey.
Wednesday
Hispanic Menu —
taco, Mexican beans,
orange wedges, calypso
cookie.
Thursday
Italian Menu — pizza,
fresh green salad, Italia
corn, golden spice cake.
Friday
Oriental Menu —
sweet and sour pork,
rice, vegetable medley,
Mandarin fruit cup, fortune cookie.

awn;

ae a
Bring the family out this Sunday
for our Patriot's Buffet from
11:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. Serving:
Virgin
am
urkey & Dressing w/giblet gravy
• Potatoes
II Beans
Fried Onion Rings
•I. Kernel Corn
n Peas
ked Pineapple
*toed Salad w/hornesnacle dressings
ruit Salad Surprise
4 Hour Slow
mon Applesauce
ickled Beats
ed Apple Rings
•nage Cheese
•• Peaches
iiasnetnade Rolls
iwiltIV406*Cherry or Apple Cobbler

Come To The

\I 4

-%444

Dinars Club/Cart Blanche

U.S. 641 South—Murray

753-0910

Weekend Special
Rent 3 Movies get 1 FREE
Members Get 2 FREE
Rent a VCR for the weekend
for only $9.95

PLANT BULBS
NOW
Stt•t?

Stately tulips, joyous
daffodils, fragrant
hyatinths— are here now!
Don't Wait!

*tie Melts it $230Clairol Wider 11

Boston Tea Party
:11:
M Holiday' Inn

•••••••••••••
•
•
•

For a Spectacular Spring Garden!

Dutch Crocus

407 N. 12th
753-1725

Hyacinths

JONES
LANDSCAPING
AND NURSERY

1

Pickup Specials Friday Bring Back Monday!
Your movie professionals
have over 50 VCR's and
over 2075 Movios
Open Til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

r

CROW

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 I. Ateln Murray 7S3 0201

r
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ommunity•••

Saturday,Oct. 11
Gospel singing, sponsored by University
Baptist Mission, will
start at 8 p.m. in parking lot of Dixie Land
Shopping Center,
Chestnut Street.
————
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will
meet at Holiday Inn at 2
p.m. Members note
change in meeting
place.
————
Prayer breakfast of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church will be at 8 a.m.
at Holiday Inn.
————
Sunday,Oct. 12
Second day of 10th annnual Fall Intercollegiate Horse Show
will start at 9 a.m. at
Livestock and Exposition Center.
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7784.
————
A Winners Circle
reception for Murray
State University
scholarship recipients
will be from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. in Curris Center
ballroom.
————
Dr. Carl Rogers,
baritone, and Murray
State University
Chamber Singers will
present a free concert at
3:30 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
_
————
Program by the Rev.
and Mrs. Ray Bolerjack
will be at 6 p.m. at Murray Church of the
Nazarene.
————
Homecoming will be
at Memorial Baptist
Church.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes wW include Sorghum
Molasses Making from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Skywalk
at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor

(Cooed from page 5)

Monday,Oct. 13
Monday,Oct. 13
Oaks
at
Wednesday
Board of Need Line
Country Club should be will meet at noon at
made by today with Pagliai's.
Shirley Martin or Joyce
————
Nunnally.
Dorothy Moore Circle
————
of First Presbyterian
Sigma Department of Church Women will
Murray Woman's Club meet at 7:15 p.m. in the
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Marjorie
club house.
England.
————
————
Parenting Class will
American Legion Post
Victory Independent
Baptist Church, meet at Murray - No. 73 is scheduled to
meeting at WOW Youth Calloway County meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Camp,U.S. Highway 641 Hospital. For informa- Legion Hall.
————
North, will have its first tion call 753-5131, ext.
144. or 753-6821.
Hazel and Douglas
anniversasg
————
Centers will be open
celebration.
Murray High School from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
Palestine United J.V. Football Team will for activities by senior
Methodist Church will play Fulton County here citizens.
————
have a potluck luncheon at 6:30 p.m.
————
Racer Club will meet
at noon after talk by
A free concert by at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas
Cong. Carroll Hubbard
of 39th annual Restaurant.
students
at 11 a.m.
Quad State String Music
————
————
Events in Land BetDinner for students Festival will be at 5 p.m.
and parents will be in at Lovett Auditorium, ween the Lakes will in- The Calloway County team (left to right) includes Jody Lassiter,son of Mr.and Mrs. Jerry B. Lassiter,
Murray State Universi- clude Iron Industry at Dexter; faculty advisor Ruth Ann Futrell; Eric Barrett (captain),son of Mr.and Mrs. Preston Barrett,
annex of University
and
Church of Christ follow- ty. For information call 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Murray; Ronnie Dawson,son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dawson, Dexter; faculty advisor Brenda Call;
Myers.
Bill
762-6455.
host
50.
Homeplace-18
at
The
ing second worship
————
————
service.
Non-credit adult
Deacons of Memorial
————
Elders of First Chris- water-exercise class Baptist Church wWmeet
tian Church will meet will start at 10:30 a.m. at 7 p.m.
————
for breakfast at 8 a.m. in Carr Health Building
Mattle Belle Hayes
in private dining room pool, Murray State
One hundred seven- show to the viewers Jon Rose and Loren Schneider, Lancaster,
of Murray-Calloway University. For enroll- Circle of First United
high school teams across the state the Wisehart. The faculty Caalfornia; Sean Sage,
teen
762-2716.
call
ment
Church
Methodist
Hospital.
County
Kentucky young people who will advisors are Ruth Ann son of Patrick Sage,
throughout
—
—
—
—
Women will meet at 9:30
————
will converge on the make a difference in Futrell and Brenda Call. Elsmere; and Eric
AA and Al-Anon will a.m, at church.
Church Board of First
The Bowling Green Boyle, son of David
KET Network Center K e ntuttkra future.
Christian Church will have closed meetings at
Bazaar workshop will again this year to com- 'Challenge is a high- team includes Stephen Boyle, Covington. Altermeet at 7 p.m. in church 8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For in- be at 9 a.m. at First pete in the fifth season energy, quick-recall Dillinaham (captain), nates are Tony Hemparlor.
_
_
of "KET Scholastic game the whole family son of George mer, Carter Gaither,
forrntion call 753-0061, Presbyterian Church.
Challenge," which airs can enjoy following Dillinaham, Bowling and Shawn Johnson. Ad762-3399, 753-7764 or
Monday,Oct. 13
————
Green; Stephen ditional team members
Jackson Purchase 753-7663.
Young -in -Hearts Sundays at 1 p.m. together."
prohour-lohg
(CDT),
noon
Each
12
Kuebler, son of Walter are Tony Paff and Joe
(EDT),
————
Audubon Society will
Group of Seventh and
gram consists of two Kuebler, Bowling Thomas. Charlotte
Bible Class will meet Poplar Church of Christ on KET.
meet at 7 p.m. at
The program was games, with three high Green; and Kathy Decker is the faculty
Paducah Area Voca- at 7 p.m. at Bethesda will leave parking lot at
school teams competing Lewis, daughter of Ron advisor.
tional Center, 2400 Ministries, 115 South 7 a.m. for trip to St. developed by KET five
The Betsy Lane team
prohelp
per game. Each game Lewis, Bowling Green.
to
ago
years
Fourth St., Murray.
Adams St., Paducah.
Louis.
mote interest in educa- has five rounds of ques- Alternates are David includes Stephen
————
————
————
Parents Anonymous
Suburban
Women's Exercise tion in Kentucky. Sally tions in the areas of Kwok, Alice Kwok, and Branham (captain), son
Homemakers Club will will meet at 6 p.m. For Class will meet at 7 p.m. Jackson, producer of English, history, math Shama Spillman. The of Mrs. Pam Branham,
meet at 7 p.m. at tome Information call 762-6882 at University Church at_ "HET Scholastic and science, with one additional team Betsy Lane; Lisa Akers,
Challenge," says, 'KET round devoted entirely member is Willa daughter of Vance
of Rosanna Miller.
or 762-6851.
Christ.
is pleased to be able to to questions about Fishburn. Danny Akers, Banner; and
————
————
————
Spillman is the faculty Joey Cecil, son of JimKentucky.
Schools in Calloway
my Cecil, Stanville.
Bill Myers returns as advisor.
County and Murray City
The Mercer County Alternates are Vanessa
host for his second year.
School Systems will not
Myers is a veteran of 30 team includes Damon Stratton, Alisha Parbe in session today.
years broadcasting ex- Preston (captain), son sons, and Janet Caudill.
————
The program is open perience in the Cincin- of Jack and Linda The faculty advisors are
Reservations for
Alternative ap- wood and electronics in
Speak Up Join BPW lun- proaches to becoming a a functional design, will to the public and there is nati area, formerly as Preston, Harrodsburg; Brenda Porter and
cheon on Tuesday at self-supporting be the guest artist and no admission charge. anchor man and Chris Short, son of Roy Janet Akers.
The Madison team inand Betty Short,
Boston Tea Party, Holi- freelance artist will be lecturer for the fall The gallery is located on weather forecaster.
The winning team in Salvisa; and Woody cludes Ronald S. Spears
day, Inn., should be the focus of the 1986-87 semester. He will pre- the fourth floor of the
made by noon today Visiting Artist Series at sent a slide show and Doyle Fine Arts Center. the championship will Pulliam, son of Henry (captain), son of
with Pam Shay, Murray State lecture of his work at
Zucca has taught at win $500, and the two and Louise Pulliam, Margaret Spears, RichMiller, son
753-5171.
University.
7:30 p.m. Thursday, the Philadelphia College runner-up teams will Harrodsburg. Alter- mond; Brian
————
Ed Zucca, a furniture Oct. 16, in the lecture of Art, the Penland each receive $250. The nates are Paula Mather- of George and Vicki
Reservations for designer and builder hall adjoining the Clara School of Crafts and the money is donated by the ly, Linda Gaddis, and Miller, Richmond; and
of
ladies' day luncheon on whose work combines M. Eagle Gallery.
Rhode Island School of Friends of KET and Beth Kidd. Additional Gary Noland, son
Noland,
Carey
and
Gary
of
Sara
are
members
libraries
the
team
to
goes
won
Design. He has
Harmon, Stephanie Richmond. Alternates
commissions from the the winning schools.
of
list
a
is
Aldridge, and Elizabeth are Kevin Hurt, Robby
Following
Endowment
National
for the Arts, U.S. News schools and team Grugin. The faculty ad- Riley, and Tanya
and World Report, the members competing on visors are Marianne Bosley. Additional team
Brockton Art Museum the October 19 Davis and Jay members are Peggi
Brooks, Troy Hughely,
Shewmaker.
and the Workbench broadcast.
The Covington Latin and Jeff Simmons. The
The Calloway County
Gallery.
are
His work is included team includes Eric Bar- team includes Erich faculty advisors
and
In a current tour of the rett (captain), son of Schneider (captain), Phyllis Lathrop
Smithsonian Institution Mr. and Mrs. Preston son of Edward Todd Moberly.
Barrett, Murray; Jody
Traveling Exhibitions.
Lassiter, son of Mr. and
in
interested
Persons
attending the lecture Mrs. Jerry B. Lassiter,
and slide presentation Dexter; and Ronnie
should contact Paul Dawson, son of Mr. and
Sasso at (502) 762-6748 Mrs. Floyd Dawson,
Dexter. Alternates are
for more information.

Sunday,Oct. 12
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
and Butter churning at 2
p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Protective Coloration and
Mimicry at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
————

State schools compete on KET

c

Ways to become freelance artist
to be focus of Murray State series

111g,,m
1/1111,
ECHO,thePowerfaPro-OmalitrAfiernatime

$20 to $50 Savings On

SECNO
Chain Saw

SALE
Friday & Saturday
October 10 & 11 Only

Echo CS-280 12" Bar

12.82
per month*

Echo CS-290 14" Bar

Echo CS-330 16" Bar

$17.41 $23.83
pr month*

per month*

Women's Select Group
Mix'n Match cow

British politics
to be subject of
lecture at NISU

"Reflections on the Royal Borough of
Modern British Kensington and Chelsea
Politics" will be the In Great Britain, will
/0
•Blouses, Skirts, Pants, glir
Off
topic of a public lecture deliver the talk in the
Jackets & Sweaters
sponsored by the Center Cumberland Room of
Friday & Saturday Only
for International Pro- the Curris Center on
1
grams (CIP) at 7 p.m. campus.
Top Quality Merchandi -At
Described as an inWednesday, Oct. 15, at
day!
Discount Prices Ever,
Murray State fluential Tory, Smith
has been a speech
University.
John Smith, public in- writer for British prime
Court Square
formation director of ministers Winston Churchill and Harold Macmillan. In his current
position, he has daily
contact with the print
SPECIAL:
and broadcast media.
Hamburger,
Large
According to Tracy
„0 French Fries
Harrington, director of
Drink
& Medium
CIP, Smith has lectured
to Murray State
students who have
studied in England. He
will be speaking in
Special Good Oct 6-11
several classes on the
campus Wednesday and
753-0045
Chestnut S:. Murray
Thursday, Oct. 15-16.
Persons interested in
additional information
about the Wednesday
evening speech may
contact the Center for
International Programs, (502) 762-3089.

Jo-An's Varieties

$219

T. J's
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

University Barber Shop

Echo CS-440 le" Bar

Echo CS-510 16" Bar

Echo CS-550 20" Bar

$27.50

$31.116

$34.83

pr month*

per month*

per month*

Down Payment, With Approvad Credit
*Payvisants based ow 12 manthily payments at 17.17% A.P.R. Mewing, Small

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

10th Year Anniversary!!

753-4110

,
Jerry Logdson
Saturday

Don Kilcoyn• would Ilk•
to thank all University
Barber Shop Customers for
their patronage over the
post 10 years.

ESA

To better serve yew isipo
has added two itofffors
114.ber
Silly Brandon
12-5 Tues.-Fri.

University Barber Shop
Across from Wells Hall, Next To University Restaurant
753-1953
Plenty of Parking
309 N. 16th

41.1400.

Offers
Accounting
and
Bookkeeping
,Services
For less than you're
spending now

753-4)941
los N. 4th St.
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PARSON'S
721PCRAIIPBOOK

workers dinner at 6 p.m. Humphreys, Fred Terry Byerly as direcVarious churches in Ray Lovett will give the pastor, the Rev. Jim
— — — —
Douglas, Max Walker, tor will be at 6 p.m
speak
at
will
Simmons,
Murray and Calloway children's devotion.
— — — —
Manners,
Emmanuel
Baptist
Hazel
Robert DeSimone will 7 p.m. service.
County have released
Grace Baptist
The Rev. James T. Gene Roberts, James 0.
be
Regwill
Assisting
Information concerning direct the music and
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
Garland, pastor, will Lamb, Steven J. Simtheir services on Sun- sing a solo, "People gie Key, deacon of the speak at 11 a.m. and mons and Randy Young. pastor, will speak at
and
Bobby
week,
day, Oct. 12, to the Mur- Need The Lord." AcBible classes will 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m. services at
ray Ledger & Times as companists will be Johnson. Milton Hazel Baptist Church. start at 9:50 a.m.
services at Grace Bapdirect
the
will
Gresham
Carolyn Pool and Tracy
follows:
tist Church.
—
—
—
—
will
Miller
Orr
Gene
music with Margaret
Beach.
————
Leland Peeler will
Martin's Chapel
direct the music with
and
Brenda
Wilkins
Sunday School will
Westside Baptist
of direct the music with
Wray
Kenneth
organist
as
Key
Gwyn
The Rev. Glynn Orr, start at 10 a.m. and Bi- Hart as accompanists. and Oneida White as Paducah, a Gideon Dwane Jones and Anita
Rob and Ann Lough will
pastor, will speak about ble Study at 6:30 p.m.
speaker, will speak at Smith as accompanists.
sing
at morning hour. pianist.
—
—
—
—
Salvaof
"The Proof
Sunday School with 9:30 a.m. service at The Choir will sing "I
will
Chorus
Men's
The
Victory Baptist
tion" at services at
Jackie Wilson as direc- Martin's Chapel United Stand Before Him GuilThe Rev. Steve Todd, sing "At Calvary" at
Westside Baptist
1. Man's ears aren't made to shut, but his
tor will start at 9:45 Methodist Church. A ty" at the morning hour.
Church. Part I with pastor, will speak at 11 evening hour.
with
School
Sunday
mouth is.
love offering for the GiA basket dinner will a.m. and Church Trainscripture from John a.m. and the Rev. Mike
2. When God measures a man. He puts the
ing with Charles Over- deon!, will be received. James Rose as
at
noon
be
served
20:31 will be at 10:50 Thurmond of Brooklyn,
will superintendent and
School
around his heart, not his head.
will
Church
tape
director
as
cast
a.m. and Part II with Ind., will speak at 2 p.m. followed by a special start at 5:30 p.m.
Regina Peeler and
3. The person who takes time for prayer will
the service.
follow
scripture from t-r John at Victory Independent singing featuring CorSusan Jones as accomfind ample time for all the other things
—— ——
——— —
nerstone Ensemble,
Baptist Church.
5:13 will be at 6 p.m.
panists will start at 9:45
needing his attention. The Links
Good Shepherd
Chapel
Russell
This will be the Calvary Quartet, Cindy
Tommy Scott will
4. Never beg for that which you have the
Good Shepherd United a.m.
lay
Alderclice,
HoWe
direct the music with church's first anniver- Vance and Oneida White leader, will speak at lai- Methodist Church will
——— —
power to earn.
Patsy Neale and Susie sary celebration. Sun- at 1:30 p.m.
First Christian
5. Patience is the ability to idle your motor
observe Laity Sunday at
Sunday School will ty day service at 9:45
day School will be at 10
Scott as accompanists.
Dr. Duane Cummins,
Sunday. Many
when you feel like stripping your gears.
a.m.
11
Chapel
Russell
at
a.m.
The Church Choir will a.m. and a basket din- start at 9:40 a.m. and United Methodist laity of the church will president of Board of
6. Pick your friends-but not to pieces. Helen
sing "I Call Him Lord" ner served at 12:30 p.m. Church Training at 6 Church. The pastor, the participate. Jim Sheeks Higher Education, The
Cain
p.m.
————
and Julie Tucker and
7. It depends on you: If you want to be richRev. Marvin L. Napier, will be the main speaker Christian Church
————
South Pleasant
Kathy Owens will sing
give! If you want to be poor-grasp! If you
music by (Disciples of Christ) in
special
with
serthe
conclude
will
First Baptist
Bill Phillips, lay
solos at morning hour.
want to be needy-hoard! If you want
Mrs. Chris United States, will
Dr. Greg Earwood, vice with Holy Mr. and
Beverly Stephens, Lu leader, will be in charge
abundance-scatter!
Murray speak about "Hope" at
of
Thompson
Communion.
Farmer and Angela of the 10:45 a.m. service pastor, will speak about
10:45 a.m. service at
Church School will State University.
Williams, a trio, will at South Pleasant Grove "R.S.V.P." with scrip- start at 10:45 a.m.
School will First Christian Church.
Church
United Methodist ture from Luke 14:15-24
sing at evening hour.
Scriptures will be from
start at 10 a.m.
— ———
Sunday School will Church. "Disciples at at 10:45 a.m. service
Jeremiah 32:27, 38, 40, I
———
—
Palestine
Work" will be the wor- and about "An Open
start at 10 a.m.
13:13 and
Corinthians
Church
University
Congressman Carroll
ship theme with scrip- Door" with scripture
————
Romans 15:4-5.
Wadley,
Robin
11
at
speak
will
Hubbard
ture lesson from from Colossians 4:2-6 at
Coldwater Baptist
The Chancel Choir,
speak
7 p.m. service. M.C. a.m. laity day service at minister, will
The Rev. George Jeremiah 18:1-12.
directed by Margaret
Selfof
Art
"The
about
United
Palestine
Truman Whifield will Garrott of Gideons will
Culp, pastor, will speak
Methodist Church. He Delusion" with scrip- Boone with Gary
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. direct the music with give a Gideon testimony will be introduced by ture from Proverbs Galloway as organist,
hour.
services at Coldwater Tommy Gaines, Kathy at morning
8:30 and 10:50 will sing the anthem,
Assisting will be the Glen Jones, church lay 14:12 at
Includes choice of potato,
Baptist Church. Bobby Erwin and Carolyn
and about "Gracious Spirit Dwell
services
a.m.
leader.
Moody,
G.T.
Rev.
salad & French Bread
tossed
accompanists.
as
Parks
Manning will direct the
Faith Under .With Me."
The pastor, the Rev.
•Good Thurs , Fri. & Set. Oct. 9th-11th
Also assisting will be associate pastor, Tommusic with Marge West
Jerry
be
will
Assisting
Marvin L. Napier, will Pressure" with scripand Jennifer Culp as Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie my Walker, deacon of speak at 6 p.m. service. ture from Daniel 3:13-30 Broach, Laura Davis,
R.P.
Rev.
and
the
week,
Jacson, Joanne and
accompanists.
Church School with at 6 p.m. service at Annie Forrester, Dan
of
Sunday School will Emily Mahan, Holly Hodge, minister
Eugene Rudolph as University Church of McKee!, Joe Rigsby,
Barnes, Shannon Valles, youth/education.
start at 10 a.m.
Coleman McKeel, Jean
nt will Christ.
superintende
Wayne Halley,
Richard Nesbitt, Bobby
Fleming, henry Fulton,
Erbe
will
Assisting
a
a.m.
and
10
at
start
——— —
Hill, Hazel Lee Boyd minister of music, will
Robert Hopkins, David
Wayne
Bailey,
be
nie
will
lunch
basket
direct the Adult Choir as
First Presbyterian
and Michael Parks.
Reeves, Bill Van Meter,
Boyd,
Bill
Williams,
noon.
at
served
The Rev. Thomas
Sunday' School will members sing "ring the
•Every Thurs. Fri & Sat
Cindy Dyer, Marie ForGeorge
Grogan,
—
Barry
—
—
—
Schellingerhout, pastor, start at 9:45 a.m. Bells of Heaven" at
Evening
Gallagher, Cecil Like, rester and Rowena
Lake-Land Apostolic
will speak about "Paul's Revival services with morning hour and "By
Cullom.
The Rev. James H. John Gallagher, E.C.
759-1864
sports Page" with scrip- the Rev. John Archer as the Way of the Cross" at
1906 Coldwater Rd.
Sunday School will
will pre- Wallin, Hoyt Like, Murture from I Corinthians evangelist will start at 7 evening hour. Joan Cain, pastor,
a.m.
9:30
at
start
sent the second lesson in rell Goheen Richard
9:24 at 10:40 a.m. ser- p.m. Sunday and con- Bowker and Alene
a series entitled "Bi•eak Smith, Roy Starks:Vervice at First tinue through Knight will be accompanists. Danny Vancll Up Your Fallow non Gantt, Rob Gingles,
Presbyterian Church.
Wednesday.
ORIENTATION MEETING
Gene
will sing a solo at even- Ground" with scripture Don Overbey,
The anthem,"All Peo————
PritBilly
the
Rickman,
in
10:12
Hosea
from
ing hour.
ple That On Earth Do
Coldwater Methodist
. chard, Bobby Bazzell,
m
.
Oa
You're Invited To Attend Without Cost or Obligation
The ordinance of bap- 1
Dwell," will be sung by
Dr. Garth Petrie, lay
Danny
Ford,
sesJimmy
ching
teaching/prea
Monday, October 13th - 7:01 P M
at
observed
be
will
the Church Choir with speaker, will speak at 11 tism
Bank of Murray University Branch
at Lake-Land Claiborne and Barry
Daniel Craig as director a.m. service at Col- morning service. Sun- sion
North 641, Murray. Kentucky
Albritton.
Church.
Apostolic
at
will
start
School
day
and Susan Chamberlain dwater United
by Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce
Sponsored
will
classes
Bible
prewill
Walker
Dan
as accompanist.
Methodist Church. Don 9:30 a.m. and Church
For More Information call Rodney Cain 753-5171
sent the 12th in a series start at 9:45 a.m.
Da•Carnegie'
Church School will Wilson will direct the Training, GAs, RAs, Acby the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education
Accredited
————
of lesson from the Kings
Founder
RAs
Pioneer
and
teens
start at 9:30 a.m.
Jimwith
service
song
Poplar Spring
and Chronicles at 6 p.m.
p.m.
6
at
————
my Wilson as pianist.
A speaker from the
The evangelistic service
————
Goshen Methodist
————
Temperance League of
p.m.
at7
will
begin
Methodist
First
Calvin
The Rev.
Memorial Baptist
7.30-5:30 MON-FRI
Kentucky will speak at
————
The Rev. A. Nowell
Clark, pastor, will speak
The Rev. Norman
SAT 7:30-3:00
at
service
a.m.
11
and
Poplar
Seventh
at 11 a.m. service at Culpepper, former Bingham, minister, will
Baptist
PATTERNS)
Spring
Poplar
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Read the want ads daily

Homeplace Family Restaurant

8 Oz. New York Strip

$45°

ALL YOU CAN EATI

Boneless Fish or
Catfish Steaks

$45°

THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSES"

PANELING
TUCK'S(100

4,rmstrPng

Ferraro hopes trauma will
end after husband's trial

11

17 '11 71-J ill,

Wilson Real Estate & Property Management
MLS

753-3263

NOW...
BIG SAVINGS
ON THE WORLD'S
LEADING SAW CHAIN!

Buy One
Saw Chain
At Regular
Price And
Get One Saw Chain

FRONT END ALIGNMENTS
3 Mk 2 bath home not completely
finished. Owner will consider finishing
at satisfactory price. Approx. 3 acres.
Located east of tow's.

Using

Bishman Infrared Alignment Equipment
and Computer Tire Balancer

2 IIR country-styie home well-priced in
the upper 20's. House sits on approx.
1 ecre of lend. Located on Bailey Rd.

SAVE NOW!

FREE*

•41111110,

—1

r

Combination
00 Front End
Alignment
and Tire Balance
OFF

5

Expires 10/31/86
'i..rn,t one coupon per customer & one coupon per lob
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER, INC.

&MOW 71-01140lOIN FOR
roam? APNIACCO11/10110MCI
514 S. 12th St.

753-1750

1181

*of equal value or less
Very solid 3 or 4 SR home with approx.
5 Imre., 3 bay shop end 6 stall barn.
Priced in low 30's. Located north of
town.

9' E

Wayne Wilson, Broker

753-5086

Pot Armstrong

Bob Hargrove

Teddy Cahoon

435 4594

Virginia Bolen

753-2813

753-5970

Kim Wilson

Joyce Sotsworth

Diane Boyd

753 5086

436-2308

759-1542

REALTOR

436-2333

.4

•

Friday & Saturday Oct. 10 & 11 Only

498. living room, dining room, kitchen,
den and bath well priced et 435.000.
Also consists of 2 acre lot. Located In
the city.

•

Chains to fit any brand of Saw-Echo-StihlHomelite-Husgvarna-Poulan-McCulloughRemington-Pioneer.

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE
203 N. 4th Murray

753-4110
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Maggie Cunningham

Stock
-04.22
Industrial Average
1796.82
Previous Close
35% -1
Air Products
/
2
231/4 +1
American Telephone
341/4 .44
Briggs & Stratton....
Chrysler
•%
CSX Corp
28% -1A
27% +%
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store ...12%B 12%A
161
/
4 -%
Exxon
Ford
34% +1,4
G.A.F.
General Motors
08% uac
77/
1
2 -4.
/
1
2
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
41 444
Goodyear
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie°
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

Mrs. Maggie ClamIngham, 93, of Osseo,
Minn., formerly of
Calloway County, died
Thursday at 5 a.m. at
Crystal Care Nursing
Home,Robindale, Minn.
Her husband, Jess
Cunningham, died Feb.
16, 1966, and one
daughter, Mrs. Nadine
King, died Feb. 16, 1969.
She was a member of
West Fork Baptist
Church in Calloway
County.
Born Nov. 17, 1892, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Joseph Deason and
Jennie Pittman Deason.

123/
1
2 +11/2
/
4
83/
1
4 -1
181/2B 18%A
44144 .1,4
30% -%
42% unc
74 -3
/
4
48% +%
76 unc
/
2
41% -1
3411/4 -1/4
77 +1%
43% unc
/
4
43% -1
111/4 -%
.5.43

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

753 3366

Mrs. Cunningham is
survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ernest
(Adeline) Nelson,
Osseo, Minn.; four
grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren; nine
great -greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Monday at 11 a.m.in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. The Rev._ R.J.
Burpoe will offichite.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 9
a.m. Monday.

Mrs. Bertha Daughtry
She was a member of
Services for Mrs. Bertha Futrell Lassiter Palm Avenue Baptist
Daughtry were con- Church there.
ducted on Saturday,
She is survived by one
Oct. 4.
Burial was in Garden daughter, Mrs. Martha
of Memories, Tampa, Nell Hite, Largo, Fla.;
one son, Glenn B.
Fla.
Mrs. Daughtry, 99, of Lassiter, Fort Myers,
Tampa, formerly of Fla.; three grandMurray, died Thursday, children; two greatgrandchildren.
public stock offering. Oct. 2, at Tampa.
The agreement must
still be approved by the
House and Senate as
part of a spendingreduction package.
The final package provided victories for the
WASHINGTON (AP) and explosion on Oct. 3.
Reagan administration
Rather, the Soviets
and for Philadelphia- — A small Soviet
based Conrail, which salvage ship is standing apparently intend to use
was created by the over the Atlantic Ocean the salvage and
federal government in site where the Soviets research ships to test
1976. Conrail and the ad- lost a nuclear sub- for radioactivity, fix the
ministration had been marine earlier this sub's precise location on
bickering for two years week, and a research the ocean bottom and
over the manner in vessel is steaming to ascertain as much as
which the freight join it, Pentagon possible about its current condition, the
railroad should be sold. sources say.
The research vessel, sources said.
"We would anticipate
believed to be operated
by a civilian crew and that this civilian
attached to the Russian research ship is coming
Northern Fleet, should in to draw some water
arrive
in the area samples itself and to fix
Federal State Market News Ser
sometime
late tonight or the location," said one
10,
11011
vice October
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
early Saturday, the of- official. "What other
Market Report Includes a Buying
equipment it might
ficials said.
Stations
Receipts: Act. 1183 Est. 1300 Bar
The officials, who have, we don't know."
TOWS A Gilts steady Sows steady.
Air and water
384.10-54.25 agreed to discuss the
US 1.2 211141441 lbs.
1161.00-54.00
matter Thursday if not samples taken by the
US 1.2 210-210 lbs.
11111.35-54.110
US 2-3 2113156 lbs.
United States since the
102.80-53.50 identified, said the
US 2-4 2513.210 lbs.
salvage ship is not large sub's sinking continue to
Sows
846.00-44.00
US 1.2 270460 lbs.
attempt to show no trace of radia$46.00-41.30 enough to
US 1-3 IM/1-450 lbs.
tion or harm to the en$441.311-4111..30 raise the sub, which
US 1.3 MOM.lbs.
$411.541-62.00 sank Monday after exUS 1.3 Over 800 lbs.
vironment, the sources
$43.011.45.00
US 2-3 $00-500 lbs.
periencing a major fire said.
Boars 1138.30-43.
2
.

Joining Calloway County Judge-Executive George H. Weaks in proclaiming
next week as International Alpha Delta Kappa Week are Marlene Beach,
chairman of ADK Week and Betty Jackson, president of the local chapter.
ADK is an international honorary sorority for women educators. Other activities planned include book donations to the school libraries and teacher
recognition.

DOT says Conrail pact a victory
WASHINGTON (AP) troubled freight
— The Department of railroad.
Transportation says a
A House-Senate comlong-awaited agreement mittee announced
to sell Conrail is a major agreement Thursday on
victory because it con- a compromise package
tains safeguards for the to sell governmenthealth of the once- owned Conrail in a huge

Starts Thur. at 10 a.m. -- Ends Set., 6 p.m. -- No Exceptions
The Beachwood
(Dock only)
King or Queen
Size -- 2 tier
Bookcase Headboard
center mirror 2

loss doors

MOTORS CO0PORATION

Nollcops

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

and linens not
included.

regular 5AI99 95

Featurts: •
•
MN*
MSS
•StOild-up liner

For 72 Sours only

Sa1v4ge ship at site
of sunlien Soviet sub

Purchase area
hog market

•Heater •Fill kit
•Plain pedestal
•6 month conditioner

1984 S-10 Durango

20% OFF ON

Automatic Transmission, P.S., P.O., A.C.,
AM/FM Radio, 77,XXX Miles, Gray in Color.

ALL LINENS IN STOCK
Open 10 A.M.ill 6 P.M. Monday thru Saturday
Kroger Shopping Center
Minor& Wells Ave.
Phone 6424008
641 S. Alorrey

DEALER

Trust your home to
Better Homes and Gardens

UYING A
NEW OR USED
CAR OR TRUCK?
A country cottage, a wooded lot, a garden Must see this uniquely designed horns. Ideal
for young couple. Cathedral ceiling with loft
room. Fireplace with Insert, large storage
30's.
building and garden space.

soot and Just minutes from town. Priced In the

Kindness to yourseil Is seeing this one. Great
room with fireplace, large eel-In kitchen. Priced in the 50's.

of
2 bedroom horns located on 110 acres mil sp. Beautiful view from thls 3 bedroom horn*
proximately 10 miles from Murray. Recently located on 35 acres mil within walking
reduced from $107,000 to $72,900. Owner distance of MSU Golf Course. Reduced from
says sell! Call 753-4000 for more Information $72,000 to 959,900

40,

rj
Amount Borrowed:
Mo. Payment (36 mos.)
Mo. Payment (48 mos.)
Mo. Payment (60 mos.)

Example
'5,000.00 $10,000.00 $15,000.00 $20,000.00
483.30
644.40
161.10
322.20
253.14
379.71
506.29
126.57

211.97
105.98
(Recording Fee V S I Credlt Life Insuran

P

317.96
not included)

2 bedroom horns, plus 1 bedroom guest bows*
and 20 acres WI. Priced In the upper 50's. Additional 40 acres mil for $21,500. stall barn
plus all pastures fenced. Pond stocked with
fish. Only minutes from town

3 bedroom home located on 9 acres mil. Large
motel building plus tobacco barn. Located only minutes from town. Priced In the 40's.

423.95

We can help put you in the drivers seat! Our auto loans are
geared to your convenience. On approval, you can choose the
amount of time you wish to repay(up to 60 months). Stop in
or phone. In many cases, we'll approve your loap on the same
day you apply.

wr-7- Bank ofIVIurray
,,BANK"
'ill
THE FFlErLY
sig

or efficiency and economy you need this 2
bedroom brick In the country. Plant fruit trees.
plant a garden, watch them grow as your equity grows

North of Murray -5 acres mil plus 5 bedroom
& 2 bath horn*

Judy Johnston
437-4446
Managing Broker

Ask what our Better Homes and Gaalens Home Markettng System can do for ycrtrt

rarwr-

— _
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Local 4-H members observe
special week with activities
In Calloway County 4-H
members are planning special activities and events in observance
of National 4-H Week, October
5-13.
Some of the planned activities
for Calloway include a bicycle
rodeo, skating party, family pizza
supper and window displays.
The Calloway 4-H'ers are
among more than 4.3 million
young people across the country
who will participate in the
weeklong celebration using the
theme, "4-H For Youth, For
America."
:"In celebrating National 4-H

Week, we recognize that 4-H is truly a people development program," said Jane Steely, county
extension agent for 4-H. "4-H helps
young people develop skills that
will be useful in the real world. It
helps them discover their
strengths and weaknesses. It etposes them to activities in a variety of career fields. And most importantly, 4-H'ers learn and have
fun doing it. And families can add
to the fun by learning and growing
together."
Learning doesn't stop with the
4-H member and family.
Volunteer leaders learn new skills

while sharing their expertise with
young people.
Through a network of volunteer
leaders, state land-grant universities, state and local governments
and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 4-H has been able to
stimulate youth to develop life
skills.
The 4-H program's history goes
back more than 75 years. It is the
educational program for youths
(9-19 years)of the Cooperative Extension Service system. Today's
4-H alumni now total about 45
million men and women of our
country.

4111..1 _

4.,
40,s.

Learning a''ut county government with a tour of the county offices and a visit with Judge-executive
George Weaks was the program for a Teen Club meeting. With Judge Weaks were: Tracy Henry,
Dwain McKinney, Melissa Ramsey, Vicki Grady, Joyce Tidwell, Chris Lamb,Leigh Ann Steely, Cathy
Tidwell, Missy Pont, Amanda Sims, Jane Steely, Brian Rudolph and Angela Miller.

Adult volunteers reap rewards
for work with Calloway youths
One of the most rewarding
things you can do for tomorrow's
leaders is to serve as a 4-H adult
volunteer today.
"Volunteers not only give
leadership to 4-H experiences for
youth, they keep the program relevant to local community needs
and interest," according to Jane
Steely, county extension agent for
4-H.
Today, 300 adult volunteers in
Calloway County work with 1,700
members from 9 to 19 years old.
These volunteers share their skills
and experience by assisting young
people in a variety of 4-H projects
and activities.
Volunteers do not have to be ex-

perts in specialized subject matter
areas. They can rely on the
cooperative extension service at
the University of Kentucky and
the U.S. Department of
Agriculture to provide them with
training, educational materials
and resources to use in the 4-H program. The land-grant system
makes 4-H uniquely qualified to
meet both the constant and everchanging needs of young and older
people alike.
The 4-H volunteer corps is
600,000 strong nationwide.
Volunteers are the backbone of a
basic and cost effective system
which delivers practical educational experiences to some 4.3
million 4-H members in the United

States. The time, travel and support volunteers contribute is
valued at trtillion annually.
The 4-H program provides many
opportunities for growth and
stimulation for adults and helps
them attain enjoyment and selffulfillment. In Calloway County
volUntetirs are needed to serve as
club and project leaders.
Help prepare the young people
in your community for tomorrow
by joining the ranks of 4-H
volunteers. For more information
about how to become involved contact: Jane Steely, County Extension Agent for 4-H, 201 South 4th
Street, Miller Annex, Room B-1,
Murray, Ky. 42071, phone 753-1452
or 753-1456.

Fifty-six 4-H'ers attended the 4-H Day Camp held at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Activities included recreational games,arts and crafts, making crepes for snacks, and swimming in the afternoon.

Dairy food project conducted
This is my first Dairy Foods
Project. I like milk and milk products; therefore, I have enjoyed
this project. Mrs. Alice Like is my
leader and I think she is a very
good one and I attend project
meetings at her home.
Milk and milk products are one
of the five basic food groups and
are important in our diet. They
contain vitamins, minerals and
some protein. We need this to keep
our body healthy especially our
bones and teeth.
I have assisted my mother and
my leader with cooking and baking with dairy products.
My poster entitled, "Milk Is
Versatile Always," won a blue ribbon at the county fair. I learned a

lot by making this poster.
My demonstration, "How To
Make Corn Cakes," has helped to
improve my ability in giving
demonstrations.
I gave a party for my little
sister. I baked cookies and served
them with milk drinks for six
people.
Some of the things that I have

baked are cookies, corn bread,
muffins, apple and banana nut
bread and corn cakes. I've also
made cheese sandwiches, pudding
and lots of milk drinks.
Milk is one of my favorite
beverages and I include it in my
snacks, as well as with my meals.
Kristina Todd
Westwood 4-H Club

Fourth-grader wants to join
I want to join 4-H because you
learn about a lot of things. I think
it will be fun. I think it will be fun.
I want to learn to cook and sew.
It can be useful for all my life.
My mother wants me to learn to

cook so I can help her. This is why
I want to join North Stars 4-H
Club.
Stacie Dixon
North Stars 4-H Club
Grade — Four

Clothing projects in 4-H teach 4-H'ers pattern selection, fabric selection, as well as construction. A
fashion revue is held for 4-H'ers to model their completed garments.

Compliments of

"We're standing by you with
our utmost support."

Merchant's
Grain, Inc.

Dees Hank ofRaze

Old Concord Rd.
753-3404

HAZEL, KENTUCKY

Mr. Farmer,
Murray Supply has
the largest selection
of nuts, bolts and
fasteners of all types
and all your hardware
items.

Compliments Of

GEORGE WEAKS
Calloway County
Judge

Its the reoRie At PEOPILS, that make the difference

SUPPLY
MURRAY
"Serving you since 1955"
208 E. Main

753-5361
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RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE

Participating in the 1986 Fontana Resource Development Conference were: Judy Stabler, volunteer
leader, Tracy Henry, Dina Duncan, Melissa Ramsey, and Jimmy Stahler.

Members attend resource session
"Building a Better World Starts
With Me" was this year's theme
for the 31st annual 4-H Regional
Resource Development Conference held at Fontana Dam,
N.C., June 2-6. It is sponsored by
TVA, and seven TVA states send
4-H students over the age of 15 to
the conference.

At the conference each 4-H'er
attends workshops on atmosphere,
soils, minerals and energy,
wildlife, wateik forestry and
humans. Thee is plenty of fun
time and food to be enjoyed by all,
Including a trip through Fontana
Dam.
This year about 20 other 4-Hers

and I attended from the West Kentucky TVA area. We traveled by
bus to Fontana and spent one night
at Gatlinburg, Tenn. It was a real
fun time for all. Jimmy Stabler
Calloway 4•H Teen Club
Calloway High School

_

4-H'ers presenting speeches at the speech contest were (back row) Mary Anne Todd, Kim Shelton, La
Dawn Cook, (front row) Amy Scott, Valerie Chapman and Kristina Todd.

4-H achievements win rewards
I'm in the eighth grade at
Calloway County Middle School
and have been in 4-H for five years
now and love it! I have seven plaques and 231 ribbons from my
previous achievements in 4-H.
Four-H has also helped me to earn
seven trophies and four other ribbons in miscellaneous activities.
I got all these plaques, trophies
and ribbons by doing demonstrations, speeches, specialty acts,
club acts and other things, too.

You can enter things in the fair for
prize money and ribbons.
Sewing, cooking, crocheting,
knitting, photography, craft and
hunter safety classes are also
available. Participation in such
projects as bicycle, dogs and
career exploration help too.
Four-H has helped me in speech.
I didn't realize I was defeating the
eighth graders until the banquet.
My partner and I won second
place in duo acting!

I have made many accompllskunents in 4-H activities
and community projects. I made
many of my school clothes and
received many compliments on
them too! I encourage everyone possible
to join 4-H and have as much,if not
more fun as I'ye had experiencing, learning, and succeeding.
1.4) Dawn Cook
Calloway County
Middle School 4-H Club

Cox Electric
Motor Repair
R AND

SPECIALIZING IN MOTO
ARMATURE REWINDING

We Support The 4-H
Men and Women of America

753-1900

(Across from Parker Ford Body Shop)

Quality Petroleum
Products
belcher oil cainc.
L. P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

WAL-MART
We Salute The Young
Men And Women In 4-H.

"The Old T
Real Hickory
A Good Selectio
VegetablesWholes

JOHN DEERE
}

Hwy. 641 South
Murray, Ky.
(502)759-1617

Southern States

Industrial Road
Murray, Ky
Main Store
753-1423

Bulk Fertilizer
753-0182

T

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—

Hwy. 641 N.

COUNT

41.4 D. EQ. CENTER

Generators, Electric Tools, Welding Machines
& Air Compressor Repair Service
*Factory Authorized Warranty Service Station

201 S. 7th Street

Citizenship and government was the teen project for the year. A trip to Frankfort during the legislative
session and serving as pages in the senate was a highlight of the year. On the steps of the capital are
(front row) Stacey Muskgrow, Chris Lamb, Vicki Grady, Janice Franklin, (back row) Missy Post,
Dwain Mclihmey, Leigh Ann Steely, and Cathy Tidwell.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6

7 p.m.
Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to
0

Gibson

N. 3rd

For all your
outbuilding
needs call
us today!
759.1099

We Sell Call,

KOPU,
11111LIAL,1

I
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....WADED WITH OPPORTUNITY
f
President Reagan
extends greetings
I am pleased to extend

Presenting demonstrations at 4-H Rally Day were (back row) Mary Anne Todd, Brian Evans, Christi
Carson, Rebecca Barron, and James Todd,(front row) Kristina Todd, Erica Hughes, Beth Call, Valerie
Shelton, Jamie McDaniel and Tommy Phillips.

Cloverville tour at Kentucky fair
a highlight of vacation for 4-H'er
One of the likhlights of my summer vacation was touring the
State Fair with my family. It was
the first time we had ever visited
the state fair-4'nd I'm sure it will
be a fond memory for a long time.
First we walked through the
agricultural barn where we saw
the displays and of course saw the
pretty cattle.
On the outside there were rows
and rows of grills filled with
freshly grilled barbecue steaks
and pork chops. There was also

barbecue chicken and lamb. Oh
featured. Of course these were
the aroma that filled the air! It
beautiful and each girl there wishmakes me hungry just to
ed they were hers.
remember it.
My sister and I were honored to
Aftei visiting the homemaker's
have some of our work displayed
beautiful displays, we made our
and it was so exciting when we
way to Cloverville. At Clovervthe, finally found our articles with our
each booth was color coordinated -"names and ribbons on them.
but contained many articles. One
Visiting the state fair was a very
booth ranged from crocheted arinteresting and educational
ticles to needlepoint but each
experience.
Item's color blended with the next.
Mary Anne Todd
It was a lovely sight.
Westwood 4-H Club
In one booth formals were

uu

4-H a wonderful experience
says member of North Stars

warm
greetings and congratulations to
everyone celebrating the 1986 National 4-H Week.
A century and a half ago, a
Frenchman named Alexis de Tocqueville came to America looking
for the secret of our greatness.
What he found was a spirit that
still flourishes today. The secret
was, and is, in our people's enthusiasm for learning, sharing,
volunteering, caring, and helping
their neighbors.
Apply that spirit to education for
youth in agriculture, family living,
and community development and
you have the essence of 4-H. I
salute the members of 4-H, more
than four million strong. On your
young shoulders rests important
responsibility for our nation's
future. I also commend 4-H
volunteer leaders who number
more than 600,000. Their generous
gift of time and talent helps vitally
to involve young people in our
communities.
Ronald Reagan

I think 4-H is a good experience
for children of all ages. I know it
has been for me. I think it is
especially good for children who
are.shy because it helps them not
be as shy.
I really enjoy 4-H because it
makes me feel like I'm really
special. It makes me feel good to
be able to perform and know that
people enjoy it.
I was lucky enough to be in
many different projects and activities. Some of these were cooking, sewing, arts and ("rafts and

photography.
I also had the opportunity to participate in the county and state
fair. I really liked doing the public
service announcement for WSJP.
The Variety Show was a lot of
fun. I liked playing Alice of "Alice
in 4-H Land."
I think every child should join
4-H because it is a wonderful
experience.
Valerie Chapman
Age — 10
North Stars 4-H Club

First year rewarding
My first year in 4-H has taught
me to take my time on projects
and do things right.
I have been able to do new
things. One project was a skirt.
My skirt received a blue ribbon at
the State Fair. I have learned to do
demohstrations and to work in

front of an audience.
4-H has been hard work, fun,
rewarding, and helpful to me to be
a better person.
Erica Hughes
North Stars 4-H Club
5th Grade
North Elementary

•

Winners at the Calloway County 4-H Dairy Show held at the Murray-Calloway County Fair were Jersey
Grand Champion, Neil Simmons (left photo); and (right photo) Holstein Junior Champion, Valerie
Shelton; and Grand Champion, Kim Shelton.

The Westwood 4-H Club presents its version of "Annie" at the Calloway County 4-H Variety Show held
annually in April.
•

Y HAMS
mey Kind"
moke & Aged
Of Frosty Acres

Fontostic Som's
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Kv 42071
753-0542

The original family haircutters.

le Prices,

0111 CO.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY TOM & YVONNE KEY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6 MON SAT
(9-7 THURS)

753-1601

Member FDIC
Compliments Of

zss:
/McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

WESTSIDE VETERINARY
SERVICE
753-6749
tJohnnie Robertson Rd.

•Dr. Noel Thomas
•Dr. Robert Salley

_
Dwoy County

The better
way to
sell your home

abBetter

Olympic Plaza, 641 North
753-4000
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avers face top defense
against the run Saturday
By KENT BROWN
Sports Editor
Murray State likes to
run the football.
The Racers rush for
an average of 157.8
yards a game. They
average 44 rushes a
game.
Sophomore tailback
Rodney Payne averages
101.5 yards and 22.5
carries.
MSU's running game,
however, faces a problem Saturday afternoon at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Eastern Kentucky's
defense.
The Colonels have
given up just 118 yards
on the ground all year.

That's right, all year.
EKU's defense
against the run is ranked No. 1 in Division IAA.
"They're very -tough
against the rush,"
Racer head coach
Frank Beamer said,
"and that's the heart
and soul of our offense.
To say we have a
challenge to face is putting it mildly."
Linebacker Fred
Harvey has been
Eastern Kentucky's top
defensive player. The
5-11, 223-pound senior
leads the team in
tackles (28) and assists
(25). He was the Ohio
Valley Conference

Defensive Player of the
Year in 1984, but missed
most of last season with
a knee injury.
Against Western Kentucky last Saturday,
Harvey had eight
tackles, four assists, a
fumble recovery and a
deflected pass.
Linebacker Anthony
Harper, a 5-11,
228-pound junior, has 24
tackles and 20 assists.
He led the Colonels in
both categories last
season.
The Eastern Kentucky game is Murray
State's first in the OVC.
The Racers completed
their pre-conference
schedule with a 1-2-1

record, defeating
Southeastern Missouri
State 42-17, losing to
Southern Illinois Carbondale 31-0, tieing
Western Kentucky 10-10
and losing to Central
Florida 38-25.
EKU is 1-0 in the conference and 2-1-1
overall. The Colonels
began their season by
defeating UT Chattanooga 23-3 and
tieing Marshall 18-13.
They then appeared to
be ready to make yet
another run at the Division I-AA championship, as they crushed
Middle Tennessee 28-8.
(Cont'd on page 13)

Mets even series with 5-1 wiltBy MICHAEL A.LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
Blatt plate b.°avid Took
..
HOUSTON (AP) —
The New York Mets
Murray State's Rodney Payne carries a 101.5 yards a ga• rnf average into Saturday's contest with
Eastern Kentucky. The Colonels have Division I-AA's top defense against the run, having allowed just
could see the power
118 yards rushing all year.(lame time is 1:30 p.m.
failure in Nolan Ryan's
fearsome fastball.
They weathered 3 1-3
hitless innings Thursday night until Wally
packman broke through
for the first hit off the
(AP ) — Morehead tories over Marshall,
Morehead State teams, Kentucky is at Houston flame-thrower,
State and Austin Peay, James Madison, quarterback Adrian Mississippi, Eastern which opened the way
the two surprise teams Wichita State and Ken- Breen leads the OVC in Kentucky is at Murray for a 5-1 victory over the
in the Ohio Valley Con- tucky State.
passing percentage State, Georgetown is at Astros and a 1-1
ference, meet Saturday
Austin Peay is 3-1 (60.2 percent), yardage Franklin, Cumberland deadlock in their Nawith both anxious to pro- overall and 1-0 in the (191.3 a game) and TD is at West Virginia tional League chamve that their success up OVC after stopping pre- passes (8), while Austin Wesleyan, Kentucky pionship series.
to now has been no season favorite Middle Peay ranks third in Wesleyan is at MacMur-- After Backman's first
fluke.
Tennessee 7-0 last team defense in the OVC ray, Earlham is at Cen- hit, the Mets eventually
The Eagles, who won weekend.
with 271.5 yards and has tre, Hanover is at Union scored their first two
only one of 11 games a
Morehead State is picked off nine passes.
and Lincoln (Mo.) is at runs of the series on a
year ago, are averaging 28.8 points a
Kentucky State. double by Gary Carter
undefeated this season game, 19th best in the
In other games Satur- Louisville has the week and a sacrifice fly by
with nonconference vie- nation.
Darryl Strawberry.
day involving state off.

les out to prove themselves-

Renew your

Basketball
Season
Tickets

The Meta continued to
batter Ryan in the fifth
inning with three more
runs on Backman's RBI
single and a two-run triple by Keith Hernandez.
"You've got to get to
Ryan early before he
gets his rhythm going,"
Strawberry said. "His
fastball was exploding
at the start of the game.
But later on, he didn't
have quite as much on
it."
The best-of-seven
series now shifts to New
York's Shea Stadium for
the next three games,
beginning Saturday,
and the Meta are happy
to be going home with a
split.
"We knew we had to
come in here and get at
least a split," Knight
said. "We can go back
home now and try to win
three or at least two be
In good shape."
Ryan has few goals
left to achieve in
baseball, but one is to
pitch for the Astros in a
World Series. He was
disappointed following
Thursday's game.
"I thought that I had
pretty good stuff, but I
let it get away from
me," Ryan said. "After
Mike (Scott) won last
night, we wanted to go
in there winning two in a
row."
Scott struck out 14
Meta batters, tying a
major league playoff
record, and the Astros
won the opener 1-0
Wednesday night on
Glenn Davis' second inning home run.

"‘
0001. Limited number of chair seats and
bleacher seats available
RESERVED BLEACHER SEATS

enough hits but we
didn't have them at the
right time,!!-Astros
Manager Hal Lanier
said. "We didn't get the
runs. You also have to
again give credit to
their pitcher, Ojeda. He
pitched a fine ball
game."
Ryan has been on the
Astros disabled list
twice this season with
an elbow injury. But
Lanier said Ryan's 'elbow was not the cause
of his pitching
problems.

"I thought he threw
the ball well, but not
where he wanted it,"
lanier said. "That's
what happened in the
fifth inning. He threw
what he wanted to
Carter but not where he
wanted it. He had a good
change up at the start of
the game."
Dykstra grounded out
to start the fourth inning
before Backman and
Hernandez singled and
Carter's double to
center field scored
Backman. Strawberry
followed with a sacrifice
fly to left field, scoring
Hernandez.
In the next inning,
Despite having Ojeda
scored after
several chances, the reaching
base on a
Astros didn't break up fielder's
choice
Ojeda's shutout until the grounder.
seventh inning, when
He went to second on a
Bilk)/ Hatcher reached
base on a grounder that two-out single by
forced pinch hitter Dykstra and scored on
Terry Puhl at second Backman's hit. Herand eventually scored nandez came up next
on a single to right field and tripled to center
field, scoring Backman
by Phil Garner.
"I think we had and Dyluttra.
All the Meta' offense
came after Ryan fanned
five and didn't allow a
baserummer in the first
three innings.

Thorobred rim
Computer &
Software AMA
Systems
314 Main St.

Deadline has been extended
until October 15

But Ryan cbuldn't
keep pace with Scott,
and Meta starter Bob
Ojeda got the victory
with a steady performance, scattering 10
hits.
The Meta' success has
been based on getting
their first two hitters,
Leif Dykstra and
Backinan, on base and
having Hernandez,
Carter and Strawberry
drive them in.
It worked Thursday
night, with Dykstra and
Backman each getting
two hits and scoring
three runs between
them.
"They are the
tablesetters," Meta
Manager Dave Johnson
said of Dykstra and
Backman. When they
get on that gets us
going."
Johnson also thought
Ryan threw at Dykstra
prior to his fifth-inning
single.
"When Nolan threw
the ball up over
Dykatra's head, I sensed some emotion in our
dugout," Johnson said.
"That inspired us to go
out and score more

Murray

Prep Scores
211111111DAY'S GAMES

753-7733

NOW OPEN
SATURDAY 10:00-4:00

Boyd Co. 44, Oreenup Co. 8
Coy. Hamm 18, Campbell Co. 7
Erlanger Lloyd 23, Simon Kenton 6
Fleming Co. 40, E. Carter 6
Green Co. 13, Adair Co. II
Ludlow $4, Mason Co. 7
Pikeville 02 Jenldrui 7
Raceland 26, W Carter 13

Cold Weather Is Here
And So Are The Bargains

Only $70 per seat for the season
includes 14 Home Games
1
2 price with parent's season tickets
Children's Reserved Bleacher /

RESERVED CHAIR SEATS
11)

Only $84 per chair for season tickets and a 575 donation
per chair required which automatically entitles you to Racer
Club membership and its benefits.

-

Ticket office is located in Room 211 Stewart Stadium
For more information call 762-4895

Due to the response to our sale our
bargain prices have-been extended..
Best Prices On...

•Fireplace Inserts
•Free Standing Wcyul Stoves
•Wood & Coal Furnaces
•Coal & Wood Circulators
Open till 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
100E Main

71.3 8201

a
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Falcons anxious for shot at Rams' Bartkowski Sunday
By BARRY WILN ER
AP Sports Writer
The Atlanta Falcons
are sending out a
welcome wagon for
Steve Bartkowski. If
things go right, for the
host team on Sunday,
the wagon will roll right
over the Los Angeles
Rams quarterback.
Bartkowski was the
Falcons' quarterback
for 11 yeari after Atlanta made him the top
pick in the 1975 draft. He
was released last season
and now plays for the
Rams, whom he will
lead into Atlanta Sunday in an NFC West battle for first place. The
Falcons, Rams and San
Francisco 49ers all are
4-1.
Several Falcons are
bristling over some
to comments made by
Bartkowski during the
preseason, particularly
in reference to the lack
of protection he got
from his blockers in
Atlanta. Bartkowski
said after a no-sack
game against Indianapolis that he had
seen the game from a
new perspective —
standing.
"I'd like to show him

what it's like again in
that other position, on
his back," Atlanta
tackle Brett Miller, a
former defensive end,
said. "Hey, but I'm just
kidding."
'm a nice guy, too,"
Falcons defensive end
Mike Gann said. "But
people try and kill me
when I'm on the football
field. We'll try and
knock him down."
"It just goes to show
you," Bartkowski said.
"I've gone out of my
way not to say anything
this week, then someone
digs up an innocent
comment from the
preseason.
"I don't feel I need to
apologize for anything
I've said. The fact is,
they didn't keep people
off me.I didn't mean it
personally. I just meant
I'm in a better situation
here with the Rams.
"Everyone knows I'm
not the easiest guy in the
world to protect," Bartkowski, who has had
five operations on his
right knee, said. "I'd
hate to block for me. It
could be pretty
frustrating."

While Bartkowski and Washington goes to
might have to do some Dallas.
In other games, it's
extra sidestepping this
week, Falcons quarter_ Buffalo at Miami;
back David Archer Detroit at Green Bay;
ity at
thinks his blockers Kansas
could have a big game. Cleveland; New Orleans
"Yeah, I would -say—at- Indianapolis; the
the offensive line is hay- New York Jets at New
ing a problem with some England; St. Louis at
of the things that have Tampa Bay; Seattle at
been printed in the the Los Angeles
paper," Archer said. Raiders; Philadelphia
"I've been misquoted at the New York Giants;
myself, so I don't know and Minnesota at San
where Bart's coming Francisco.
On Monday night, it's
from, but the line is a little more motivated. I Pittsburgh at
think they're looking to Cincinnati.
prove they can protect
The 5-0 Redskins can
their quarterback as
seriously damage the
well as anyone."
Bartkowski did not 3-2 Cowboys' hopes in
start last week for the the NFC East race, and
Rams because of an in- Dallas enters the game
jury to his already weak severely undermanned.
Quarterback Danny
knees. But he wouldn't
miss a chance to march White, tailback Tony
back to — and through Dorsett and defensive
tackle Randy White
— Atlanta.
"The knee's not missed all or part of the
perfect," Bartkowski, Cowboys' loss to Denver
33, said, "but it hasn't last week. Steve Pelluer
been for eight years. It's started at quarterback
and is expected to get
good enough to play."
Also on Sunday, the the call again as White's
three remaining groin injury heals slowunbeaten teams take to ly. Dorsett, who gave
the road. The Chicago way to Herschel Walker
Bears are at Houston, last week while resting
T/Pnvor• to at CCM fljpy
a sprained knee and

Kentucky seeks to establish itself
as longshot conference contender
By DAN EVEN
Associated Press Writer
JACKSON, Miss.
(AP) — Two teams
seemingly at important
crossroads in the season
collide Saturday when
Mississippi, coming off
a disappointing loss in
its conference opener,
hosts an up-and-coming
Kentucky in a
Southeastern Conference football
matchup.
For Kentucky, 3-0-1
and coming off a 32-0
shutout of a strong
Southern Mississippi
team, a victory in its
conference opener could
stamp the Wildcats as
longshot contenders for
the SEC title.
Ole Miss, 2-2-1 overall
and 0-1 in the SEC after
a 14-10 loss at Georgia
last weekend, is improving weekly despite key
injuries on defense, according to Coach Billy
Brewer, and needs a
victory to get some
momentum for the second half of the season.
"They're coming in

with a great deal of con- Everett Flakes for the
fidence and with a solid season with a knee
team that has been play- injury.
"They're all fifth-year
ing with great execution
and enthusiasm," said players, so we've lost a
Brewer. "We've got a lot of maturity and extough task cut out for perience on defense in
us."
--the last three weeks,"
A • crowd of about Brewer said. "We have
38,000 is expected for the to just fight through
afternoon matchup in things like that and
Mississippi Memorial make good things
Stadium.
happen."
Averaging 241 yards a
—They played Georgia
tough at Georgia, so we game on the ground,
know they are going to Kentucky is second only
be ready," said Ken- to Auburn in the contucky coach Jerry ference in rushing and
Claiborne. "Defensive- has three rushers in the
ly, they've been very league's top 10 in
strong and rank right up tailback Ivy Joe Hunter
there in total defense in (5th), fullback Mark
Logan (7th) and backup
the conference."
In the last couple of tailback Mark Higgs
games, Kentucky has (9th).
"They've been very
put together a potent
running game — and impressive on offense.
that could spell trouble Their ground game
for Ole Miss, which lost speaks for itself and
two defensive starters quarterback Bill
— cornerback Jonathan Ransdell is one of the
Shelly and linebacker finest quarterbacks
Fuzzy Huddleston — to around," said Brewer.
But Brewer said he
injuries at Georgia. The
week before; the Rebels believes his team is
lost strong safety ready for a big game.

"We played one of our
better games against
Georgia and had an opportunity to win," he
said. "We're improving
weekly. That was evident against Georgia. It
is evident that we're
making progress, particuarly on offense."
The offense, however,
has been inconsistent.
"We've got to put
more points on the
board. Our line was
green when we started
the season, but it has
been improving. It had a
good game against
Georgia and we're hoping for more improvement," said Brewer.
Sophomore Mark
Young, who has replaced Chris Osgood, again
will be the starter at
quarterback. Young is
22 of 53 passing for 319
yards and four
touchdowns.
The meeting is the
first between the two
SEC foes since 1979. Ole
Miss holds a 19-10-1 edge
in the series that dates
back to 1940.

ankle, could play with a
knee brace
Don Smerek, out with
a sprained knee, has
been activated to start
for Randy White if the
All-Pro's pulled hamstring sidelines him.
The Redskins also
have their share of injuries at linebacker —
Mel Kaufman is lost for
the season, Monte Coleman's hamstring injury will keep him out
on Sunday and Neal
Olkewicz twisted a knee
last Sunday.
"With a 5-0 streak, I'd
say Washington is a
cinch for the playoffs,"
Cowboys Coach Tom
Landry said. "Our timing (with injuries)
couldn't have been
worse."
"To start 5-0 for us is a
dream," Washington
Coach Joe Gibbs said.
"We have 13 first-year
players. We've made a
lot of changes. We've
fought hard every week
and we're very
pleased."
Denver and Seattle,
the top teams in the
AFC West, face intraconference
assignments. The Broncos might have an
easier task against San
Diego, 1-4, than the
Seahawks do versus the
resurgent Raiders, who
have won their last two
for a 2-3 record.
But Seattle Coach
Chuck Knox was thrilled
with the way his team
performed in the second
half Monday night,
when it rallied from a
7-6 deficit for a 33-7 rout
of the Chargers.
"We had our best half
of the year in the second
half," Knox said. "I'm
talking about our
defense, offense and
special teams."
The Raiders will be
without defensive end
Greg Townsend, who
was suspended for Sun-

City las week
"I feel bad, because I
was guilty of a couple of
things," Townsend said.

day's game by the
league Townsend was
cited for "flagrant
fouls" against Kansas

"But I feel like I agreed
to a guilty plea for running a red light and they
repossessed my car."

SCOREBOARD
bke a gcoct ne,gintxx

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

State Farm

mere

•

FOOTBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W 1. T Pd. PF
N.Y Jets
New England

Buffalo
Miami
Indianapolis
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Houston
Pittsburgh

4
5
1
1
0
Central
3
3
1
1

PA

1
2
4
4
5

0
0
0
0
0

800
800
200
200
000

125 100
138 81
104 108
126 176
41 148

2
2
4
4

0
0
0
0

SOO
WO
200
55

121 142
118 136
93 99
63 125

Kansas City
LA. Raiders
San Diego

5
4
3
1
1

0
1
2
3
4

0 1 003 148
800 138
0
600 105
0
400 92
0
200 104
0

5
4
3
2
0

87
74
91
92
128

0 1 000 114 87
0 .800 95 70
500 142 106
0
0
400 Ell 107
0
OM 48 110

0
1
2
5
5

0
2
3
4
5

0 1 000 1443 60
600 106 60
0
400 85 102
0
200 81 123
0
000 60 156
0

1
1
1
4

0
0
0
0

Wed

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Washington
HY Giants
Dallas
Philadelphia
St Louis

3
2
1

4
4
4
1

Atlanta
L A Rams
San Francisco
New Orleans

West
Denver
Seattle

Central
5

Chicago
MInnesota
Detroit
Tampa Bay
Green Bay

800
800
800
200

WI
124
M
102
134 70
74 101

Sunday's Games
Buffalo at Miami
Chicago at Houston
Detroit at Green Bay
Kansas City at Cleveland
Lne Angeles RAMA at Atlanta
New Orleans at Indianapolis
New York Jets at New England
St Louis at Tampa Bay
Washington at Dallas
Seattle at Los Angeles Raiders
Philadelphia at New York Giants
Minnesota at San Francisco
Denver at San Diego

Monday's Came
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

524 Main

*We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!

TRY US BEFORE YOU BUYI
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER
514 S 12th

Estb 1956

753-1750

Dodge Has Introduced
America's First True
Mid-Sized Pickup
The Dakota

Murray, Western coming off losses
(Cont'd from page 12)
That run came to a
screeching halt last
week, when Western
Kentucky defeated
them 24-10.
"We're very, very
disappointed at what
happened at Western
last week," EKU head
coach Roy Kidd said.
"If we make the same
kind of silly, little

mistakes that mainly
occurred because of a
lack of concentration...there's no question that we'll come of
the (Murray State)
game with the same
result."
Murray State's season
also ebbed last week, as
Central Florida amassed 518 yards in total offense. CFU quarterback
Darin Slack threw for
408 yards, a school
record.
"We've had a hard
time putting everything
together this season,"
Beamer said. "When
our defense is doing a
good job and holding the
other team, the offense
hasn't been able to get
enough points, and when
the offense is scoring,
the aerense &liana having problems. We need

to get both working on
the same day."
In an attempt to get
more offensive production, Beamer started
redshirt freshman
Michael Proctor at
quarterback against
Central'Florida.
Proctor responded by
completing 13-23 for 184
yards, the most yards a
Racer quarterback has
had passing in a game
this season. Proctor had
one pass intercepted.
He will start against
Eastern Kentucky
Saturday.
Flanker Marc Murray
caught five passes for 64
yards against Central
Florida. Murray and
split end Stanley
Howard both have 11
catches on the season.
Murray is averaging
19.5 yards a catch,
Howard 22.5.
Eastern Kentucky's
senior quarterback
Mike Whitaker hit 17-32
passes for 175 yards
against Western Kentucky. He is 45-89 for 550
yards and Iwo
touchdowns for the
season.

.igesssosertill1110V-

Whitaker lost his
primary receiver, Alvin
Blount, last week.
Blount suffered an eye
injury. He has caught 16
passes for 276 yards.
With Elroy Harris
unable to play this
season due to academic
problems, James
Crawford has had to
carry the bulk of the
Colonels' ground attack.
Crawford has rushed
for 457 yards in 107 carries. Last year, the 5-11,

194-pound junior gained
1,282 yards rushing,
while Harris gained
1,134 yards.
Eastern Kentucky
leads the series between
the two teams with a
23-18-4 record. Murray
State, though, is 12-9-2 at
home against the
Colonels.
The Racers defeated
the Colonels 27-20 last
year in Murray.
Saturday's kickoff is
at 1:30 p.m.

Dodge

Setting new standards of performance.

Now we'd like to introduce it to you

for just
High Team Series (111C)

10-7-84
W L

Team
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
Joyce Noel Tiut Service
Dallas Willoughby Ins
Photography by Hal
Paradise Kennels
Thurman Furniture
Dennison-Hunt
Lucky Seven
Futrell TUe
Apple Tree School
Rick's Vinyl Roofs .

20
17
15
15
14
14
11
11
11
9
7
0

4
7
9
9
10
10
13
13
13
15
17
91

High Team Game (SC)
Peoples Bank
Economy Tire
Photography by Hal

872
848
825

Peoples Bank
Joyce Noel Tax Service
Economy Tire

1033
1021
1003

High Team Series (SC)
Peoples Bank
Economy Tire
Photography by Hal

2467
2435
2381

Peoples Bank
Dallas Willoughby Ina
Economy Tire

Ma
IS

High Ind. Game (8C)
Lois Smith

Susanne Cotton
Mary Branscomb
Betty Smith
Marge Hinman

213

215

ne
III

High Ind. Game (NC)
Mary Branscomb
Jenny Wood
Marge Hinman

243
239
238

High hid. Series (SC)
Lois Smith
Susanne Cotton
Betty Smith

588
562

Marge Htnman
Betty Smith
Susanne Cotton

640
643
642

568
High Ind. Series (NC)

High Averages
Lois Smith
Susanne Cotton
Sondra Rice

181
179
I 70

Economy Tire & Service
203 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 733-8500
%atm. Brand Tires — Wholesale Prices

/50

DIVISION OF CHRYSLER MOTORS

Magic Tri

High Team Game (HC)

.

Dakota 4x2 LE

$99

over Invoice.

For a very limited time you can buy
a 1987 Dakota with V-6 power,
automatic transmission, and much,
much more for $99.00 over factory
invoice.

eta
--

Murray Nissan
Chrysler Dodge Inc.
S. 12th St./753-7114

CHRYSLER

-r
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FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Rent one of our Luxury Vans

Treas

For Your Tailgate Party
The I•si
100 moil"
FREE

Puckup Froday P or
aring Back Monday a m

Dwain
Taylor

759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week

cial

Gene
502-733-2617

Bel Air Shopping Center

Chevrolet. Inc.
WE'VE SPLIT
THE APPLE IN HALF!
THOROBRED COMPUTER PRESENTS
APPLE IlellIc
COMPATIBLE

THOROBRED
COMPUTER & SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

PAM'S CAKE HUT
Good Old Eashion Homemade
Cakes For All Occasions
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
Club Parties. Church Events,
Novelty Cakes made to Order
We Put Pride and That Little Extra
Into Our Cakes Because
We Make Our Cakes To Be Remembered

410 Main St.
437-4455

GOOD LUCK
RACERS!
Come by and enter
WSJP's

KICK FOR
CASH CONTEST
at each
Murray State Game
Prize grows by $500
each weak
Total Potential $2,500

Porker Ford
Ky. 42071

701 Main Strasit

Murray,

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
753-5321

401 Olive

Go Racers!
ARE YOU BETWEEN
45 AND 65?
If you are and have a safe driving record,
we probably can save you money on your car
insurance, with the
State Auto
insurance
Medalist Auto Policy. Call JAI Companlits
us today.
A frond you can depend On

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
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Murray State Racers (1-2-1, 0-0 OVC)
vs. Eastern Kentucky Colonels (2-1-1, 1-0 OVC)
October 11, 1986, 1:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium (16,800)•
Murray, Kentucky
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Open 8:00 to 4:30
Mon. thru Fri.
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as little as

Where Quality Counts

Ads:
Dan McNutt
Mill Thurman
Pat. Purdom

THUS FAR: Murray State is 1-2-1(W 42-17 at Southeast Missouri,
L 31-0 Southern Illinois, T 10-10 Western Kentucky,L 38-25 at Central
Florida). Eastern Kentucky is 2-1-1(W 23-3 Tennessee-Chattanooga,
T 13-13 at Marshall, W 28-3 Middle Tennessee, L 24-10 at Western
Kentucky).
THE COACHES: Frank Befuner is 36-21-2 in his sixth season as
head coach at Murray State. A 1969 graduate of Virginia Tech, he
Is in his eighth year as a Racer coach, having served as an assistant
under Mike Gottfried for two years. MSU's record since Beamer arrived on campus is 54-34-3. He is 2-3 against Eastern Kentucky
Roy Kidd is 171-66-3 in his 23rd season as head coach at Eastern
Kentucky. A 1954 graduate of Eastern Kentucky, he is 12-8-2 against
the Racers, with the two ties coming in his first two games against
Murray State (1964 and 1965).
THE SERIES: Begun with a 46-0 Murray State win on Oct. 19, 1929,
Eastern Kentucky holds a 23-18-4 advantage in the series. MSU is
12-9-2 at home against EKU, with overall scoring being MSU 672, EKU
659 for an average game going to MSU by a score of 15-14. Since the
formation of the Ohio Valley Conference, MSU is 10-8-1 against the
Colonels while playing in Murray. MSU has six of the eight series
shutouts.
ON nits DATE IN RACER HISTORY: The Racers are 4-2-1 when
playing football on this date, including a 3-0-1 record at home. The
Racers have won the last three games played on this date: 34-14
against Southeast Missouri in 1969, 17-10 at UT Martin in 1975, and
20-8 against UT-Martin in 1980.
100-YARD GAMES AGAINST THE COLONELS: A total of ten
100-yard rushing games have been recorded by the Racers when playing the Colonels, the most recent being Rodney Payne's 110 yards in
18 can-lea last season. The best outing by a Racer back against EKU
was Don Clayton's 168 yards in 22 carries on Oct. 27, 1973, a 21-20 MSU
win in Murray. There has been one game in which two Racer backs
went over 100 yards each. Bud Crafton rushed for 113 yards in 19 carries and Tony Fioravanti gained 112 yards in 13 carries as the Racers
defeated EKU 21-19 on Sept. 30, 1960. The Racers are 5-3-1 against
EKU when a Murray State back goes over 100 yards.
TODAY'S OFFICIALS: Referee — Tom Weber; Umpire — Jack
Hall; Linesman — Bill Smith; Line Judge — Herman Brown; Field
Judge — Chris Stephens; Back Judge — Charlie Peartnan.
LAST MEETING: Murray State 27, Eastern Kentucky 20, Nov. 2,
1985, Murray, Ky. (8,500) — Both teams entered the game ranked in
the lower half of the NCAA Division I-AA top 20 IMSU at 16, EKU
at 18). A loss would mean a death blow to hopes for a playoff berth,
while a win kept the dream alive. The Racers scored first, taking the
ball at their own 33 after EKU punted away following three plays in
the game's first possession. A 55-yard pass from Kevin Sisk to Lee
McCormick put the Racers on the EKU one-yard line, from which
Rodney Payne required two tries to punch the ball in, making the
score 7-0. EKU replied with Dale Dawson field goals of 30, 48, and
34 yards on three of its next four possessions (he missed a 22-yarder
on the other) to take a 9-7 lead, which Sisk erased on the next MSU
possession when he capped an 11-play, 80-yard drive with a 5-yard
scramble for the score. A failed two-point conversion left the score
13-9. Dawson then provided some end-of-half dramatics by connecting on a school-record 57-yard field goal with no time left in the half,
making the halftime score MSU 13, EKU 12. In the second half, the
Racers took advantage of two EKU fumbles to create early scoring
opportunities. The first resulted in a missed 37-yard field goal by Paul
Hickert, while the second resulted in a 17-yard scoring pass from Sisk
to Stanley Howard, making the score 20-12. EKU punted the ball away
after three plays, and Sisk started operating at the EKU 44. In three
plays, he scrambled for 28 yards, giving the racers a first-and-A at
the EKU 14. MSU then lost one yard, made up ten on pass to McCormick, got the first down on a plunge by Bill Bird, then Sisk found tight
end Bob Jacob in the end zone to make the score 27-12. Eastern added the game's final score with 42 seconds remaining when Mike
Whitaker connected with Alvin Blount from 11 yards out to cap a
5-play, 44-yard drive. The ensuing on-side kick was recovered by the
Racers and Sisk kneeled to drain the clock.
WOODIE WATCH: With seven tackles against Central Florida last
Saturday, Tony Woodie now has a total of 283 career tackles, which
places him seventh on the all-time tackle chart. With six tackles today, he'll match teammate Ralph Robinson's 289 for sixth, while ten
tackles will pull him even with Jeff Gardner's 293 for fifth place.
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SAGARIN'S COMPUTER RATINGS FOR DIVISION I-AA
Last
This
Week Week Team (Overall 'Ibis/Last Week)
Nevada-Reno (14/27)
1
1
Arkansas State (45/42)
2
3
Furman (29/53)
3
2
Stephen F. Austin (53/57)
4
4
Northern Iowa (60/64)
5
5
Nicholls State (75/69)
6
9
Georgia Southern (70/70)
7
7
Appalachian State (81/74)
8
11
Louisiana Tech (73/75)
9
8
10 Northwest Louisiana (90/79)
15
Delaware State (61/81)
11
6
12 North Texas State (83/83)
12
13 Idaho (78/85)
10
New Hampshire (101/88)
14
19
15 Holy Cross (87/92)
13
29 Grambling (88/115')
14

9 Items
Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham,
Beef, Onions, Green Peppers,
Mushrooms, Black Olives &
Extra Cheese

$89.95
$59.95

ng
Clark. Clothi
Ky. 121

NCAA POLL (and who they play this week):
This
Last
Week Week Team
Nevada-Reno (Stephen F. Austin)
1
1
Arkansas State (Mississippi State, n)
2
2
Georgia Southern (Bethune-Cookman)
3
4
Morehead State (Austin Peay)
4
5
William and Mary (at Lehigh)
5
5
Appalachian State (at Tennessee-Chattanooga, n)
6
8
Tennessee State (at Grambling, n)
7
9
Northern Iowa (at Eastern Illinois, n)
8
10
Holy Cross (Dartmouth)
9
11
Nicholls State (Southern University, n)
9
12
11 Eastern Illinois (Northern Iowa, n)
16
12 Furman (Idle)
13 Idaho (idle)
17
14 New Hampshire (at Lafayette)
15 Delaware (at Massachusetts)
19
Southern University (at Nicholls State, n)
16
Stephen F. Austin (at Nevada-Reno)
16
North Carolina A&T (Mississippi Valley State)
18
19 Pennsylvania (at Brown)
20 Grambling (Tennessee State, n)
13
GOOD WEEKEND TO BREAK IN: To make room for a new team
In the top 20, one of the ranked teams has to lose. It's a good weekend
for that, as eight ranked teams face each other. Those games:
Stephen F. Austin at Nevada-Reno
Tennessee State at Grambling
Northern Iowa at Eastern Illinois
Southern University at Nicholls State

Large Extravaganza

Sport Coats 36-56
Slacks to Size 54
Short Sleeve Knit Shirts to 4X
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts to 3X
Belts to 52
1/2 Price
No $5.00
Ties Reg $10

PARIGITS

HICKERT PLACEMENTS: With six more point-after-touchdown successes, placekicker Paul Hickert will tie the MSU record for most
career extra points kicked. The current record is 75, held by Stan
Watts. Hickert also is tied with Watts for second place in career fild
goals with 21, trailing leader Jeff Lancaster by 14. Hickert also is third
In career scoring (modern-day) with 132 points. He needs nine points
to match Stan Watts for second and 21 to match Jeff Lancaster's 153
for first. From there, it's a long climb to the all-time MSU scoring
record of 241, set by Harlan Brodie from 1927 to 1930.
PUBLIC VIEWING OF ESPN GAME PLANNED: The MSU Student Government Association, the Racer Club, and Murray sfriblevision have pooled resources for a public viewing of this Thursday's
nationally-televised Racer game at Akron on ESPN. A 15-foot screen
will be set up in the Curris Center Ballroom, and admission is free,
as is the popcorn (Pepsi will be 254). The MSU pom-pon squad also
will be on hand. It's more fun to watch a game with a group,so make
plans to attend. The telecast begins at 7 p.m.
PAYNE READY TO ADVANCE: Rodney Payne need 245 more yards
to move into ninth place in MSU career rushing, but he'll find the sledding tough today. Eastern Kentucky is ranked first in the nation in
Division I-AA, allowing a mere 29.8 yards per game on the ground.
For a reference, Iowa leads Division I-A with a 27.5 average.
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Meet
Warren Shropshire

Fit

of the

Murray
Nissan
Chrysler
Dodge
S. 12th
753-7114

Home Team
See Warren For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

OPFREALTY D
Home: 753-8277

Office: 753-1222

The '87's Are Here!

Grand Wagoneer

CAINS AMC JEEP
RENAULT, INC.
Hwy. 641 N.

‘` RENAULT

753-6448

Frank Beamer is 36-21-2 in his sixth season as head coach at Murray State.

PROFESSIONAL
VCR HEAD CLEANING
All Day
Saturday
10-9

$995

M.-5.
10-9
SALES & RENTAL
Central
Shopping
Center

753-7670
HOME TV & APPLIANCE

*Limit one coupon per customer and one
I coupon per roll with this ad.
Good Thru Oct. 17, 1986

•

Bill Bird is the second leading rusher for the Racers this year.

Good Luck Racers!
We're behind you
all the way!

1 HOUR PHOTO DEVELOPING
759-9347
Olympic Plaza

1201 Chestnut
753-0894

WEST KY
TRAILER SALES
Murray, Kentucky

Repair
RV Repair
Trucks

Chestnut Hills

Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

David W. Brandon
(502)753-7246
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1986-87 KENTUCKY HUNTING

Fishing line

LICENSE FEES
Statewide Hunting (Annual)
Statewide Hunting

by Jerry Maupin
More good strings of
fish are being taken as
we advance into fall and
conditions continue to
improve. I expect the
water temperature to
drop below the
70-degree mark this
week if the cool nights
persist.
This will really help
the fish become more
active throughout the
day even if the sun does
shine. It's angled
enough now where it
doesn't make a lot of
difference.
I'm speaking of all
species of gamefish in
general by the way!
We are almost at
winter pool stage and
the current has been a
big help in placing fish
where they can be
found.
Steve and Melinda
Pember have been doing some trolling for
sauger with great
success.
Terry Weaver and
some pals caught a

super string otbaas last
weekend In just a few
hours. I,. think the
largest one was six
pounds even. That's a
good bass on any lake.
Dale and Jackie
Maupin fished with me
Saturday morning out of
Kenlake marina. We
had good intentions of
fishing for bass but
when I saw the strong
current I thought the
stripes would be better.
They were in 20 feet of
water but willing to
smack the slab spoon on
the rise.
This was Jackie's first
time to fish for stripes
and it took her a few
minutes to get the hang
of things. Once she
caught on to the places
to cast and how fast to
reel the lure she got
tough! Her casting has
Improved tremendously
and I was truly
impressed.
We caught 60 or so but
culled them to 25, 1 - to
2-pounders each. I talked with several bass

fishermen during the
week and many of them
reporte4 seting-schools
of stripes working the
surface in good
"jumps."
Jeanne and I returned
to the same area Tuesday and caught 50 more
working the slab spoons
off the bottom. That
brought my total stripe
catch up to 2,700 in two
months fishing for
them! I would like to
make it over the 3,000
mark before cold
weather but bass fishing
is a mighty strong
attraction.
')stgisio
If you e,_
drive to Kenlake State
Park, do so and check
out the super job the
folks there are doing to
improve the park. They
are going to install a
light system on the
ramp for those who get
there early and leave
late, also. It will really
be a big help. Thanks
Fluff!
Happy Fishing!

3011 N. 13th
Paducah. K y.
OPEN EVENINGS
Mea. thur Thurs.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. i Sat.
5 p.m. 10 p.m.
Flesenatlens Suggested
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STEVE PEMBER caught this 7-pound, 8-ounce
hmker Sunday, Oct. 5, during a club tournament
on Kentucky Lake. Pember catch of the day was
good enough to win the tourney and qualify him
to fish the classic later this month.

Wood Heater Safety - This timely program
features the sateoperation and maintenance of
wood heating systems, Empire Farm,ip,MI.
Autumn Outdoors - A one-hour stroll along a
trail, looking for evidence of fall. Woodlands
Nature Center, 2:30 p.m.
Our Mr. Sun - Planetarium introduction and
safe solar observing of the sun, adults $2, children
$1, Golden Pond Planetarium and Observatory, 3
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Prepared In The
Southern Tradition

Kenlake Marina
Complete

Line of Fishing

and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
R 1 Hardin 502 74-22450r 474-2211, Ext. 171

Night Visual - Observe deer and a variety of
other nocturnal species during this 11Arhour van
tour. Natural history and wildlife management
techniques are discussed. Preregistration required; adults, $2, children, $1, Woodlands Nature
Center, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 18-Sunday, Oct. 19
Blue-Gray Affair - Living history enthusiasts
portray the soldiers of the Blue and the Gray during this Civil War re-encampment weekend. A
special attraction will be performance by the
Regiment Band,11th North Carolina Troops. Visit
the military camps and watch demonstrations of
skirmish and company and battalion drills. Location: south of the Homeplace on The Trace, Saturday 9:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.; Sunday 9:30 a.m.-3:00
p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 19
Quilting Demonstration - Autumn is a perfect
time to quilt and gather new ideas for your next
project. See examples of straight applique, stained glass, and Celtic quilting, Empire Farm, 1-4
p.m.
Hibernation Secrets - Find out what happens
to cold-blooded animals as winter approaches and
how warm-blooded animals cope with severe
winters, Woodlands Nature Center, 2:30 p.m.
To preregister for a program,call (502)924-5602,
ext 238.
To hear the weekly fishing report (recorded
message), call (502) 924-5802, ext 202.

crappie
0, Frank English's
01 a weekly winner in fall

Premium Pour Bar
410
vt-via-viavvvvi-vvia

14.00
11.50
6.00

115.00

Furbuyers
•Deer Permits
*Turkey Permits
**Kentucky Waterfowl Stamp

30.00
11.50
6.50
5.25

230.00
11.50
6.50
5.25

fishing derby competition
While vacationing at white bass, catfish,
Kentucky Lake in Mar- sauger and bluegill. The
shall County, Frank derby coincides with
English of Murray was normal good fishing
a weekly winner in the conditions and pleasant
28th Annual Kentucky scenery found at the
Lake Fall Fishing Der- Lake during Autumn.
by. The entry was a
Entry is free to all
crappie, weighing 1 lb. guests registered at any
14 oz., and took first of Marshall County's 57
place in weekly com- resorts, motels, campetition. Each winner pgrounds or houseboat
chose either a cash prize facilities. More inforor a Kentucky Lake Fall mation may be obtained
by writing to Kentucky
Fishing Derby jacket.
The Kentucky Lake Lake Fall Fishing DerFall Fishing Derby of- by, Route 7 Box 145,
fers weekly competition Dept. FD, Benton, Ky.
in six categories; Large 42025 or phone
mouth bass, crappie, 502-527-7665.

cositISTfkes

41 Super Shell

Bass classic
scheduled on
Kentucky Lake
- CAMDEN, Tenn. Harvill Manufacturing
Ind Birdsong Resort
and Marina will team up
for the third annual Baryule Manufacturing
Fall Bass Classic on
Kentucky Lake in
Camden, Tenn.
More than $30,000 in
cash and prizes are to be
awarded for this fall
fishing event Oct. 25.
Launch and weigh-in
will be at Birdsong
Resort and Marina on
Kentucky Lake.
Also, appearing after
the weigh-ins will be
"The Tennessee River
Band" for listening and
dancing.
For more information
on the tournament contact Hugh Harville at
(901) 989-5848, P.O. Box
147, Henderson, Tenn.
38340 or Bob Keast at
(901) 584-7880, Rt. 2, Box
222, Camden, Tenn.
38320.

The first Bluegrass Saturday, Oct. 25. The
Waterfowl Festival, top three callers will be
sponsored by the awarded in mouth and
Bluegrass Waterfowl mechanical calling.
Foundation, hie. will be They will receive cash
and prizes and a chance
Oct. 23-26 in Paducah.
Several events to compete in the world
scheduled during the championship in
four-day period will be Easton, Md.
of interest to anyone
The Kentucky State
who enjoys waterfowl Goose and Duck Calling
hunting, waterfowl art Championship, hosted
or simply watching by Ducks Unlimited,
ducks and geese as a will also be on Saturday
hobby, a group starting at 1 p.m.
— One other highlight of
spokesman mid. Among
the many who will be the first festival will be
either displaying their a taxidermy competiwork or leading tion. The Regional
seminars during the Waterfowl Competition,
festival is artist Ray in addition to judging
Harm. Harm,nationally the best single and
known for his wildlife habitat waterfowl
paintings, was selected mounts, will recognize
to -de Kentucky's first the favorite mount as
duck stamp print.
selected by the public
Other featured guests attending the festival.
will be Beebe Hopper, a Seminars on taxidermy
top decoy painter; will be held by competiGeorge Nelson, an ex- tion judges Ken Asproth
pert wood carver; and and Jeff Compton SaturBob Winship, a bronze day and Sunday. .
sculptor. These
Admission-to-the
specialists will Bluegrass Waterfowl
showcase their talents Festival will be 95 per
and work for beginners day, or $15 for the entire
and lovers of waterfowl four-day event. For inreproduced on canvas formation concerning
events, guest speakers
and from wood.
The Bluegrass Water- and admission, contact
fowl Festival is where Bluegrass Waterfowl
the National Goose Call- Foundation, Inc., Rt. 3,
ing Championship will Box 349-A, Paducah,
begin at 10 a.m. on Ky. 42001, or call (502)
898-3828 or i502)
554-3141.

Two divisions get new leaders
as Kentucky Lake fishing derby
completes seventh week of acton
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R.V. SALES AND SERVICE
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Where "Service Is Our Business"

527-3471

Opening activities at
Executive Inn in
th
do town Paducah are
scheduled to start at
noon Thursday, Oct. 23.
Waterfowl experts and
other personnel from
the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources will
set up a booth to answer
questions and offer advice on waterfowl
regulations and hunting
in the state.
The same weekend, at
the other end of the
state, the United Squirrel Dog Registration
(USDR) World Squirrel
Hunt will take place in
Hoskinston, Ky. Over
300 squirrel dogs will
compete for trophies
and cash in the competition slated to begin at 7
a.m.. Oct. 25 at Greasy
Creek Park,just outside
Hoskinston in Leslie
County.
For information and
directions to the World
Squirrel Dog Hunt, call
(606) 374-5938 or (608)
858-4710. This is the first
hunt of this kind in Kentucky. Registration will
take place between 5:30
a.m. and 7 a.m. Saturday morning, with an
entry fee of $20.
According to sponsors
qf the hunt, any dog that
63.n tree a squirrel may
be entered in the
competition.

to
to Pittman
to

John Martin of East Don Middendorf, Floris- In
Alton, Ill, took the lead sant, Mo., 2-7; Ron
In the sauger division Wire, Evansville, Ind.,
while Doris Jeffries of and John Rhody, FlorisRockville, Ind., moved sant, Mo., tie, 2-6.
Saeger - John Mar- In
Into second place in the
catfish category as the tin, East Alton, Ill., 3-8;
Kentucky Lake Fall Charlene Tyler,
Fishing Derby com- Louisville, 2-13; Kenpleted its seventh week. neth Jones, Mayfield,
Leaders in the fishing Roger Tyler, Louisville,
derby through the Sam Davison,
seventh week of com- Crestwood, Ky., and
petition are as follows Leslie Lonier, Paducah,
(fish weights are listed David Sims, Griffith,
Ind., Lucille Hayden,
a pounds-ounces):
Black Bass - Don Robinson, Ill., and Ken
Bowles, Louisville, 6-8, Hayden, Robinson, Ill.,
Chuck Grimm, Henry, tie, 2-12.
Catfish - Bill Patton,
lll, 6.1; John Adams,
Urbana, Ill, 14-8; Doris
Versailles, Ky 5-12.
Crappie - Michael Jeffries, Rockville, Ind.,
Armstrong, Urbana, 13-12; Carl Morthind,
Ill , 2 -11 , Scott Taylorville, Ill, 18-2.
Bluegill - Mike Huch,
Knoblauch, Washburn,
Ill.. 2-7, Ida Aden, Anna, Columbia, Ill., 0-14%;
Ill., and Frank English, Marg Knechtela, St.
Louis, 0-12; Ron Dotson,
Murray, tie, 2-4
White Bass - Pat Paducah, Kim Plias,
Dodson, Paducah, 3-0; Chicago, tie, 0-11.

CRAFTS
FURN., FOLK ART.& KENTUCKY
• ANTIOUSS
• REPRO°. MM.
• COLLICTIILES
• SVE BUY. SILL. Met—
• CALICO GIFTS
Airso..Sot. 10 arnAtIl S p.m.
aftar Hours by Appointment

W. 13th

kr*

Waterfowl festival slated

11‘..E.E2E.‘..%2E_VEVE‘..1111'EULEVILE. ‘..1E.Sr

S.

4.00

Juvenile Hunting (Under 16 yrs.)
Combined Hunting & Railing
Trapping
Landowner/Tenant Trapping

*Deer and turkey hunting permit required for both residents
and non-residents in addition to an annual hunting license.
**All waterfowl hunters who require licenses must purchase
to the Federal Duck
a Kentucky Waterfowl Stamp
Stamp Licenses sold at all county clerks offices.
LICENSE FEES ARE SCHEDULED
TO INCREASE EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1987
— Not Valid After February 28, 11987 —

at
Land Between The Lakes,

-, WIVVIVIVVViai-VVia-VVVii-i:1-1- •
Id
(11) RESTAURANT
MARKET

14.50
40.00

(Small Game Only) 3 Days

This Week
PLEASE NOTE: Empire Farm, Golden Pond
Visitor Center, The Homeplace-1850, an_t_
Woodlands Nature Center are open daily,9 a.m.-5
p.m. Planetarium closed Mon. and Tue.
Monday, Oct. 13-Sunday, Oct. 19
Iron Industry - The Homeplace-1850, 10:30
a.m., and 1:30 p.m.
Skywalk - Fee $2 and $1, Golden Pond
Planetarium,2 p.m. Wed -Fri.; 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
Thursday, Oct 18
Cheese Basket Workshop - Construct your own
traditional Shaker-weave design cheese basket.
Not recommended for beginners, limited to 10;
preregistration, fee $10, Empire Farm,10 a.m.-4
p.m.
Friday, Oct. 17
Quilting Bee - Beginners and experienced
quilters, come to an old-time quilting bee! Limited
required, The
15;
preregistration
to
Homeplace-1850, 10 a.m.4 p.m.
Star Gazing - Tour the heavens from LBL's
observatory. See things that are really "far out,"
Golden Pond Observatory, 8 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 18
Boys Farm Workshop - Help the men with the
farm chores,and have fun, too! Limited to 10 boys,
ages 8-12, preregistration required, The
Homeplace-1850, 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Introduction to Bowhunting - Leading
bowhunters and bowhunter educators provide expert advice on selecting equipment, hunting and
tracking tips, and safety. Woodlands Nature
Center, 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Resident Non-Resident
$40.00
$7.50—

In

We use the Allen Computer Engine Analyzer with printout
Turm-Up. Computer Ignition
Carburetor S. Fuel InlectIons Service

GERRALD BOYD'S:AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
in 514 S. 12th

Estb. 1956

101

753-1750
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Woodcock, snipe seasons open in Kentucky
Woodcock and coM-----tucky. According to Jeff
mon snipe season in Bole, upland game proKentucky opened Oct. 1 gram coordinator for
and runs through Dec. 4. the Department of Fish
Daily bag limits are set and Wildlife Resources,
at four woodcock per the portion of woodday, and eight snipe per cocks not native to Kenday. Possession limits tucky migrate from nordouble the daily bag for thern states through
both species after two or both the Atlantic and
Mississippi Flyways.
more days of hunting.
In a report released in
These two species are
not particularly well early August by the U.S.
known or hunted heavily Fish and Wildlife SerIn Kentucky. However, vice, woodcock populathere are good popula- tions in the Eastern
tions of these birds Region (Atlantic
throughout the state for Flyway) were up 2.7
hunters to pursue. percent from 1985, but
Woodcock and snipe still remained well
primarily inhabit creek below normal levels.
bottoms, wooded creek For the Central Region,
beds and areas which Including the Mississipare generally wet and pi Flyway which the
wooly. A majority of the majority of birds passbirds taken each year ing through Kentucky
are bagged when use, numbers increased
hunters after other 8.3 percent from last
game flush them from year's survey.
Hunting woodcock
undergrowth along
streams or other and snipe Is a challenging sprof jumpwaterways.
Both native and shoot1ng"i1 difficult
h may be
migratory snipe and places, w
woodcock populations one reason why this type
can be found in most of hunting is not as
every county in Ken- popular as some of the

other small game hunting across the state.
Both species blend
well with their dense environment and
maneuver well through
thick cover, presenting
hunters with considerably more snap
shots than would dove or
quail found in more
open spaces. Getting a
good shot at these birds
may be difficult when
hunters have to
shoulder a shotgun
through bushes and tree
limbs, while trying to
keep visual contact with
that target. Using a
trained dog will give the
hunter a big advantage.
Dogs will also be
helpful when a bird goes
down in thick cover,
since its plumage matches the brown and gray

out of place protruding
from short, stocky
bodies. Snipe and woodcock use their elongated
bills to forage through
mud, sediment and
leaves in search of earthworms, which constitute the birds' main
diet.
While woodcock and
snipe populations peak
In Kentucky during hunting season, these birds
also inhabit the state in
Since these birds are good numbers from
not as common as dove February to April duror quail, some hunters ing courtship and
will not immediately breeding. The woodcock
recognize woodcock or is well known for its
snipe when startled to mating ritual, and in adflight from their creek dition to being conbank or forest floor per- sidered a game bird is
ches. The most notable valued highly by bird
feature of both species enthusiasts for its enterare long, slender bills, taining courtship
which look somewhat performance.

forest floor. Often, if a
woodcock or snipe is
flushed and not fired at,
it will travel only a short
distance along the same
path it used as an
escape route. Hunters
should remain alert
while moving in heavy
cover around bottomlands, and choose
their path of movement
carefully for better
shots.

Catfish farms have problems

transformed an Indianola cotton field into
the largest fresh-fish
packing plant in the
United States.
Agricultural conglomerates such as
Hormel and ConAgra
have moved into catfish,
prompting worries
about increased concentration of the market.
But declining prices, a
the
winner
of
The
The fifth annual Grand
"This whole business possible oversupply, a
American Calling Grand American diviIs a gamble," Broadway weakening in demand
Championships are sion will be eligible to
says, as tractors and for catfish, unionizing
scheduled Saturday, compete in the World
Mimes help complete efforts and increased
Nov. 1 in Huntingdon, Duck Calling championthe process of seining competition from catship Nov. 29 in StutTenn.
-about 250,000 fish tlemen facing their own
The various competi- tgart, Ark.
fingerlings tigm one of problems have added to
By DAVID BEARD-Admission is free to
tions will be conducted
his ponds and loading the growing pains for
AP Writer
at the Carroll County the Huntingdon comthem into a the industry.
BELZONI, Miss.
Civic Center on petition and a
temperaturecontrolled
The past month has
Fairgrounds Road. spokesman said many (AP) — Attention, all tank. "But it's the best
Registration for the con- door prizes will be given you Yankee yuppies out thing we've got going brought a shake-up rn
Industry organizations,
there: Poached salmon
test will begin at 11 a.m. away.
right now."
a shift in marketing
The Grand American is passe. Halibut is
and remain open in each
The fingerlings are
division until time for will also feature many history. Here in sold to other farmers strategies and an unprecendented threeexhibits relating to Mississippi, they have
that contest to begin.
and placed in growing
The contests begin at wildlife and hunting. seen the future — and ponds to reach the pro- year, Pi million campaign to promote the
1 p.m. and will be con- The exhibits will include the future is catfish.
per size for processing.
grainfed fish.
That's right, catfish.
ducted in the following call manufacturers
Gov. Bill Allain has
from several states, The ugly, bewhiskered
"I'm confident that
order:
called catfish a savory this is the only way that
Junior duck calling wildlife art, taxidermy, fish, long a favorite
decoys, hunting boats among Dixie diners, is savior for economically- the industry can move
open to 13 and under;
depressed Delta and forward," says Jack
Junior goose call- and other outdoor getting its act together
Mississippi in general, Perkins, chairman of
ing open to 13 and related items.
and taking it on the
which on about 73,500 the marketing commitAll exhibits swill open-''
under;
setting its sights
in ponds produces tee for the Catfish
acres
••• Meat duck calling, at 11 a.m.
on the nation's superIn conjunction with markets, fast-food fran- about 85 percent of the Farmers of America.
open to all ages;
.-- Goose calling open these events, the Grand chises and finest nation's farm-grown "If we do everything
catfish. But industry of- right, you'll see us
American turkey shoot restaurants.
to all ages;
beset by soften- follow the steps that the
ficials,
will
get
underway
Grand American
It's a gamble for
duck calling open to all Saturday from 9 a.m. to Mississippi Delta ing demand, say the in- poultry industry took 20
5 p.m. and again Sunday farmers, who are rais- dustry is at a years ago."
ages.
crossroads.
An entry fee, that dif- from noon to 5 p.m.
The industry has
ing catfish in ponds dug
"People don't know averaged 25 percent
For further informa- where cotton once grew.
fers per class, will be
charged all contestants. tion, write Grand In just 12 years, they've the amount of money jumps in sales in the
Trophies and ribbons American Calling turned a modest experi- you're investing in this past five years, processwill be awarded and the Championship, P. 0. ment into a $300 million- business," says Broad- ing about 195 million
rules are parallel to Box 785, Huntingdon, ayear industry, way, a former phar- pounds of live fish in
world championship Term. 38344 or phone upgrading a lowly, maciiitir salesman 1985, reports show. Inwho joined seven other dustry figures show the
901-988-3090.
rules.
river-fed scavenger into
Investors in buying the catfish industry
a domestic, high 11.8 million farm last employs more than 3,000
protein, grainfed
December.
people in Mississippi.
gourmet.
If things go as Broad- The state produces
New
Chefs from
Orleans to New York way expects, the invest- about 85 percent of the
already are marinating, ment will pay off in nation's farm grown
sauteing, grilling and three years. If they catfish.
Perkins notes the U.S.
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
baking the fish in trendy don't, he and his partof
Department
follow
will
likely
ners
a
are
that
preparations
Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
far cry from its humble, the farm's previous Agriculture reports only
owner into foreclosure. an 8 percent jump in dedeep-fried beginnings.
*Bass Hawk Boats
it
"People don't realize mand for the fish this
find
still
can
You
Evinrude
*Authorized
deepfried too, at such that there's a lot more to year, despite its emergSales & Service
chains as Long John this than hemming up ing popularity as a
Silver's, Bob Evans some water, feeding fish gourmet fish, whose
Farm and Denny's. Last and going to the bank," fans include Forbes
month, Dairy Queen says Tommy Taylor, magazine publisher
R.R. 2 Buchonan, Ten (901)232-8221—'
franchise owners an- Humphreys County Malcolm Forbes and
nounced that catfish will agent for the Mississippi New York Times food
be test-marketed in Cooperative Extension writer Craig Claiborne.
— While 8 percent
nearly 800 restaurants Service
Taylor said that 10 growth might be conin Texas.
Catfish is the un- percent of the county's sidered good in some
disputed star of the farmland had been con- areas, it's not what
menu at David Beard's verted into catfish we're accustomed to
Catfish King, a chain of ponds. He said the in- and not what we need to
35 restaurants in Texas, dustry had provided move the surplus fish
Oklahomp.and Alabama about half of the we're going to have,"
owned by Great county's $125 million Perkins says.
"Your Satisfaction Is Our Satisfaction"
He predicts that the
American Foods. agricultural sales last
harvest of fish will
"Ninety-seven percent year.
Farm cooperatives climb 20 percent,
of our sales are catDoer Mount Specialists
as Delta Pro- although other industry
such
accounting
fish,"
Station
Chock
Door
Official
manager Bill Tyson cessors Inc. have bound- leaders say the 10 perColes Campground Road
says. "We're sort of the ed from one employee in cent growth in catfish
Kentucky Fried Chicken January 1981 to 1,050 to- feed better reflects the
733-6491
Murray
day, and have increase.
of the industry."

Calling championships
scheduled next Nov. 1

For All Your
Taxidermy

EDITOR'S NOTE —
The catfish will never
win a beauty prise, but
It's getting high marks
gastronomically — and
not just in the South,
where it's long been appreciated, but in other
parts of the country.
That's done a lot for
Mississippi farmers
who have plunged
heavily into catfish
cultivation, but suecess has spawned mounting
competition and aim*
worries.

Several Mississippi
companies say they are
planning to market
frozen catfish for oven
or microwave, and experiments with catfish
mousse- are currently
under way.
Randy Broadway is
among the farmers
who're taking a chance
on catfish.

......

Needs

Wallace's Taxidermy

Catfish hunters'
Jack Entreat and Dee Lamp stand with 18 channel catfish they caught recently in Kentucky Lake. The fish ranged in weight from 2-8 pounds each.

Bald Eagles very sociable
MOUNT JULIET, species and subspecies
Tenn. (AP) — Fact or of birds worldwide,
fiction: Bald eagles are- about 230_are on the enbloodthirsty killers that dangered list, including
eat chickens and are 70 species found in the
capable of clutching United States, said Jay
human babies in their Sheppard, staff ortalons and carrying nithologist for the Office
them to mountaintop of Endangered Species
of the.U.S. Fish and
nests.
"You'd be surprised Wildlife Service in
how many people Washington.
The bald eagle is the
believe things like
most
prominent among
that," said Kevin
Schutt, standing beside the six species of
a row of wooden predatory birds in
chambers where he danger of becoming exheals, feeds, exercises tinct in the United
and breeds birds that States. The others are
are injured or have "Ike California condor,
become too tame to sur- snail kite, aplomado
falcon, peregrine falcon
vive in the wild.
Schutt, president of and Hawaiian hawk,
vhe Cumberland Sheppard said.
"In general, about
ildlife Foundation,
says bald eagles are threefourths of the en"very sociable" bii%ds dangered critters have
that eat mostly fish and suffered a habitat loss
sometimes scavenge off or degradation," Shepdead meat. They will pard said.
"We've added exotic
protect their nest, but
there is no documented species to the habitat

k

that the native species
can't compete against.
-We've -cut—the forests,
plowed the prairie,
sprayed the fields with
pesticides. Over the last
several hundred years,
a lot of the earth's surface has been altered by
mankind.
"I don't think we
should try to stop progress, but we should use
a little forethought as to
how to proceed without
affecting some of the
creatures native to the
area," Sheppard said.
Schutt, whose foundation has cared for about
1,800 birds since opening
in 1982, says 90 percent
of the injured birds
brought there were hurt
through some encounter
with man.
A lot of them have
been shot or caught in
steel traps, while others
have flown into
telephone wires or other
objects.

case of a bald eagle attacking a person on its
010/11.

"We try to separate
myth from fact," said
Schutt, one of several
foundation workers who
visit classrooms, nursing homes, parks and
any other places where
people will listen to
them set the record
straight about birds of
prey.
Misconceptions about
bald eagles and other
birds — particularly
predatory birds — have
prompted many people
to shoot, trap and
harass them, experts
say, sometimes
threatening species with
extinction.
"One of our top
priorities is interpretive
education about wildlife
because that's really
wildlife's last chance,"
Schutt said. "If the
public doesn't begin
realizing what the situation is pertaining to
these species, we won't
accomplish anything —
no matter how much
breeding we do and how
many birds we bring
back to wildlife."
Of an estimated 30,000

We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
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Murdocks find enjoyment making sorghum molasses

I

Linda Murdock and Carl Owens keep an eye on the sorghum
molasses as It cooks in the pan. The molasses must be skimmed
and then pushed up the pan as it cooks.

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

"A great mind is one that can forget
or look beyond itself."
— William Hazlitt.

10-10-A
NORTH
•A J 10
II 7 2
• QJ3
+9872
It's easy for East to switch to the WEST
EAST
right suit against today's heart •91174
•IE Q 6
game. Not so easy is choosing the •1O4
53
right card.
1071-011TC--41-11
East wins dummy's spade 10 with •J 5
•HQ 10 4
his queen, and it's time to find a
SOUTH
switch. Obviously the best switch is
+532
to the club suit. What happens if
VAKQJ 98
East leads a routine club king?
•5
South ducks East's club king and
•A 6 3
wins the continuation with his ace. Vulnerable: Both
Trumps are drawn in three rounds Dealer: South
and South leads his singleton dia- The bidding:
East
West
North
mond toward dummy. West makes South
•
2
Pass
Pass
•
1
a good duck and dummy's jack wins.
Pass
Pass
2 NT
South makes a good play of his own, 2 41
V
4
Pass
Pass
Pass
returning the diamond king while
Opening lead: Spade nine
discarding his losing club and establishing dummy's queen. West wins
BID WITH THE ACES
and returns to the spade suit but
10-10-B
South
holds:
South is safe. He wins dummy's ace,
•K Q 6
discards his last spade on dummy's
•6 5 3
diamond queen and claims his game
•9 6 2
"with a hundred honors, partner."
•K Q 104
Let's return to trick two. If East North South
shifts to a low club instead of the 1•
?
king, the game must fail. If South ANSWER: One no-trump. Barely
ducks, West wins and a second enough in high cards to scrape up a
spade lead through ditnuny nets the two-club response. However, the
defenders four tricks. If South wins balanced distribution favors the
his club ace immediately, the de- slight underbid of one no-trump.
fenders do not get the second spade
Seed bridge questions to The Aces, P0.Box
trick, but they do get two clubs, one 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
diamond and one spade instead.
rtarnowl enve100e for reply.

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Ray and Linda Murdock of
Lynn Grove have found a new
way to supplement their farm
Income by making an oldfashioned product — sorghum
molasses.
The Murdocks were looking
around for a way to make a little
extra money and decided to try
their hand at making sorghum
molasses.
Murdock said, that he is "not
going to make a lot of money,
but I like sorghum molasses."
He said he asked Carl Owens,
Sulfur Wells, Tenn., if Owens
would teach him how to make
the molasses. Owens said he
wanted to retire from molasses
making and if Murdock would
buy his equipment, he would
show the couple how to make it.
Murdock took him up on his offer and Owens was on hand to
show the couple the techniques
of sorghum molasses making.
Owens has much experience
to pass on since he has been
making sorghum molasses for
"close to 60 years," he explained. "I'll be 80 next week" and he
"started at 17 on my own."
He said he still enjoys making
molasses and giving the couple
the benefit of his experiences.
"I think they're going to be the
type of people that'll learn
quick," Owens said.
Mrs. Murdock said she and
her husband would not be able to
do it without Owen's help. "We
didn't know anything about it,"
she said.
She added, "it's a little
stressfull but I will (enjoy it)
when I learn what I'm doing."
Murdock said one of the first
things done in making the
molasses is to strip the leaves
off the sorghum. He said this
makes a cleaner molasses.
—Mit sorghum—is then put
through a grinder to extract the
juice which is pumped to the
building and into one end of the
pan where it begins cooking.
The juice is cooked in a pan
heated by a gas flame. Murdock
explained that the gas flame is
easier to control and keep the
correct temperature than a
wood fire would be.
Murdock explained the
sorghum moves down the pan as
it cooks and by the time it gets to
the opposite end, it is usually
ready to be drawn off.
The pan is 3/4 of an inch
higher on the end where the
molasses is drawn off, Murdock
said. He added that this allows
time for the workers to skim off
the sorghum.
Murdock plans to have his
sorghum molasses available at
the service station in Lynn
Grove and to have signs directing customer to his house
located 2 1/2 miles south of Lynn
Grove.
He said while they will not be
cooking everyday, anyone interested in watching is welcome.

Tony Jetton and Ed Harris,employees of Murdocks, put the sorghum through the grinder to extract the
juice. The juice is then pumped to the building where it is cooked over a gas flame.
In other business, the board
agreed to enter into a contractual agreement with retired con(Coned from page 1)
(Oont'd from page 1)
struction contractor Earl Nanothers what •goes on inside the
sive Test of Essential Skills ney, who will inspect the addiMurray schools.
(CTES) was tried and tested tions being built at the high
The board heard a report by
across the nation by McGraw- school and middle school. Rose
Assistant Superintendent Eli
Hill, while the KEST is the "new said Nanney's experience in the
Alexander on the requested
kid on the block." Although Rose construction field helps him spot
sports survey on student interest
says he prefers the CTES as a possible flaws walking up to a
In girls' soccer and volleyball
means of evaluating students' building that a less and boys' wrestling.
skills, he says the county schools knowledgable person would
Of the 238 voting, 100 girls in
have also performed favorably overlook entirely.
grades 7-11 voted for having
In the KEST.
In other business, the board
girls' soccer and 119 out of 240
"We've done well on both," accepted resignations from
voted for girls' volleyball.
Rose said.
LaDon Haley and Melissa
Alexander pointed out to the
Miller. Tillie Geurin also resignboard that 59 girls voted yes for
ed from her post as head cook at
soccer and volleyball which
East Elementary, but she will
would be held during the same
remain on staff as a cook at the
season._
((bard from page 1)
the
is
Torski
Carlene
school.
In the same grades, 82 out of
new head cook at East.
dent of.the United States," he
220
boys voting, expressed an ina
granted
The board also
added. He said Reagan's call on
terest in having boys' wrestling.
to Lottie
absence
of
leave
Thursday for a successful sumAlexander informed the board
Sheridan, and approved
mit was a good foundation for
that in girls' soccer and
Stephanie Wyatt's change from
the meeting.
volleyball, the closest school to
assistant girls track coach to
The Soviet leader said the
Murray for competition would
coach at the high school,
head
ultimate hope should be "the
be Fort Knox.
making Lesa Watson a
while
final elimination of nuclear
In other business, the board:
full-time teacher.
weapons by the year 2000."
•approved a request from TrIsabel Burton and Marilyn
From the airport, Gorbachev
Alpha for an overnight trip.
Stickler were approved as
traveled in a motorcade to his
•approved a request for finanteachers, and Mina
substitute
summit headquarters: a cruise
cial assistance for Shannon
approved as assistant
was
Todd
ship docked in a Reykjavik bay
Wells to attend the 1986 Kengirls basketball coach at the
for use by Soviet officials. They
Youth Assembly
tucky
high school. Conda Stubblefield
were hampered by a hotel room
Workshop in Frankfort.
and Debbie Farris will work as
shortage in this country of
• agree to have only one
cheerleader aides, Lois Elkins
250,000 people.
meeting during October and to
Teresa Westbrook are
and
Before Gorbachev reached
change the meeting time to 7
substitutes in the food service
Reykjavik, Andre Grachov, a
p.m.
Rhonda Tracy will
and
system
Soviet spokesman, said, "I
• hired Howard Boone as
fill Sheridan's leave of absence
believe that the success of the
assistant coach for boy's basketservice.
food
in
Reykjavik meeting, which we
ball at Murray High; Lone
Sue Delay will replace LaDon
all wish, will set a date" for a
Schanbacher as assistant coach
Haley as an instructional aide;
follow-up meeting in the United
for girls' basketball at Murray
Zandra Barrow was OK'd as a
States.
High; Cathy Morris for girls
secretary and Mike
substitute
Reagan and Gorbachev are to
basketball at Murray Middle
and
Sykes, Claudia Carson
confer at three two-hour
School.
-nes Grooms were approved
Ja
meetings Saturday and Sunday.
• accepted the resignation of
as substitute instructional aides.
Reagan arrived here during a
personnel report, food service employee Nell student
a
In
windy storm Thursday and
Gardner and hired Judith Smith
Director of Pupil Personnel Jim
spent the night at the U.S. amas her replacement.
Nix stated that the system's
bassador's modest home, which
enrollment stands at 2,969
will be the U.S. headquarters
"We'll pretty well stay
students.
during the president's three-day
around this figure for the rest of
stay.
the year, Nix told the board.
(Coat'd from page 1)
cubic yard; all brush (except
commercial haulers) $1 per
load.
The long-standing practice of
allowing residents who took
refuse to the landfill in a vehicle
that displays a city sticker to
dump at no charge will be
eliminated by the new
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the ordinance.
forecast given for your birth sign.
According to Municipal
FOR SATURDAY,OCTOBER 11, 1986
Utilities superintendent Tommy
SCORPIO
ARIES
Marshall, the rates, scheduled
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
go into effect Nov. 1, should
to
You can handle a family matter
Visits with old friends are indicated, but first there may be some today wisely without making a big generate an additional $10,000 to
career matters you want to tend to. issue of it. You know where you $12,000 per year for the city's
sanitation department.
Someone's manipulations prove stand, but don't be argumentative.
SAGITTARIUS
offensive.
Budget committee chairman
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
TAURUS
L. D. Miller told the council that
You could throw away some the budget report for the first
Pir
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Others are not entirely cooperative, money today if you're not careful. three months of the city's fiscal
but still you'll accomplish what you Improved concentration leads to
year reflects a "very good"
want in your career. You'll speak out mental accomplishments. One snide
position for the city.
remark is made today.
on the isssues that are important to
He noted that the city has
CAPRICORN
you.
received its final share of
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
GEMINI
It's a good time for new starts, but federal revenue sharing funds
(May 21 to June 20)
Joint financial moves are favored. your ego could be out of line. Make a but that the ending of that proIt's best to fall in with the wishes of a point of saving money. An acquain- gram had been anticipated in
close tie. An ethical matter causes tance is after something.
formulating the 1986-87 city
AQUARIUS
you concern tonight.
budget.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
CANCER
City attorney Don Overbey adClear up unfinished tasks. It seems vised the council that Howard
4IE
(June 21 to July 22)
Go after what you want without you're called upon to help others out
Anderson had retained a law
coming on too strong. Be cooperative today. Don't push on a business firm to file an appeal of a recent
with close ties. Watch tempenunent. matter. Attend to a social obligation.
Calloway Circuit Court order
tonight. A work project is completed. PISCES
now
that allowed the city to remove
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
LEO
refuse and other materials from
After some early socializing, you'll
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Anderson's property at the cormay
friend
A
a
in
mood.
he
working
a
on
working
overtime
You're
ner of Sycamore and Irvan
career matter. Let a partner choose have a business tip. Avoid ideological
streets.
Where • you should dine or dance disputes tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY are charismatonight. A family member may harp
tic and work best when inspired. You
about the same old thing. have high ideals and also an eagerVIRGO
ness to please others. Sometimes it's
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You'll get an early start today. better for you to take a stand than to
Though pleasure is your goal, you'll compromise, though. Never sell out
The Calloway County Fiscal
also accomplish something of impor- on your dreams. Often you choose a
to
through
will meet in open session
which
when
a
medium
It
call
to
creative
Court
Know
work.
tance at
express your originality. Your work is on Tuesday, Oct. 14 at 1 p.m. in
day.
often ahead of its time. The fields of the office of County JudgeLIBRA
Zift law and diplomacy may appeal to Executive George Weaks in the
(Sept 23 to Oct 22)
Make changes at home base with- you. Birthday of: Eleanor Roosevelt, Calloway County Courthouse.
out creating a row. Don't he indeci- first lady; Jerome Robbins, director;
The meeting will be general in
sive with children. Set the standards. and Francois Mauriac, writer.
and open to the public.
nature
tila Kong Cesium "fisdialts. One
Don't throw good money after had.

Test scores...

Contract...

Relations...

Council...

Your Individual \
Horoscope
Frances Drake

fp,

Catch it Saturday Afternoon
1:30 at Stewart Stadium
Murray State vs. Eastern Kentucky
18 & under only $3.00 Reserved Bleacher
$2.00 General Admission
Ticket Window Number 6 opens at 10 a.m. Sat.

Cheer on the Racers
wear the
Blue & Gold
You may enter at either
end of the stadium if
you already have tickets.

^

Call 762-4895
for ticket
information

,

Fiscal Court sets
meeting Tuesday

•

-
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'Textbook landing' done by Murrayan

Cooper brings plane down safely
after equipment failure discovered

FULL PARTICIPATION - All employees of the Murray Street Department have signed up to have
United Way deductions withheld from their regular paychecks. At left is City Clerk Jo Crass, representing the United Way. Street department employees include (left to right) front row, Dwaine Musgrow,
Wade Kirks, Roy Patterson, Paul Fennell, Phillip Morris and Thomas Clendenen, supervisor. In the
back row are L. A. Travis, Bill Hornbuckle and Sam Outland.

K-MART PLEDGE - Mike Bangher, manager of the K-mart store in Murray, presents a pledge to Bob
Cornelison of the United Way campaign. The K-mart corporation pledged MOO for the current campaign and an additional WO that will be awarded in early 1987. In addition, local K-mart employees
have signed up for United Way payroll deduction donations.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Diner Has Had Bellyful
Of Pregnant Waitresses
DEAR ABBY: A few weeks ago
my wife and I had dinner out to
relax and forget about cooking. In
the cocktail lounge of this very nice
restaurant we were served by a
pleasant young lady who was well
along in her pregnancy. Then in the
dining room, an equally pregnant
young lady served us dinner.
I believe that women and children
are important - to be loved and
cherished - but being served by
two pregnant women in one evening
was, I thought, a little too much.
My wife had a "so what?" attitude. I was upset. Do you think my
reaction was wrong? And if so,
why?
STORK-RAVING MAD
DEAR MAD: As a man who
claims to "love and cherish
women and children," perhaps
the sight of two pregnant
women working so far along in
their pregnancies made you feel
guilty. Or were you embarrassed to be reminded of how
babies get here?
If you still cling to the notion
that pregnant women should
not show themselves in public,
consider this: Pregnant waitresses would rather be home
soaking their swollen feet, but
they continue to work because
they need the money. Examine
your feelings. Then you will
know why you were upset.
**0

Ok

DEAR ABBY: I have a mother-inlaw problem. When "Joe" and I
announced our engagement, his
mother gave us a down comforter. It
wasn't a new one; it was one she
had had for a long time that
belonged to her mother. My own
mother gave us a brand-new down
comforter, not knowing that I had
already received one.
Joe and I have been married a
year and we're using the comforter
ww got from my mother. My motherirtlaw was at the house. yesterday
and noticed that we were using the
new comforter, so she asked me to
give the one she had given us to her
daughter who didn't have any.
Abby, the one from my mother-inlaw has a lot of sentimental value
attached to it, and just because
we're not using it doesn't mean we
don't want it. I suppose you'd call
me selfish if I have two and refuse

to give one to my sister-in-law who
doesn't have any, but I don't really
think I am. What should I do?
ON THE SPOT
DEAR ON: Once a gift is
given, it becomes the property
of the recipient to use, put
away, throw away, sell or
whatever.
However, with two cbmforters, you have more comfort
than you can use, so why not
give one to your sister-in-law to
warm and comfort her? Were
you to keep them both, I would
not call you "selfish," but
there's much to be said for
keeping peace in the family.
ace

DEAR ABBY: I am a 17-year-old
guy with an important question.
Why are your readers so hung up on
sex? I like your column, but it seems
that about one-third of your letters
are about sex. Personally I think
bowling is a lot more fun. Judging
from the few times I've had sex, I
thought it would get more enjoyable, but it didn't.
Unfortunately, high school peer
pressure about this overrated activity is still with us. "Who did you
score with?" is still a hot topic at
school.
I think sex is boring. Besides,
with AIDS to worry about, it's not
worth the risk. Also, the world
already has more people than it can
feed.
Give us more letters about people
who are too fat, too tall, too short or
were born on Christmas. Or hassles
with the phone company, the neighbor's dog barking at 3 a.m. anything besides sex for a change.
OPTING FOR ABSTINENCE

Zacharias
confirms
nomination
to replace
Singletary
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.(AP)
- Donald Zacharias, a former
president of Western Kentucky
University, has confirmed that
he has been nominated to
replace Otis Singletary as president of the University of
Kentucky.
When asked if he was a candidate, Zacharias said, "That's
a fair question, but a tough one
to answer. It is true that I have
been informed that I have been
nominated for the position.
"Beyond that, I shouldn't say
anything directly about the
search or the job," he added.
Zacharias said he will "just sit
on the sidelines and see what
develops."
Singletary, 64, has announced
he will step down as UK's president when his contract expires
June 30, 1987. A tenured faculty
member, Singletary said he will
resume teaching at UK.
Zacharias, 51, resigned from
the Western presidency in
August 1985 to become president
of Mississippi State University
In Starksville, Miss.
UK's search committee plans
to recommend more than one
candidate to UK's 20-member
Board of Trustees sometime this
winter.

THE FAR $IDE

A Murray man recently made With oMithe two parallel wneeis
a "soft field landing" at the of the main gear to land on
Three Carbondale, MurSouthern Illinois Airport after
radioing the airport control physboror and Southern Illinois
tower that his plane's nose gear Airport fire engines were stansignal light was not responding ding by because without the nose
gear to support the front of the
in the "down" position
airplane, part of the aircraft
would scrape the runway.
David Cooper, 23, son of Gary
Cooper let Soderstrom pilot
and Geneva Cooper, 502
the plane for most of the two
Whitnell, and two aviation
hours they were in the air after
students, Tim Soderstrom and
the problem was discovered.
Greg Ftociriguea, were on one of
They burned off three-fourths of
the numerous training flights
te planes fuel and moved the two
from the Southern Illinois
passengers to the back of the
University Air Institute when
plane to help prevent a nosethe problem was noticed.
down landing. Before the plane
The problem, while a simple
landed, he shut off the fuel lines,
one, was impossible to solve in
the engine and the electrical
mid-air. The nose gear on a
system.
single-engine Cessna 172 RG
(retractable gear) would not
"His thinking was very
logical," said Gene Ftlirtre tho
come down. This left the pilot

chief flight instructor of the Air
Institute.
More than 100 SIU Air Institute instructors and students
watched as Cooper brought the
plane in with a "textbook landing" and virtually saved the
$32,000 aircraft.
Biggs said he was not surprised at Cooper's performance.
Cooper was a 1981 graduate of
Murray High School and received his bachelor's degre in aviation management at SIU in May
of 1986. He also has two years experience as a flight instructor.
After completing the Air
Force Reserve Officers Training Corps program, Cooper will
be leaving the air institute later
this month to begin Air Force
flight training.

Winner of the bicycle given sway at the 4-H Bicycle Rodeo was Chris Ringstaff on bicycle, donated by
ii-Mart. Pictured with Chris are,from left, Dorothy Cook,4-H rodeo chairman, Mark James,secretarytreasurer of Murray Optimist Club, Monte McMican, assistant manager of K-Mart, Tommy Ringstaff,
Vickie Ringstaff and Trent Ringstaff.

Bicycle Rodeo winners announced
Eighty riders participated in
the 3rd Annual 4-H Bicycle
Rodeo, which was held Saturday, Oct. 4, at the Carman
Pavilion parking lot.
Sponsored by the Calloway
County 4-H Council and Murray
Optimist, the event attracted
participants from ages of 2
through 78, competing in their
respective age groups.
Winners are:
Age 3: 1st, Mitchell Pritchard; 2nd„ John Stickler; 3rd,
Tessa Sparrow.
Age 4: 1st, Matt Darnell; 2nd,
Fulton Hart; 3rd, Chris Naulty.
Age 5: 1st, Neal Key; 2nd,
Chris Moehler; 3rd, Marcia
Adams.
Age 6: 1st, Crystal Brashar;

2nd, La Dawn Cook.
Age 14: 1st, Lee Shouse; 2nd,
Robert Orr.
Age 15: 1st, Jimmy Stahler.
Adult: 1st, William
VanMeter; 2nd, Gerald
Waldrop.
Those assisting with the
Rodeo were the following Murray Optimist: Ronnie Gibson,
Junior Cleaver, Mark James,
Dr. Steve Farmer, Mark Miller,
Randy Dunn, Bill Rouse and
Donnie Criswell.
Serving as judges for the
events were: Billy Brandon,
Deputy Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, Billy
Bazzell, Becky Freeze, George
Skaggs,,Perry Cavitt and Chuck
Hulick.

2nd, Joey McKeel; 3rd, Rickey
Jones; 3rd, Jean Orr.
Age 7: 1st, Trent Wilson; 2nd,
Sarah Williams; 3rd, Josh
Morton.
Age 8: 1st, Sean Haverstock;
2nd, Justin Smith; 3rd, Jason
West.
Age 9: 1st, Justin Rouse; 2nd,
Shannon Cathey; 3rd, Jimmy
Lampe; 3rd, Naomi Piercy.
Age 10: 1st, Chris Bailey; 2nd,
Ben Buchanan; 3rd, Todd
Vinson.
Age 11: 1st, Scott McKeel;
2nd, Matt Owens; 3rd, Jason
Stahler.
Age 12: 1st, Pacer Andrews;
2nd, Jaimey Smith; 3rd, Chris
Norsworthy.
Age 13: 1st, Brandon Cathy:

How they voted

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

WASHINGTON (AP) - Here is
how the Kentucky delegation
voted in the 230-166 roll call ACROSS
Thursday by which the House
1 Dance step
approved the immigration bill.
Founded
4
A "yes" vote is to pass the bill.
9 Before
Voting yes were 168
12 Native metal
13 Place for
Democrats and 62 Republicans.
worship
Voting no were 61 Democrats
14 Male sheep
and 105 Republicans.
15 Punishment
There are two vacancies in the
17 Brilliadly
435-member House,
colored fish:
pl.
KENTUCKY
19 Egyptian
Democrats - Hubbard, no;
singing girl
Mazzoli, yes; Natcher, yes;
20 Part of
Perkins, yes.
fireplace
21 Dines
Republicans - Hopkins, no;
23 Home sellers
Rogers, yes; Snyder, no.
27 Remained
erect
29 Contends
30 Faeroe
By GARY LARSON
Islands
whirlwind
31 Rocky hill
32 Choose
34 Measure of
2

I2
15
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4 Aromatic
ointment
5 Change
6 Pigpen
7 Babylonian
deity
8 Minute drops
9 Muse of

DOWN
1 Burst
2 Metric
measure
3 Lawmaker
•

3

1

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

weight
35 Printer's
measure
36 At a distance
37 Barracudas
39 Considers
worthy
42 The caama
43 Cistern
44 Temporary
shelter
46 Saber
48 Intractable
persons
51 Cut off
52 Redacts
54 Also
55 Affirmative
56 Recipient of
'
gift
57 Lamprey

I3
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DEAR OPTING: Thanks for
the candid input. I appreciate
knowing my readers' preferences. Readers?

ill

31

11111

41

42UUU

Sc.

44

IUUU

(To get Abby's booklet, "How to Be
Pdpular: You're Never Too Young Or
Too )ld," send a check or money order
for $2.50 and a long, stamped (39
Cents), self-addressed envelope to:
Dear Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood,('alif. 90038.)

dUU

ME

poetry
10 Cheer
11 River in
Germany
16 In addition
18 Fruit seeds
20 Levantine
ketch
21 Chemical
compound
22 Make
amends
24 Turn inside
Out
25 Haley opus
26 Judgment
28 Protected
33 Deficiency
34 Having made
a will
36 Armadillo
38 Strain for
breath
40 Halts
1 Declare
5 Gaelic
6 Stallone to
friends
k7 Sorrow
4)11n is its
syMbol
49 Fish eggs
50 The
53 Fulfill

1

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

1

Legal

PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray is planning to
closeout a Department of Housing
and Urban Development Project
-M-volving the loan of funds to the
Briggs and Stratton Corporation for
the purchase of equipment.
This loan will be repaid by Briggs
and Stratton over a 15 year period
and the proceeds will be used to
other
assist
economic
developments efforts.
This.notice of closeout is provided
for anyone wishing to comment on
the City's loan to Briggs and Stratton. Written comments will be
received until the close of business
on October 20, 1986. All written
comments should be addressed to:
Mayor Holmes Ellis
City Hall
Murray, Kentucky 42071

2.Notice

Will do
babysitting
in your home
Nights or
weekends.
$2 per hour
Call 753-8857
after 5:30 p.m.

2 .Notice

1

e

g

a

I

Notice

NOTICE
THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL ACON
QUOTATIONS
CEPT
CHEMICALS TO BE USED BY THE
MURRAY PUBLIC WORKS &
WATER
UTILITIES,
WASTEWATER DIVISION: BULK
SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC
SODA LIQUID) 50% - CHLORINE
CYLINDERS, SPECIFICATIONS
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE Clair
CLERK'S OFFICE, SOUTH 5TH &
POPLAR STREETS, MURRAY,KENTUCKY. QUOTATIONS ARE TO BE
DELIVERED TO THE CITY
CLERK'S OFFICE NO LATER THAN
4 P.M., THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23,
1986. THE CITY OF MURRAY
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT
THE LOWEST OR BEST QUOTATION
OR TO REJECT ANY OR ALL
QUOTATIONS SUBMITTED.

I CAN'T SEUEVE IT..
I4ERE I AM OVERSEAS
FIE44TIN6 IN THE WAR,
AND MAT HAPPENS?

Our Sales Force will
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday.
Thursday and Friday.

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.
753-5315

"Understanding
God"
Bible Study
Mondays
7 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

MY GIRLFRIEND WRITES
AND TEL.1.5 ME SHE'S
GOING TO MARRY
MY COUSIN !

•

/0- /0

njoi ow. •••••

!AA.,
116116
844- irti)

1 NAVE PLANS FOR THIS
RAPIO CONTROLLED TANK

I'VE HAD TWO MARRIA6E-6
N MY LIFE, THE ARMY
AND MR5. HALFTRACX

Legal

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR
LOCATION APPROVAL
TENNESSEE STATE LINE MURRAY ROAD (US 641)
CALLOWAY COUNTY
The Department of Highways is planning
to proceed with the development of the
plans for the proposed replacement of the
bridge and approaches on the Tennessee
State Line-Murray Road(US 641). Location
Approval has been requested from the
Federal Highway Administration.
Calloway County, FSP 018 0641 001-002 049
D;00BRF 06411 023; Tennessee State LineMurray Road. The project will consist of
the replacement of a bridge and approaches on US 641 located over Clarks
River, approximately 0.7 mile North of the
North City Limits of Hazel.
The Department considers this project to
be a Categorical Exclusion in accordance
with the Federal Register Regulation 23
CFR 771.115(b)(9). Federal Highway Administration's concurrence in this action
was given on June 24, 1986. Maps, plans and
other relevant project data are available
for public inspection at the District Office
at Reiclland, between the hours of 7:00 A.M.
and 3:30 P.M., Monday through Friday.
Department personnel will be available at
the District Office to discuss the proposed
project, reply to questions and to provide
Information to all interested persons.
John L. Puryear
Chief District Engineer
Department of Highways
Transportation Cabinet
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah, Kentucky 42001-3010

THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 2474762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
WAN? to sell my
membership to Camp
Freedom Resort. In
ternational locations. 2
Call 753-3781.

INVITATION TO BM

1

2 .Notice
14KT. gold & sterling
silver jewelry- every
day discount 60-65% off.
Call for appointment
Mon.-Thurs. 753-6555
Hazel Brandon.

Buying?
Selling?
Trading?'
Renting?
You'll find
everything
you
need
in the
Classifieds!
Call
753-1916

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
14 Want to Buy
6
Help Wanted
COURT OF JUSTICE
IN THE CALLOWY CIRCUIT COURT
WANT to buy hardwood
Civil Action File No. s6-ct.122
timber. Call John Boyer
SON OR DAUGHTER
WANTED
753-0338
PEOPLES RANK OF MURRAY PLAIN.
AGE 19?
sports
Part-time
TIFF VERSUS EARL FUTRELL ET AL
Unless still in
writer, photographer
DEFENDANT
15. Articles for Sale
School or College
around 20 hours a
NOTICE OF SALE
their family group
week
must
be
able
used Hotpoinf
GOOD
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
refrigerator, white,
hospital insurance
to work nights,
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
$200. 6 month old G E
may have expired
weekends, must be
September 26th Term thereof 1986, in the
electric stove, white.
Our
age.
to
due
able to develop black
above cause, for the sum of FIFTY THOU$375. Call 489-2338 after
& white film, have
most popular Ma4:3.m.
SAND EIGHT HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT
jor Medical Policy
knowledge of sports.
WITIRLPOOL reAND 07/100 DOLLARS with interest at the
frigerator. only $8 per
Write P.O. Box
offers comprehenrate of $20.90 per diem from the 28th day of
week. Rudolph
1040$ Murray, KY
sive benefits at
February, 1986, and further the sum of ONE
Goodyear -Whirlpool,
42071
reasonable rates.
HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT THOUSAND
753-0695
For free informaSIXTY-SIX AND 82/100 DOLLARS with in- lifAN or woman. Kit16. Home Furnishings
tion call:
terest at the rate of $46.17 per diem from the chen cabinet sales posiheavy
WHIRLPOOL
10th day of April, 1986, until paid and its costs tion at Trees Do-It duty washer, only $6 per
Jerry McConnell
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Center. Call 759-1390 for week. Rudolph
Insurance
appointment. Ask for
Court House door in the City of Murray, Ken- Steve.
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
759-4199
753-0595.
auction
public
at
bidder,
highest
the
to
tucky,
fry* local claim service
RET157177nin
on the 27th day of October, 1986, at 1:00 new business needs 7 19. Farm Equipment
O'clock P.M. or thereabout FOR CASH the men & women to start
immediately. You must A Farmer's friena. A
BALLOONS at Faye's. following described property, to-wit:
be neat in appearance Blaze King Wood Stove
Phone orders taken,
NO. 1: A 21 acre tract of land and have own trans- and his chain saw. Save
TRACT
deliveries. 753-7743.
the west side of Highway 783 ap- portation. $800 month 1/3 the work with our
on
located
RAVE you ever gotten a
cake and when you took proximately 4 miles west of Murray and more guaranteed to those who catalytic. Morgan's
a bite it tasted like particularly described as beginning at the nor- qualify. For appoint- Furniture, 503 E.
cardboard? Then you theast corner of the property herein conveyed. ment for interview call Washington, Paris, Tn.
901-642-4179.
need to order your Said corner being an iron state located 271 feet 527-9008.
NEED someone to FOR sale or tradecakes from Pams Cake
Hut. All cakes are west of the west right of way of Highway 783 babysit afternoons & ready to go, 960 Case
midnights. Must have Combine, $1500. Farm
baked fresh, not ahead (formerly Hwy. 1023) at the northwest corner
references & own tran- wagon, $275. 489-2662.
& then frozen. Our of the Earl Futrell property described in Deed
butter cream icing is Book 141, Page 120 and at the southwest cor- sportation. Call after ?IMBER wanted. A
1 .m. 753-1378.
national furniture mfg.
smooth as silk. We take
Mocha property; thence west 1484
ART-time female kit- wishes to purchase
that extra effort in our ner of the
decorating to make feet to a point in an existing fence of Ed- chen help. Also, part- locally, better quality
them something to re- ward's; thence south 604.25 feet to an iron time waitress. Big white oak, red oak and
member. Pams Cake stake at the southwest corner of the property Apple Cafe. Day or walnut timber. Buying
night work. Call after large and small tracts.
Hut 759-4492 or 437-4455.
herein conveyed; thence east 1484 feet to an noon 901-247-3229.
Atlantic Timber &
existing fence corner post, said post being the
Vanier, Box 618,
Paducah, Ky. 502-443southwest corner of the existing Futrell pro7365 Ext. 422.
perty located 271 feet west of the west right
of way of Highway 783; thence north along the
20. Sports Equipment
west line of Futrell to the point of beginning
REMINGTON 7400 .276
Start At
and being a portion off the south side of pro2a(-7x scope, sling and
perty converd to Thomas R.Armstrong and
pad. accurate. $325. Call
753-0019.
wife, Martha L. Arinstrang from L.D. Fl
Per 1000
$1
TROPHIES and
and wife, Pauline Flora by deed dated April
plaques. Don't buy until
Vowel! &
4, 1964 and recorded in Deed Book 122, Page
you've checked at
Office.
Clerk's
County
Calloway
the
in
164
Faye's, next to
Son Inc.
Pagliai's, 753-7743.
Defendants Futrell obtained title to the
Martin, TN
above-described land by deed from Thomas
Miscellaneous
24
587-2301
R. Armstrong and wife, Martha L. ArmCHEVY pickup;
1065
strong, dated September 3, 1974, and of record
A.B. Dick photo copier;
NErsirr7
Limirw
ofthe
in
412
Card
154,
Book
on Microfilm in
9. Situation Wanted
twin mattress 8z
lbs to Kilgore, Tyler,
Dallas Tx area. October fice of the Calloway County Clerk.
GENERAL house springs; couch & chair.
TRACT NO. 2: Beginning at a stake in the keeping. References Call 489-2761 after 5p.m.
13, 14, 15. Call after 6 pm,
7534773.
Southeast corner of the Northeast Quarter of supplied. Call 753-8642 2 RADIAL snow tires
P/165 80R-13, 2 radial
Section 24, Twp.2, Rge. 3 East and on the West or 759-4604.
tires P/185 80R-13, 1
Medicare
boundary of the right of way to Kentucky GENERAL house Reg. tire 78-13, 1- 13"
cleaning. Call 753-0494.
Highway 1023; thence North, parallel to and
wheel, $40 for all. 2 new
Supplement
will keep & care for a cloth
I
right
the
to
& vinyl brown seat
adjacent with the west boundary
in
home
lady
my
in
Insurance
of way of said Highway for a distance of 765 Hazel, experienced, covers for high back
$10 for both. 1feet to a stake; thence West at right angles to good reference. Call seats,
Are you paying
blue vinyl captain high
said Highway for a distance of 271 feet to a 492-8510.
seat with swivel
over $360 a year?
babysitting in back
with said
parallel
South
$50. 1 J.C.
thence
stake;
pedestal,
have
really
Do you
my home or yours after 5 Penney 14" electric
Highway boundary for a distance of 750 feet Em. Call 762-4054.
the best plan?
saw 1.75 H.P.
to a stake on the Quarter Section line; thence WILL do sewing for chain
motor, $25. Call 753-8393
Are prescription
East with said Quarter Section line 271 feet to general public. Also, after 6p.m.
drugs covered?
the point of beginning. (This point of beginn- babysitting in my home. 3400 POULAN chain
Don't pay more
ing is also 1342 feet South of the South line of Reasonable prices on saw; super
both. Call 753-5219 after 250-A-Poulan saw. Call
than necessary
Dr. Rob M. Mason's farm.)
2p.m. M-F, anytime 759-4429 after 5p.m.
the
convey
Call
Grantors do hereby further
after 10 a.m. on 40% OFF on all Oregon
water rights located on the Armstrong proper- weekends.
Saw Chain during Demo
Bennett &
ty and any easements which they may have WILL keep elderly lady Days Oct. 10 & 11 at
Private
home.
our
in
Stokes Tractor- IndustAssociates
in maintaining said water rights and the
room. Experienced
753-7273
Grantees, by the acceptance of this deed, care. Good references. rial Road- 753-1319.
4' STEEL fence posts,
acknowledge their responsibilities as a co- Phone 753-6392
305 N. 4th
$1.50 ea. 5' fence posts,
obtainowner of said water rights. Grantors
Murray
$1.75. On sale now ed title and interest in said water rights by 10. Business Opportunity
Coast tO Coast HardEasement and Agreement dated the 29th day ESTABLISHED, lucra- ware 753-8604.
family oriented, ALL Wheel Horse lawn
5 Lost and Found
of May, 1964 and recorded in Deed Book 123, tive,
personal grooming busVirginia Miliken, 415 Page 172 in the office of the Clerk of the iness for sale. Excellent mowers in stock will be
sold at 10% over dealers
Cherry St. $100 REWARD Calloway County Court.
location. Serious in- cost on Oct. 10 & 11 at
for the recovery of a VCR
LESS THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED quiries only. Call Kop- Stokes Tractor- Industtaken from my home.
rud Realty 753-1222.
rial Road- 753-1319.
PROPERTY---Thatportion-AA- the aboveCall 753-0629.
POLO'S, aprons, caps
hauling carts in
LOST one pair men's described property deeded to John W. Bran- printed at Faye's, next ALL
stock while they lastbifocals, dark brown don and wife, Helen L. Brandon, by deed to Pagliai's. 753-7743
$119.96 in crate 1000 lb.
case. Call 753-8034.
dated January 24, 1968, and of record in Deed
capacity- Stokes TracBook 134, Page 180 in the office of the
beautiful
Industrial Roadown
your
tor,
Open
Wanted
Hip
6.
753-1319.
shoe store. LADIES Calloway County Clerk, and more particularly
ASHLEY wood stove,
REPS NEEDED for described as follows:
CHILDRENS - MENS Al
$150; 10x24 awning for
business accounts. Fullfirst quality merchandise.
at a point on the west edge of the
Beginning
mobile home or could be
time, $60,000-$80,000,
Over 200 top name brands
used for shed add-on,
part-time, $12,000-118, right of way of Kentucky Highway No. 1023,
•Gloria
styles
1500
Over
for storing wood- cost
000. No selling, repeat said beginning point being 443.5 feet north of
Vanclarbilts •9 West *Evan
new $12.50, sell for $4.50,
business. Set your own the southeast corner of the northeast Quarter
Picone *Andrew Geier •Liz
good condition. Call
hours. Training pro- of Section 24, Township 2, Range 3 East;
•Capeizo
Claiborne
753-0653 after 6: .m.
vided. Call: 1-612-938thence in a westerly direction for a distance
•BandoNno •Bass •Bear
6870, M-F, 8a.m. to
BED mats for all makes
northerly
a
in
thence
5p.m. (Central of 271.0 feet to a stake;
& models of pick-up
Traps •Calico •Reebok
direction and parallel with the west edge of
Standard Time).
trucks! Tool boxes for
'Stride Rita •Bustsr Brown
compact trucks. Stokes
or LPN position is the right of way of Kentucky Highway No. 1023
•Candies •L A Gear
Tractor 753-1319.
available for the 11-7 for a distance of approximately 321.5 feet to
•Cherokee •Florshaim
shift. Employee will be
BELL & Howell camera
a
for
and
direction
Bostonion
•
Freeman
easterly
an
•
a stake; thence in
scheduled Mon..Fri
& projector. Also,
many more. $12,900 to
leather coat size 12. Call
with every weekend off. distance of 271.0 feet to a stake in the west
$39,900 includes beginnExcellent salary & be- edge of the right of way of Kentucky Highway
753-7707.
ing Inventory-trainingnefits. Apply in person No. 1023; thence with an interior angle of 90°
RINKS spray paint gun.
at Care Inn, 4th & and in a southerly direction with said highway
fixtures and grand opening
Marquette port-a Indiana, Mayfield, Ky.
power. Call after 5p.m.
promotions. Call Today.
to
feet
321.5
approximately
of
distance
a
for
247-0200.
call
or
759-1346.
Fashions
Prestige
2.0
containing
and
beginning
of
point
the
loving
WANTED:
CEILING fan clear501-329-2362.
babysitter for 9 month acres.
ance! We have 52"
only.
old boy. Part-time
hugger model & conDefendants Futrell obtained title to Tract
ours.
Your home or
ventional ceiling fans,
wife,
and
Wright
M.
David
from
deed
by
2
No.
Trade
or
Sale
For
call
13
References. Please
$49.99. 1 only, 42" model
of
and
1965,
3,
April
dated
Wright,
Katherine
after
5364vriAimT
11afte
.
.-4
;
.
75
M FT. Crest Pontoon $44,99. Quantities
o s record in Deed Book 127, Page 200 in the ofhouse boat. Purchased limited. Coast to Coast
List. $16,040 -859,230 year. fice of the Calloway County Clerk.
new 1984. Immaculate, Hardware 753-8604.
Now hiring. Call 805-687TRACT NO. 3: Beginning at a point on the low hours. Sleeps 6. 15.P. gym pack 1000;
6000 Ext. R-8155.
Long equipment list. sewing machine; elecwest edge of the right of way of Kentucky
AMBITIOUS person for
Including air, heat, tric fence charger. Call
being
point
beginning
said
1023,
No.
commission sales & Highway
refrigerator, range, 489-2711.
service. Electronics 443.5 feet north of the Southeast corner of the
oven, microwave, elec- FIREPLACE Insert,
background a plus. Northeast Quarter of Section 24, Township 2,
tronics, head, shower, like new, used 3 months.
Send resume to Copy Range 3, East; thence in a westerly direction
color TV., etc. Located Call 753-4506.
Tech Co., P.O. Box 99,
Paris Landing. Con- CRYTES Used Office
at
thence
stake,
a
to
feet
271.0
of
distance
a
for
Gilbertsville, Ky. 42044.
sider N.E. Henry Furniture, 1016 JefferCounty Land in trade, son St., Paducah, KY.
BARBER needed at In a northerly direction and parallel with the
cash, or ? Phone 4.42-4302. Desks, chairs,
Hardin Barber Shop. west edge of the right of way of Kentucky
Call 487-4590 or 753-4177.
Highway No. 1023 for a distance of approx- 901-282-8398 Buchanan, files and much moreTo.
Good quality used
FOOD Service Super- imately 160.75 feet to a stake: thence in an
FOR sale or trade for furniture.
visor. High school easterly direction for a distance of 271.0 feet
home with acreage in OREGON saw chain
graduate or equivalent
the right of way
this area- a good busi- 3/8" pitch for 16" barwith 4 years of ex- to a stake in the west edge of
ness in Santa Barbara, $7.99, 20"- $8.99. Wallin
perience in general food of Kentucky Highway No. 1023; thence with
California with a newly Hardware, Paris.
service, Must be able to an interior angle of 90° and in a southerly
decorated double wide REASONED firewood.
supervise, schedule & direction with said highway for a distance of
mobile home in Oxnard, Oak, hickory, mixed
plan. Must be able to
beginof
point
the
to
feet
160.75
approximately
California Call 805-485- hardwoods, min order- 2
work weekends. Over3042
time required with ning and containing approximately one acre.
ricks- $30/ rick delivered.
Defendants Futrell obtained title to the land
limited advance notice.
For a full measure- call
14. Want to Buy
Salary $6.60 per hour. described immediately above by deed from
John Bova* at 753-03I18.
Apply at Personnel John W. Brandon and wife, Helen L. Brandon
NICE used exercrse SEWING machine, reServices, Sparks Hall.
reasonable
priced
possessed. Zig Zag.
dated July 28, 1969, and of record in Deed Book bike,753-6710.
Murray State University
Call
monograms, button
141, Page 190 in the office of the Calloway WANT to buy used 14x76 holes, open arm for
EOE/MF.
assis1,1311 ee---.111adlcal
County Clerk:"
fralterivfertrfc range
cuffs and sleeves. Astant needed for local
sume payment of $15
For the purchase price, the purchaser must refrigerator needed
Exphysicians office.
Bidders will be prepared to com- Prefer dishwasher & mo or 'pay balance of
cellent job opportunity. PAY CASH.
central air. No furniture $92.40. Phone 753-3316.
with these terrns.
promptly
ply
Good pay and benefits.
required. Prefer 3 BR's
gTIARP COPIERS. Call
Ryan
L.
Frank
Send resume to Medical
Call 753'9990.
502-354-8187 for sales,
Arts Building. 300 South
Master Commissioner
supplies, service &
to buy 250 gal
WANT
8th St , Suite 204,
Calloway Circuit Court L P. tank. Call 436 2755
demonstrations.

2

Notice

Face
Brick

40

Murray, KY. 42071
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•
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
Miscellaneous

24

FREE Sachs-Domar
chain saw! Will be
given away Oct. 11 at 12
Noon!!! Chain saw
Demo Days at Stokes
Tractor Oct. 10---*--11
Come use a Sachs saw &
register for the free
saw!
JO-AN's Varieties has
designer fashions at
discount prices everyday with specials run
every weekend.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,

502-231.

140r

boys suits, size
7 & 10. Call 753-0087
after 6p.m.
LOG splitter, 18 h.p.
motor, 12" splitting
wedge, 7 sec. cycle
time. 759-4031.
O. 10 & 11 come to
Stokes Tractor on Industrial Road to see &
use all models of Sachs-.
Domar chain saws.
Factory Rep will be
here to demonstrate our
Sachs saws. Also register for free 100 Sachs
saw to be given away
Oct 11 at 12 noon.
STRAW for sale, $1.06
per bale, you pick up.
Call 492-8659.
TIGER & Laker license
plates at Faye's, next to
Pagliars. 753-7743.
WEaT Kentucky Hardwood Kiln,
502-395-5900.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven, only
$4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0596.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

32. Apts for Rent

2- 12x65 trailer for sale. MUST see to appreciSee Brandon Dill at Dill ate. 2 BR duplex in
Electric 759-1577.
Westwood subdivision.
24x52, 3 BR, 2 bath, like $325 month and deposit.
new Must see to ap- No pets. Day 492-8885,
preciate. Call 753-3596.
t 753-9874
79 EAGLE, nice! 14'x70'. ;
IlifihW 3 BR duplex,
2 spacious bedrooms. 1 double carport with
1/2 baths. Sliding doors storage, appliances
off kitchen. Beamed ceil- furnished 753-5114, 753ing. Large front bay '7947.
window. Nice carpet, QUIET spacious
curtains, appliances. country living- 2 BR
Part furnished. $9500. duplex with carport. 2
Days: 753-2219, after 1/2 miles out 94 West.
6p.m.: 759-1091.
753-7951 after 5p.m.
TAKING applications
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
for Section 8. Rent
12x50 TRAILER for Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
rent or sale. 1 or 2 BR, BR. Apply Hilldale
appliance & partially Apts., Hardin, Ky.
furnished. Washer & E qual Housing
dryer hook-up. $150 a
S...rtunity.
month. Call 753-0566.
P quality, 2 BR
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or duplex with central heat
unfurnished, some new & air. Appliances furfurniture, natural gas- nished. Quiet reelectric, air con- sidential area. 753-6291
ditioned. Shady Oaks after fp.m.
753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near EFFICIENCY apt. for
Murray. No pets. Call boys only. All utilities
furnished. Phone 7534804811.
1 BR trailer, 9022.
Grogan's Trailer Ct. TIIJRNISHED 2 BR apt.
$135 a month. Call 15 miles south of
before lla.m. or after Murray, near the lake.
No pets. Call 436-2594 or
8:30p.m. 753-0204.
WA/7T to rent- nice 1 436-2231.
BR trailer. Call FLTRNISHED, 3 rooms &
bath, $125 & up. 3 rooms,
753-8438.
unfurnished. Other properties available. Cole29. Heating and Cooling
man Real Estate 753-9898.
RING wood burning
stove, $150, good condi- lIJUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
tion. Call 753-8528 after
Now renting. Equal
5p.m.
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
30. Business Rentals

41. Public Sales

Fri.-Sat.
Oct. 10 & 11
300 N. 8th
8-4 p.m.
Washer, dryer,
blinds, curtains,
kids clothes, toys.
Rain or Shine.

Several Family
Yard Sale
Sat. Only 8-2
509 Broad St
Baby items, maternity
tops
&
dresses,
sizes
10-12, ping pong
table, misc. items
.81 furniture.

suALL

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE

34. Houses for Rent

Murray
e
Ledger & Times

Three-Party
Garage Sale
1715 Magnolia
Saturday
Oct. 11 - 9 a.m.
chairs,
Table,
weed eater, new
kerosene heater,
etc.

2 BR furnished house.
Newly decorated. Near
University. Call
753-8585.
Hwy. 641 N
OR 4 bedroom house
.private entrance-.at we sycamore.
26. TV- st a 01 e
LeaftYARD
to
or lease with option
733-6734
MAGNAVOX console
buy. Call 753-4109, 762Fri. & Sat.
color TV., only $7 per COMMERCIAL office 8650 or 436-2844.
641 N. by
week. Rudolph spaces available now & COMPLETELY furGoodyear- Whirlpool, later, on 12th St. 2 nished, waterfront cottMemorial Gardens
offices or more. Cole- age, Pinebluff Shores
753-0595.
12' sailboat, infant
man Real Estate 753- Subdivision. Also, mobile
items,
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
9898.
home Pirates Cove, subfor_
12x40 TRAILER, 1972 31. Want tak.:RaILL___silvision
privileges. Col- something
_
model, $1850. Call 753eman Real Estate- 5$- everyone.
WANT 1.o rent a trailei 9898.
2928.
759-1759.
lot in Murray (around EXTRA nice, 2 BR brick,
1882 TiDwELL 14x64,
Calloway County). Call
BR, 2 baths, newly
3 miles north, central
carpeted. Must see to --Bill or Judy Fechley heat/air, natural gas,
appreciate. Phone 753- 753-4585.
appliances furnished.
3310.
Coleman Real Estate 75332. Apts for Rent
0898.
1983 TRAILER, 14x70, 2
1
$
2
BEDROOM
apts.
bath, 2 bedrooms, cenLARGE remodeled
near downtown Murray.
tral heat & air. Fox
house, 1004 Main. $325
753-4109,
762-8650,
Call
Meadow. Call after
monthly. Yearly lease,
438-2844.
or
4p.m. 753-1400.
deposit. Carpet. Central
efficiency
apt.
1 BR
H/A. Stove, refrigera1684 WILLOW Creek,
Partial utilities paid. No tor, freezer furnished.
14x60, central heat,
pets.
753-9741.
Would sell. 759-1265.
wood underpinning, like
Sat. from 7-?
new, $10,000. Call 489- 1 BR furnished apt. 121 NICE 2 BR duplex, cenFairgrounds.
N.
next
to
641
S. 3% miles.
5:30p.m.
-Applhuices
after
tral
heat/air,
2868
No pets. Call 753-3139
furnished, re- Something
bOUBLEWME, wood
for
siding, added wood 2 BR duplex with cen- frigerator/freezer, stove,
tral
heat
&
air,
outlets
dishwasher
&
garbage
everyone.
truss shingled roof &
family room with wood for washer & dryer. No disposal. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.
stove, 3 BR, 1 1/2 bath, pets. 753-9741.
storm window/doors, 2 BR duplex In Nor- NICE remodeled home
dishwasher, refrigera- thwood, TVA energy in Penny area. Large
tor, stove, central efficiency approved, deck and pool, satellite.
heat/air, $35,500. 9 central heat & air, Call 435-4318.
acres in north carpeted, appliances REDECORATED 3 BR
Calloway. Call 753-8904 furnished, dead-end brick home in county, 2
street. Deposit re- baths, formal living,
or Kopperud Realty.
SEVERAL 10' & 12' quired. No pets. Call dining & large den, Saturday 8 a.m.
mobile homes. Ideal for 753-7185.
patio carport. $385
603 Ellis Dr.
lake or rental, furnished 3 BR duplex apt., mos. plus deposit. Ref.
Dodson.
Call
753-1408.
or unfurnished, AC.
Will sell. Call 489-2256,
Household furBRAND new 2 BR apts. 753-7443.
Negotiable.
TRAILER and lotnear No pets please. $285 per SMALL house trailer, niture. CancellColdwater. Call month. 753-9475, if no suitable for one person.
answer 753-0521.
489-2811.
Electric & water fur- ed if rains.
nished, $135 per month.
-Call 438-2332.

4 PARTY
SALE

YARD
SALE

A local manufacturing concern
has an opening for an industrial
engineer. The ideal candidate will
have 1-3 years experience in
classical application, working
knowledge of personal computers,
with a degree in a related technical
field.
Please send your resume in
confidence along with salary
history to:
P.O. Box 1040-B, Murray, Ky.
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

KIDS KIDS KIDS
900 Coldwater Rd.

WINTER YARD SALE
Hanger Items $2.00 ea. or 3 for $5.00
Table Items 50 cents each or 3 for $ 1.00
Sleepers $1.00 each
OCTOBER 10th and 11th
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
9 A.M.-4 P.M.
759-4577

Estate Auction
Tuesday Evening, Oct. 14th
at 6:00 P.M.
At the Auction Mart in Kuttawa,
Ky.
Many fine collectible antique
pieces of furniture - glassware china - depression & carnival our auction house is full.
Sale by

Thomas White & Sons
Auction & Realty
Thomas, Cash and Todd White
Auctioneers

A

37. Livestock-Supplies
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Performance & semen
tested. Excellent, quality. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-8794.
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC registered Collie
pups, $75 and $100. Call
901-642-9220 after 5p.m.
AKC registered chocolate lab puppies, wormed & first shots.
389-0418 or 333-4195.
CFA registered Persian
Kittens, 6 weeks old,
call 753-5950. AKC registered Pomeranian
puppies, call 753-5950.
ENGLISH Setter pups,
F.D. S.B. registered
Tamoko and Grouse
Ridge will bloodlines.
Proven hunting stock
from Field Trail champions. Males $175.
Females $150. Call 7530919.
41. Public Sales

YARD
SALE
1526 Oxford Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 10 & 11
7-5
Antique oak sawing
bookcase,
table,
books,
tools,
numerous
other
Items.

Garage Sale
Rain or Shine
Oct. 10th & 11th
Fri & Sat
9-5
Milk glass. old dishes
& fruit jars, books,
stereo, lots of misc
for everyone. Come
sea. Take 94 E.. 12
mi. to 497 turn right
1 mile.

Sales

4 9 . Used Cars

Sat. 7 am.-7
1410-B Stadium
View Drive
A lot of children's
clothing, a lot of
Christmas crafts,
a lot of odds &
ends.

YARD SALE
Several Families
Contributing
Sat. Oct. 11
8-2
806 She-Wa
Body Tone exercise
machine,
childrens winter
coatk& lots, lots
mel-e7

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat. Oct. 11
Take 641 N. of
Murray, turn left
1824 on to Flint
Church Rd. Watch
for signs.

Everything
including kitchen
sink.

5 Party
Yard Sale
Saturday
October 11
8-5
Corner of N. 18th
St.
&
Wells
Extended.

Carport
Sale
Sat. Oct. 11 8-?
1630 Hamilton
Ave.
Toys, clothes, sm.

kitchen appliances,
numerous misc.
items.

Garage
Sale
Saturday
Rain or Shine
817 N. 19th
8-?
Clothing, furniture, air
conditioner, exercise
trampoline, Strawberry
vanity,
Shortcake
bedspread & curtains

1981 DODGE Omni.
53,xxx miles. Asking
$1200 or best offer. Runs
excellent. New tires
Call 753.9623 after 5p.m.
1981 MERC. Capri, 4
cyl., 4 speed, 2 door
hatchback, sun.. roof,
new tires, AM -FM.
43 Real Estate
Loan value $3255 take
ROPPER1th Realty $1475. Nice car. Paris
offers a complete range 901-644-1329.
of Real Estate services 1082 CHEVETTE, good
with a wide selection of condition, 32,000 miles,
quality home in the city $1800. Call 759-1132.
& in the county. All 1982 GRAND Prix, darT
price ranges. Phone blue, automatic, loaded,
753-1222 for courteous, 1 owner, excellent concompetent Real Estate dition, 60,000 miles.
service. We make buy- 753-4410 after 4p.m.
ing & selling Real 1982 MUSTANG L,
Estate easy for you.
hatch back, 4 cyl., 4
speed, air, pa, pb„
44. Lots for Sale
AM/FM cassette, tires
1 ACRE, 3 bay shop, on like new, low miles,
121 half way between $2650. Paris, To. 901-644Murray & Mayfield, 1329.
1982 Z-28 Camero, extra
$12,500. Call 753-0318.
CHOICE 2 1/2 acre nice, T-tops, low mllage,
wooded lot. 4 miles from $6700 or best offer. Call.
Murray, 94 East, turn 4892788.
on McDougal Rd. 753- 1983 OLDS Cutlass
Supreme, 50,000 miles,
9672 after 5p.m.
L AKEVIEW- 3 burgundy on burgundy,
Lakeview lots, Pirates new tires, sharp. Call
Cove, $4300 each. Call 437.4211.
1984 CHRYSLER New
437-4746 or 364-8393.
Yorker, excellent con45. Farms for Sale
dition. $6500 or best
23 ACRE farm. has offer. Call 753-6893 or
good four room house, 474-8054.
good tobacco barn, 1984 MAZDA 826,
stock barn, .8 acre dark cruise, 5 speed, ac, 42
tobacco base. Located 8 mpg., in great shape.
miles west of Puryear. Looks like a new car.
Call Mark 901-642-2621
Call 753-7867.
between Ila.m.-7p.m.
46. Homes for Sale
other times 901-642-2983.
SALE. Paducah, Ky's
Executive inn, presented by McGuire Promotions, Oct. 11, Sat.
10-8; Oct. 12. Sun. 11-5.‘
Adm. 02.00. Pres parking. Charles McGuire,
Mgr.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

Sat. Only
Uncle Willies
Trading_Post
641$.

305 S.
11th St.

Moving
Sale
Saturday
Oct. 11th
510 S.
7th St.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
yards, light hauling &
wood for sale. _Free
estimates. 753-0680 or
759-1683.
ALL type masonrr
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 3544956 or 7535341.

MITCHELL Paving.
Commercial, residential. Large or
small. 341 years experience. Call 753-1537.
YOBILE 1•103,11t`
Specialist Repair,
leveling, underpinning,roofs, floors,
plumbing, wiring,
hurricane straps. 7594850.

irrigation-Residential
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
MaKerreharr-Tn.
Cell Collect:
901-362-3871 or
901-352-5704
Free Estimates

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim

work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689
PAINTING =Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOFING, Siding, Concrete work, Additions,
Painting, General Carpentry. P.A. Molony 7538628. Free Estimates.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
NEED work on your
trees? We can beautify
your yard by toping,
shaping, dead-wooding
or removing dead or
diseased trees. For
satisfaction call the
proven professionals at
Bover's Tree Service753-0338. The competition knows us- you
should too.

CHRIS'S Motorcycle
Salvage & Repair. Call
474-2313.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all.
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
489-2663.PENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
3 BR brick house, real
your needs.
nice family room &
1980 Toyota Carona CENERAL HOME
carport. Located in
REPAIR. 15 years exLynnwood Estates. Station Wagon. Great
perience. Carpentry,
Must sell. 753-3275.
condition. Perfect
concrete, plumbing,
3 BR brick home,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
2nd family car.
excellent condition, 1
TO SMALL. Free es$2150. 753-6821
1/2 acre. Must sae to
timates. Days 753-6973,
appreciate. Call 7116-after 5 p.m.
nights 474-2276.
Metal & Shingles.
41,
M.Extras.
GENERAL Building
Aluminum & Vinyl
-1030 REBATE on closRepair- 20 years exing. Brick 3 bedroom, 2 $700 OFF book value.
Siding.
perience. Roofing &
bath, 2 car garage, '82 Malibu Classic, loFree Estimates
indoor & outpainting,
56xxx
mi.,
1
owner,
cal,
WBFP, 15 wooded
door. Odd jobs. No job
Call 759-1600
acres. 10 minutes East 4 door, ps, pb, stereo.
to small. 474-8067.
Call 753-0701 or 436-5690.
of Murray. $79,900
'74 DODGE Colt, ac, GUTTERING by Sears. TREE WORK. ComPhone 436-5574.
Sears continuous gut- plete removal, topping,
4 BR, 2 bath home on good condition, 9900.
ters installed for your
lovely double lot with Call after 4:30p.m. 435- specifications. Call trimming, stumps
mechanically removed.
several trees and nice 4382.
753-2310 for free Experienced. Larry
garden spot. Located '84 AUDI GT Coupe, Sears
estimate.
Wood 753-0211.
near University. Of- black, all options, 1
WET BASEMENT? We
fered in 40's. Contact owner, 21,000 mi., like
Yearry's Tree
make wet basements
Kopperud Realty 753- new. $500 over loan will
Work completely
=2.
buy it. 753-6149 or
& Yard Service dry.
guaranteed. Call or
GOOD location, 3 BR, 2 753-8512.
Free Estimates
write Morgan Conbath, brick home. Be- '84 ESCORT wagon, It.
Phone 436-2562
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
autifully landscaped, blue, ps/pb, air,
409A, Paducah, Ky.
753-0789
large corner lot. Re- AM/FM stereo. Per42001 or call 1-442-7026
cently redecorated fect inside & out. A like
Experienced
WE buy, sell & repair
throughout. Excellent new car. 901-247-5877.
HAMILTON -Cultured air conditioners. Dill
condition. Extra low
topssinksMarble,
Electric 759-1577.
utilities. Exceptional 50. Used Trucks
-dUMETili:W;Wg
value, $49,500. 753-7430 1972 DATSUN truck panels, custom made
Est.
753vanities.
Free
and order gardens. Call
after 5:30p.m.
with camper top. 1974 9400.
753-8590.
BOUSE for sale at Hornet AMC. Call 753INSULATION blown in
Almo. Call 759-1440.
0566.
TVA apOLDER two story, eight 1973 CHEVROLET by Sears.
those
room home, located at truck, low mileage, like proved. Save on
high heating and cool1105 Main St. Sits on a new. Call 753-8865.
Sears
80x380 ft. lot. To see call 1975 FORD Ranger ing bills. Call
free
753-3642 day 753-5738 pickup, V-8, ps, good 753-2310 for
night. Has all kinds of body, runs good, $1600. estimate.
JOINER'S complete
possibility.
Installing city
Call 753-8487.
tree service, 32 yrs.
bedroom,
1976 DODGE pickup, experience. Also, sewer,
water
Aluminum siding home, slant-6, good dependamechanically
septic
on 8 acres land. Located ble truck, $1000. Call stumps
&
lines
removed 10" below
on Almo, Van Cleave 753-9644.
tanks. All types
surface. Call 753-0366.
d
,
T
0
!EV.-K5 Blazer /LIDWIFE complete
backhoe work.
6 miles from Murray. 1979
Cheyenne 4x4, V8, auto., prenatal through postPriced in low 30's. Call
pb, AM/FM, partum care. Catherine
ac,
ps,
753-3874.
alum. running boards,
1-901-642-5777.
30 Years Experience
YEAR-round furnished tires like new, $2950. Worster
home, 1-4 lots, Ken- Paris, To. 901-644-1329.
A-1 Fireplace and
tucky Lake, 15 mi.
4x4,
56. Free Cel-umn
Gas Repair. Chimney
Murray. Call 1-312-474- 1983 FORD F150
cyl., 4
Cleaning, Masonary
0135 or write 3818-177 St. lock out hub, 6
speed, air, ps, pb, long
Lansing, Ill.
maie, one black & white
Work, Damper Hood
bed, duel tanks, two
female, approx. 6
Firebox
Repair
and
Nice
truck.
tone
paint.
3 BR home w/wood
months old. Call 753$4250. Paris, TN.
stove on 1 acre. 2 car
753-0953
3941.
901-644-1329.
clean-up
shop.
1986 JEEP Comanche, ODD job specialist, FREE large corrugated
$26,500. Includes
$8500. Serviceman ceiling fans, electrical, cartons. Excellent insatellite dish & above
going overseas. Call plumbing, fencing. You sulation for outbuilding.
ground pool. 435-4366
Each carton 10-13 lbs.
753-0197.
name it, I do it. You
after 5 p.m. & on
picked up at
40' LOWBOY Trailer with buy, I install. You wt. Can be
weekends.
Street
5th wheel. Call 753-8334 break, I fix. Call 436- 207 South 7th
Mon-Fri. 8a.m.-4p.m.
evenings.
2868 evenings.
47. Motorcycles
"71 DODGE truck, 22g
1981 CB856 CUSTOM, engine, auto. transmisblack with many extras. sion, $900. Call 436-2595
3400 miles. Two Fulmer after 5p.m.
full faced helmets in- '75 MEVROLET, C65
grain truck. Call 753cluded. Call 753-4091.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
1982 YAMAHA 1100 9569 days or 345-2637
Maxim, bought new nights.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Dec. '85. 2800 miles, '76 CHEVY Custom
OVER
Grand
factory accessories. Deluxe, MOO, '73
20 YEARS
Under warranty. Ex- Prix, $500. Call 759-1384.
xPERIENCE
• 10 WOOD CABINETS &
cellent condition. '81 CHEVY Van 21500.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
Evenings 753-9903.
'73 Chevy pickup $475.
Binh • OM • Walnut • Cherry•
1983 -YAMAHA 3 Call 438-2344.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
wheeler, racks, helmet, '82 DATSUN truck, 4x4, •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
new tires & header. MUP package, 80,000 • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
Display
•
Excellent condition, miles, ps. pb, air, •
COMPETITIVE MOCKS Dna% By I Sae Our
.
$675. Call 354-8469 after AM/FM radio, $4000.
00
000
000
**0 0
Circle
o.o
Sunbury
•
.
.40
.
9
•
Day 753-8749, night 4355p.m.
••*••••
1984 HONDA Intercep- 4438.
Chevy
nice
EXTRA
tor 500, $1800. Serviceman going overseas. Silvered° pickup. Call
Call 753-0197.
after 6p.m. 753-9072.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
NOTICE: used 1976
49. Used Cars
Silver
Ford truck, good condiGold
Closed
1914 FORD Fairlane tion, $850. Call after
Closed
500, 33,000 actual miles 5p.m. 753-9856.
5.76
438.50 Yesterday
Yesterday
6 standard shift, $860.
Opened
52. Boats-Motors
Opened
Call 753-7528.
5.60
426.60 Today
Today
1974 OLDSMOBILE 14 CROSBY fiberglass
.16
11.90 Down
Down
convertible, new top. fishing boat with
Call 753-8129. Parked at trailer, 60 h.p. Johnson
Compliments of:
motor, depth finder,
1814 Sherri Lane.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
1972 PLYMOUTR trolling motor. $750 or
713 S. 12111 Murray, Ky. 42071
Satellite, 440 big block best offer. Call after
753 7113
engine. Can be seen at 4:20p.m. 753-5808.
Wt• buy Gold Silyt•r 4 Dlomonds
705 Chestnut St. 1988 PRO Craft Bass
Wl• 1000 rnorley on anythntso of value
boat, '86 Yamaha 70 h.p.
753-7509.
Hours 10 6 Do,ly, Closed Sunday
1973 OLDS Delta 88, 4 motor. Lots of extras.
door, 38,500 actual Call 436-2646 after 6p.m.
miles, 1 owner, extra
clean. Phone 753-3881.
1976 MERCURY Monarch, $700. Call 753-5063
after 5p,m.
1979 2,brown, new
Also, we can order any current model Santires, brakes & streets,
.excellent condition Call
sul plus other brands. Remember...we are out
492-8603.
1978 IiirriCK. Riviera,
,
of the bright lights and can save you moncsharp, one owner.
and we service what we sell - Do They?
50. Call daytime
711118272 The Cherry
Branch.
1979 FORD Granada, 2
door, 6 cyl., ps, pb, air. 1
753-5865
12th
owner. $1200. Call 753N7$.

YARD
-SALE--

4 Party
Huge
Garage Yard Sale
Saturday
Sale
8-4

Industrial Engineer

41. Public

41. Public Sales

mrrtmr-esTravrI

Garage
Sale
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•

ROOFING

WILL

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

THREE

753-9224

rizzirblack

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat. Oct. 11
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1906-6
Westwood Dr.
Clothes & misc.
items. Cancelled if rains.

YARD SALE
Set. 7 to 4
1%

mile down Hale Rd. off
94 E. by Brn Grove Church.
Nice winter clothes, some
never worn, sweaters. Corduroys. coats children size
14, ladles size 3 to 16,
corn*
mons
clothes,
women, shoes size 7-9
books,
plastic
plus
decorative containers,
glassware, tWes, gas cans,
& much more. As Items
priced to sell. Cancel if
rains.

Yard
Sale
Sat. 9 a.m.
1706 Audubon
Clothes sizes 5, 9
& 11. Shoes, home
decorative items
and more.

AVAILABLE NOW
Lynn Grove Apartments
One and two bedroom units,
appliances and carpeting.
av-airable to
RTCnT-assistancequalified applicants.
753-8325 or 753-3293
after 6 p.m.

Orsurt.s.

Folks, Ken wood Home Stereo's
are coming to World of Sound!

$ta

World of Sound

222 S.

•

•

-4,14

•

'
•e
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We take great pride
in making this

On Oct. 1 our operations were expanded to include
The complete line of fine
MERCURY
LINCOLN

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Lincoln Mercury Products

Mercury Lynx

Mercury Topaz

Mercury Cougar

Mercury Sable
THE PARKERS — James, John, Joe and David — representing more than
six decades of automotive **nice to the people of Murray and Calloway
County.

Mercury Grand Marquis

Lincoln Town Car

'
II= ell

LIFETIME
SERVICE
GUARANTEE

The best Cu repair
guarantee In the country.

Lincoln Mark VII

Lincoln Continental

Since 1928, we at Parker Ford, Inc., have been serving the automotive needs of
the people of Murray and,,Calloway County, and we have been committed to top
quality service and complete customer satisfaction from the start.
Now that we also have been appointed your Lincoln-Mercury dealership in Murray and Calloway County, we are excited about the opporutnities thi presents to
serve you even better with all three lines of Ford Motor company's fine automobiles
and trucks — Fords, Lincolns, and Mercurys.
You will notice the name cif our dealership has changed. In the future, our place
on downtown Main Street in Murray will be known as Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
But that's all that is changing, with exception of the addition of the new Lincoln
and Mercury lines. Our 42 trained and skilled employees are just as dedicated as
ever to top quality service and customer satisfaction.

You'll see this reflected in our office and sales personnel, in our modern repair
and service department, in our parts department and among the specialized people
who make up our body repair shop.
We soon will be having formal showing of all the beautiful, new 1987 Ford, Lincoln and Mercury products, but you don't have to wait for that to come in and see
them for yourself.
Now, we've got it all under one roof — Ford cars and trucks, prestigeous Lincoln
and Mecury automobiles and the financing, leasing and service guarantee programs
to go with them.
Come in and help us celebrate this exciting milestone in the history of the Parker
organization!

Now, we've Got 'Em All!
Lincoln-Mercury PLUS this fine family of Ford vehicles!
Crown Victoria
Thunderbird
Taurus
Aerostar

Ford Motor
Credit

Mustang
F-150 Lariat Pickup
F-250 /
3
4-Ton Pickup
Tempo
F-350 Cab and Chassis
Escort
Ranger
Bronco and Bronco II
plus a full line of vans

You'll Find it NOW All Under One Roof
at

Company
Fast, convenient
financing for
qualified buyers

Parker
Fordi•Lincohialltiercuryi701 Main Str'eet

Phone 753-5273

-Ford's comprehensive
retail vehicle
lease-buy program.

Murray; Ky. 42071

'

•

